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outhor: Minneapolis Evaluation Team

atle: Implementing Alternative Schools: Lessons from the Minneapolis-Experien(

;ource) Report submitted by the Minneapolis Evaluation Team (Educational Servict

,Group, Inc.) to the National Institute of Education, Experimental Schoo:

i Program, pursuant to Contract No-. 400-76-0005

This report is a case study of a federally funded effort to implement

comprehensive change in public education, specifically, a system of

alternative schools. The report has two purposes: (1) to examine the

implementation of a locally defined approach to educational-change and

the extent to which expectations of the federal program were attained,

and (2) to identify issues, concepts and strategies of relevance and

utility to educators implementing educational change in general and

alternative schools in particuldr. Evaluation strategies included

school-based ethnographies, development and yearly administration of

objectives-based tests in reading and mathematics, an affective survey,

observations of formal meetings, structured classroom observations,

and extensive formal and informal interviews of school and community

participants. The report focuses upon the administration and organizat:

'of alternative schools, community and technical support systems, and

'differences among alternatives in instructional programs, and their

effects on students. The report is organized by a model of the process

of change derived from the setting and the literature on educational

innovation.

(98 references)



PREFACE

This report,is liased on work done by the Minneapolis Evaluation Team of

Educational Services Group, Incorporated. Under contract with the National

Institute of Education, the Minneapolis Evaluation Team was responsible for

the independent, external evaluation of the Experimental Schools Program in.

the Minneapolis Public Schools--Southeast Alternatives (SEA). The program

was funded from 1971 to 1976 to bring about comprehensive change in the

educational program of urban public, schools; the external evaluation received.

concurrent funding.

This report has two purposes:. (1) to report on the implementation of a

locally defined approach to educational change' and the extent to which expec-

tations of the federal program were,attained, and-(2) to identify issues,

concepts and strategies of relevance and utility to educators implementing

educational change in general and alternative schools in particular.

The Minneapolis EValuation Team was comprised of professional staff with

backgrounds in anthropology, educational administration, psychology, sociology

and public school teaching. Evaluation strategies included school-based

ethnographies, development and yearly administration of objectives-based tes.L;

in reading and mathematics, similar development and administration of.an

affective survey of students, observations of formal meetings, structured

classroom observations, and extensive,formal and informal interviews of school

and community participants of SEA. Early studies focused on the formal organi-

zation of SEA and its community and the development of an acceptable testing

program. During the third year, the evaluation effort added sthool based

ethnographies, followed by more focused studies during the final two years.

Planning directly related to the final report betan in July of 1974 under a

new Project Director, Larry Reynolds. Major staff contributions during.the

last two years of the project were as follows:

School ethnographies: Hal Nelson, Frank Giannotta, Ron French,

Margot Jenkins. Pendergraft, Judy Reynolds,

Carol Winther, and Joan Ryba.

Organizational and
Community Studies: Doug Rider, Mary Mueller and Bruce Boraas.

Student Impact Studies: Ron French, Karen Kane, Mike Crabill and

Carol Allison.

Final Report: Larry Reynolds, Frank Giannotta,
Mike Crabill and Nickie Breaden.

The final report is drawn from earlier reports of the Minneapolis Evalua-

tion Team,.selected and written by.the Director to provide an in-depth, descrip-

tive case study of the implementation and operation of an alternative schools

program in a public school setting. The report is organized in,the following -

manner:



Chapter One examines alternative schools as a strategy of change,
multiple definitions of alternative schools, components of alternative
schools as defiaed by SEA, rationale for the overall evaluation strategy,
and final report organization.

Chapter Two examines the factors facilitating the devefopffent of
alternative schools and influencing their definition.

Chapter Three describes key features of both technical and\community
support involved in the implementation of alternative scheols. \\

Chapter Four. describes the learning environments of the alternati/e
schools of SEA and the similarities and differences among them.

Chapter Five provides an analysis of the different alternatives in
terms of achievement in basic skills, student affect and student perceptions\
of learning environments. It includes a study of the effects on students
who changed from one alternative school to another.

Chapter Six describes the final phases of SEA under federal funding,
particularly its reorganization within the Minneapolis Public Schools.

Chapter Seven provides a summary of the process of implementing
alternative schools, conclusions about the role of external funding to
facilitate educational change, and implications of alternative schools
for the structure and functioning of public schools.

The work of the Minneapolis Evaluation Team was a requirement of the
Experimental Schools Program and not a choice of the individual Experimental
Schools Program sites. After early ambiguities and difficulties concerning
the purposes and demands of the external evaluation effort, the staff of
Southeast Alternatives and the Mirreapolis Public Schools were most helpful.
Particular appreciation is extended to Jim Kent, who served as Director of
SEA from 1971 to 1975, and his successor Dave Roffers. We also wish to -

acknowledge the support of Norman Gold and Raymond Coward of the National
Institute of Education; The support of Thel Kocher, directoi of the evaluation
staff within SEA, greatly facilitated our work. Over the course of the project
many other individuals provided counsel and insight regarding our efforts.
While we cannot mention them all by name, their assistance is greatly aPpre-
eiated. We are particularly pleased to have been associated with a project
which was exciting, meaningful and challenging.
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CHAPTER ONE

INIPONIC1ION

The following report is n cnse .study of a fech-rally-funded effort to

implement comprehensive.. change in public education. Specifically, it. examines

the strategy of the Minneapolis Public Schools to achieve this goal by creating

a system of alternative schools, called Southeast Alternntives (SEA), Initially

funded in 1971 hy the H.S. Office or Education and later admi.nistercd by the

.National Institute of Education, SEA received 6.5 mi 11 irni dollars over fiv.0

years. Established 'as -a.'separate administrative district of the Minneapolis

Puhlic Schools, SFA was to serve N5 an experiment in decentralized administra-

tion, school-community participation in decision-making and parent/student

chOice among educational programs.

The system of alternative schools included four separate school "models"

at the elementary level--a free school, an open.school, a continuous progress

school, and a contemporary or traditional school. Selected options, based

upon the elementary programs, were offered at the secondary level, Each

school in SEA was an alternative in the sense of offering hoth a different

learning envircnment and philosophy, SFA served approximately 2,500 students

and each student had the choice of attending any of the 'alternative schools.

Southeast Alternatives alsd has been a highly visible program during the

past five years. ft has been coksidered by the National Institute of Education

as the most successful of its Experimental Schools Program. Highly publicized,

SEA has provided a setting where thousands of educators across the 'Country -could

vi'sit a variet of alternative schools operating ,within a public school setting.

The visihilitY and success attributed to SEA, however, are potentially problem-

atic. Education is noterions,for its bandwagon approach to change and the alter-

native schools movement in education may be the latest in hut a series of good

ideas.

Educators frequently visit or read about innovative programs and prepare

a shopping list of what they would like to sec implemented in'their own schools.

The temptation increases as innovations arc perceived as exciting or potentially

enhancing the image of individual districts, schools or careers. In an effort

to simplify local. 'adoption, specific guidelines.may be sought to acquaint local
implementors with the behaviors appropriate in a new program. In short, the'

"good idea" becomes absolute. Consequently; whatThecomes disseminated by highly

visible innovative programs are specific practices, not a knowledge of the pro-

cess of change through which implementation was accomplished. Educators who fail

to understand the reasons why an jdea worked in one setting may find the new idea

failing in their own. The research literature on educational'change is dominated

by perspectives of failure, resistance to change and unanticipated problems.

For these reasons, thi, report will focus upon the process through which

SEA. implemented a system of alternative schools. To oranize our discussions,

we will describe the process of change in seven sreps--diagnosis, initiation,

definition, implementation, monitoring instructional environments, monitoring

instructional efforts and stabilizing the program. In this manner, we hope to

10



achieve a dual purpose: (1) to report on the implementation of a locally-
defined.approach of public schools to educational,change and the extent to
which expectations of the federal program were attained, and (2) to identify
issues, concepts and strategies of relevance and utility to educators imple-
menting educational change in general and alternative school programs in par-
ticular. The audiences addressed hy this report potentially include the staff
of federal and state education agencies, school hoard members, central office
and building administrators;professional support staff, teachers and parents.

In this introductory'chapter we will examine (1) the use of alternative
schools as a strategy of change; (2) the multiple meanings and connotations
of alternative schools: (3) the essential components of alternative schools
in SEA; (4) a rationale for our approach in reporting the SEA experience; and
(5) the organization of the report.

Alternatives as a Strategy of Change

The public theme of Southeast Alternatives has been "educational choice"
For parents, teachers and students. Choice is meaningful to the extent that
there arc alternatives from which to choose; that is, variability. Indeed,
SEA has been characterized by variability--in instruction, governance,
internal evaluation, staff development, community participation and resource
allocation. Public schools as bureaucracies do not typically encourage
variability noroodo innovative programs. Indeed, the "innovation" of SEA
may well be its-tolerance for and management of variability.,

Public schools have been characterized by a bureaucratic stance which
seeks to reduce variability in educational programs. Centralized decisions
promote a norm of equality or sameness, (Lortv, 1969). T'is is accomPlished
by "equal piece of the pie" allocations of resources4,. usually on a,per piipil---
basis among buildings. Thi5 promotes-a rough equality in eacher/pupil ratios,
professional support staff, and instructional matprials am_ng buildings serving
the same age-grade groupings of students. .Standardization is further encour-
aged by providing.the same textbook at a giVen age-grade level to all students
in a district and having the same instructional arrangements of teachers and
students. ProfessionalNsupport staff aresreliiiously "shared" among buildings.
All of these actions place parameterg'on the amount of variability,allowable
among educational programs within a district. While the particular school
attended by a given student is determined by his residence, the school's
program can be favorably compared to others in terms Of standardized, and
highly visible, criteria. In essence, the school bureaucracy tries to mini-

, .

mize variability orperhaps, to guard against it.
-,

Within the:parameters established by the school bureaucracy, however,
there is freqUently.little agreement concerning educational programs. Public
educationi es. characterized by a multiplicity of goals and a lack of an
instructiOnal technology (Miles, 1965). There is a great diversity among
adult5 (teachers and parents) in their perceptions of appropriate instruc-

.-';'tional priorities or instructional methods. Different priorities and approaches
are as equally difficult to criticize'as to defend. It is into this context
that "innovations" are introduced.

Innovations are typically singular. _The Experimental Schools Program
has characterized past innovative programs as piecemeal change, limited in
scope and effect. Usually limited to a single priority (increasing reading

1 1 2



skills or developing an arts-centered curriculum) , they usually advocate

one approach as sacred--team teaching or teacher training to develop new

skills. Further, the organizatipn typically adopts a formal (*commitment to

the innovation prior to its actual implementation. A prohlemfrequently

exists when there aro differing perceptions among administrators, teachers

and parents as to the need for the particular innovation. Indeed, innovative

programs may devo6e cor-ilderable time during the implementation phase trying

to convince partilipants of the need for a 'particular innovation (Reynolds,

1973) . Frequenly, the innovation is redefined to be consistent with previous

programs and the innovation exists only as an organizational facade (('arlson,

1965; Smith and Keith, 1971; Charters et al., 1973).

As we will discuss, alternative schools provide the potential to address

the existing variability among adults within the puhlic school and to avoid

specific innovations as a strategy of change. Variability was part of the

context of change prior to SEA's initiation and it appears SEA has been

suctessful in maximizing the potential of existing variability, rather than

trying to control it. The concept of variability also was central to the.

Organization and operation of SEA's instructional prograb and_to the coordia:

ation of its many interdependent components, e.g.,' community involvement and

technical support. While the implementation of alternative schools is the

major theme of this report, variability is the iicinor theme.

Definitions of Alternative Schools

6

It is important to discuss the various meanings of "alternative schools"

to clarify the nature of the program reportedwin this document. While South-

east Alternatives staff have been careful in their definitions, and sometimes

adamant about what constitutes a "true"-alternative schools program, the

literature in education and the increasing nurdber of "alternative" programs

around the.country have created a multiplicity of meanings and connotations

for the term. Those who are interested in developing alternativeschools

will have to cope with the diverse use of the concept. Further, while SEA

provides a case study where alternatives are defined, as we shall see, rather

broadly, limited definitions of alternative schools may be appropriate 'and

necessary in other settings. The development of alternative schools to the

status of a nationwide moveMent suggests that this is so (Nyquist and Howes,

19,

Historically, the term "alternative school" implied an alternative to

the conventional public school program, frequently of a contemporary nature

for a selected population of students as described by Duke:

A compensatory alternative is designed for students
who cannot or .are not expected to succeed- in regular

public schools. These students suffer a plethora of
labels such as disadvantaged, culturally deprived,
emotionally disturbed, or remedial. There have been

compensatory alternatives since the pauper schools

of the nineteenth century, though certainly in less

significant numbers (1974).

1 2



The Southeast Alternatives program was not compensatory. It was.a total'

school program designed for all students, incorporating anothercomponent of
definitions of alternative schools--the role of students- and.parents. 'A
report of the League of Women Voters. (1973) notes:

As the term evolved it began to mean any situation
in which a student could exercige choice. Thus,.
"alternatives" ranged in scope froM choosing one
hour per-week of "enrichMent" activities to choosing
among total prorams offering different learning
environments.

A current. trend is to restrict the term "educational
alternatives" to situations involving total program
choice. Three characteristics that may be used to
establish criteria for educational alternatives are
expresse1 concisely in a recent New York State
Ldu7.ation Department publication.

First, there must be the element.of choice...
without..,freedom of choice or entry, the program
May only be a device for grouping. Second...th-e

option must be More than a single class or only a
paft of the school day; it must represent an inte-
grated total program. Third, any major option must
-have, in the-main, a significantly different curri-
culum in which there has been considerable involve-
ment of the-parents and students in'the planning,
development, implementation and evaluation of the
program ("Providing Optiohal Learning Environments
in New York State Schools," the State Education
Department, Albany; N.Y., October 1973, pp.7-8).

As we shall see, these components were major features.,-of .Southeast Alternatives.

Alternatives have also been used to describe schools outside the public
arena, i.e., "alternatives to public education." The Free School movement,
with its focus on social reform and rejection of the programs and parapiler-
nalia of public schools, is representative of his usage (Graubard, 1972).
One of the unique features of SEA was the inclusion of a Free School within
the public school structure.

The literature on alternative schools has also posited.numerous short-
comings to "traditional schools" which provide a basis for definition by con-
trast. Tracing alter6atives to tlie time of Benjamin Franklin, Morra (1974:1,3)
r.otes that the "post 1960!,s alternatives make a clear break with traditional
educational organization and "pfactice, and share three bagic assumptions...

1. Children are naturally curious and.are motivated
to learn by their own interests and 'desires...

The most important,condition for nurturing the
natural interest and curiosity of the child is
a corps of adults who can enrich the environment
and offer,sympathetic help on a frequent basis:

3. The best setting for learning is a community in
which all participants to tbe educative process
have a voice in the formulation .of school policy."

4
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Southeast Alternatives also included a Contemporary School which crnstantly

fought being called the "traditional school," and thereby being.attrihuted

automatically with the "worFt" of public school programs. .0n the other hand,

from the perspective of numerous persons, the "best" of publiC schoul programs

is the traditional school. A recent trend has been to establfsh traditional

-schools as the alternative. Discontent with schools that are too liberal,
lack discipline and fail to teach basic skills has created a movement and

philosophy of its own. As we shall see, the issue of the "best" alternative
is emotional, but controllable.

Alternatives have also been defined in terms of substantive differences
in curriculum and instructional methods. After surveying alternatives in
'both New York State and across the country, Duke (19741 saw the following
as distinguishing pedagogical characteristics of alternatives:

I. A wide range ofindividual options including
what, when, where, and h9w to learn.

2. Increased .emphasis on affective development.

3. Multiple-:;taffing involving teacher aides,
assistants, volunteers, parents, resource
people, etc.

4. Some attempt to group students of different
ages, abilities, and/or home backgrounds%

S. Nontraditional facilities ranging. froM Ofd
homes to schools withotit.:vwalls._

6. Wide use of learning environments outside
the school.

7. More individually-based, as opposed to
normative, evaluation.

S. A'general climate ofarmth, informality,
and cooperation.

The instructional programs of Southeast Alternatives incorporated all of
these pedagogical characteristics.

The attempts to define aJternatives have been extensite, frequently
value-laden and usually generaland abstract.: In its broadest sense, an,
"alternative" can he: anything different than what ex'ists. .The definitions,
however, are helpful to point out the many facets of alternatives as.they
existed in Southeast and how the theme.of alternative schools could pfovide
the basis for comprehensive change in the educational program of public
schools.(a goal of the fedei-alsly-funded program).

1 4



Major Components of SEA

While we wish to save a specific definition of Southeast Alternatives -

until ye discuss the process of local definitions of change (Chapter Two),

it,may be helpful to the reader to state the major components of alternative

schools in SEA.

1. Alternatives were designed to serve all students across the
entire educational program within the public school' setting.

2. Alternatives were building-wide programs at the elementary
level (K-6) , with parallel programs at the secondary level.

3. Attendance in any program was determined by choice of students
and parents.

4. Alternatives also included formal governance,groups to
facilitate increased community and staff involvement in
school-related decisions, e.g., the desiwn and coordination

.of the alternatives program.
. -

5. All elementary programs were to provide quality programs
. in basic

6. Technical supPort was provided by professional staff in a
variety of Areas, e.g., inservice, curriculum, and evaluation.

7. Specifics of each alternatives program were the responsibility
of individuals involved in each building and program.

8. It was not a program to find the "best" alternative; it was
assumed different students function better in different school

environments.

9. The program served a population of over 2,000 students.

10. The program received 6.5 million dollars pf financial support
over five years.

11. Extensive monitoring was required by the federal program.

12. Program definition was influenced by requirements of the
federal program.

13. Program definition was influenced by the context of the
Minneapolis Public Schools and the Southeast Community.

The Southeast Alternatives program'was extensive and expensive; a major

.

effort to change the structure and functioning of public schools within the
context of ajarge-scale federal.Trogram of educational change. The external

evaluation,effort was also extensive, also locally defined. At the risk of
'divergence, we would like to discuss Our approach to the evaluation of this

program_ In this manner, we can set the parameters and expectations for the
context of the report; the reader may judge the appropriateness and utility

of what follows,

1 5
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Specific Puz.poses of the Repi:rt

While the remainder of this report is about SEA, this section is really

about the external evaluation ream. Our priorities, decisions and values

will become apparent as we try to describe why the final report on SEA has

taken its particular form.

The evaluation team has, over time, been subject to miny influences.

We have been expected to provide valuable information to federal policy

makers aid program monitors, applied research communities, local program

participants, the field of evaluation and educators across the country.

In sum, all things to all people. We have been expected, on one hand,"

to apply the best tenets of exi.;ting research and evaluation strategies

and, on the other, be innovative and creative. The evaluation team, the

Experimental Schools Program and Southeast Alternatilves have changed

personnel, programs and focal concerns over five years.

No current member of the evaluation team was present "at the creation"

of SEA. The prioritiesiand problems of public education have shifted from

1971 to 1976. ConsultAts have been advised, panels convened, site reviews

completed, and policies r.'versed. It has been interesting /

This final report is the product, however, of 5everal fairly stable

concerns and issues. We will briefly discuss what we have tried to accom-

plish, and in a'few instances, tried to avoid.

First, we have been intrigued by the apparent success of SEA iu aqaining

the general purposes of the federal program. SEA has been a success in terms

of its intent as stated in early proposals. The mainpurpose of SEA waS to

Offer educational options within the public.school setting (MPS, 1971). ',This

has t-een accomplished in terms of alternative instructional programs and

patterns of community involvement associated with eaCh alternative school

(Nelson, Giannotta and Pendergraft,.1975; Ridel, 1975). SEA has been a

success in serving as an experiment.. Instructional alternatives at the

building-wide level, designed to serve all students across the-entire educa-

ional program within the public school structure, are not common. The

instructional, financial, administrative and logistical issues associated

with a.program at this level of implementati-ailere-not totally .known prior

to SEA (Morra, 1974). SEA's expetlence with a number of instructional,
financial,administrative and logistical structUres and activities has allowed

it to serve as a source of ideas 'for future alternative school prograMs.

Model seeking appears to be a dominant interest of the visitors to SEA; model

dissemination is a primary concern of its partiCipants. SEA. has been a .

success in terms of comprehensive -change. SEA has been important in that it

has moved attempts at innovation."beyond ae,ievement." In the 'past, many

change. attemptS have focused upon student.achievement as if this were the only

aspeCtof schooling requiring change'. SEA, in contrast, has sought to_change

the basc'structure and functioning of public schoels--parent and student .

choicelOf school, dec-entraliied.decision making,.school-community governance,
staffing patterns and instructional priorities. While this report is not

organizea. to provide evidence for the successes and failures:of SEA, we have

Seen intrigued by these perspeCtives.

1 6



It is significant that SEA experienced many of the problems of change
attributed as causes of a failure,to change.in other settings. The.literature

. provides a lOng listing. To name but a few; these include abstract goals,
differing interpretations of appropriate behavior, conflict, excessive time
and energy demands, fatigue and low morale, inefficiency in group decision
making, Inappropriate skills and bureaucTatic constraints (Smith and Keith,
1971; Gross,.Giaquinta and Bernstein, 1971; Charters and Ppllegrin, 1973;
Pincus, 1974; aaldridge'and Deal, 1975). As Packard (1973) notes, however,
the problems of organizational change seem to be the problems of organizations
in general, whether undergoing change or not. If so,vthe lengthy listing
seems to offer little insight into what was unique about SEA, or what should
be tonsidered by educators judging the potential for change in their own
settings and by funding agencies seeking to maximize the probabili'zy of change.

,SEA provided a potential opportunity vo talk about "What works" in
contrast to the research literature on failure to change and what to avoid.
Our concern went beyond the description of a pariculartinstante to the
search for more general insights applicable to various change programs and
school Settings. The assumption was made that the.,Minneapolis ,Public Schools
and the programs and staff of SEA shared a number of characteristics common
to other schools, professional educators, and communities.

Second, we have been concerned with two components c, the Experimental
Schools Program as'a strategy for.change; the concept of "comprehensive
change" and local definitions of change.

The'Experimental Schools Program was created'because of a concern
about the failure of federal monies and programs to Significantly change
public schools. The extensive funding over five years was to provide the
necessary time and resources to *llow districts to implement "comprehensive
change." While the concept Of comprehensive change has been a messyone
to define, it implies a basic change in the structure and functioning of
public schools. SEA provided alsetting for an intensive study of whether
alternative schools could accomplish that goal.

The Experimental Schools Program emphasized local definitions of ways
'to achieve comprehensiVe change. .(0ther sites did not follow an-alternative
schools design.) We were therefore interested in identifying the factors
which led to the adoption of alternative schools in general as.well as their
specific programs. Further, the "transportability" of SEA's program was of
concern, heightened by the extensive information dissemination efforts of
,SEA. The volume of.printed. ma rials mailed across the country and number
of visitors to SEA was impre sive.

Third, we have actively-sought input from educators visiting SEA to
define the focus of our final report. This was accomplished by listening
to questiohs and concerns voiced during national conferences (e.g., sponsored

y

by Phi Delta Kappa and the University of Connecticut) and information-sharing -
sessions snonsored by SEA for Minneapolis Public School staff.

Major questions_have been: "How do we jmplement alternative schools?
How much do they cost? What kinds of altcnatives are there? How do you
'involve'-the community? How:do you 'get' teachcrs to change?"



We have therefore tried to provide 41 fairly extensive descriptive

account of SEA to allow the reader a sense of "what-SEA was lihe." In this

manner, the reader could get a general notion of the components of an

alternative schools system and a strategy of change. The description would

provide the concrete knowledge to support our discussions of more general

concepts, issues and strategies.

Fourth, we have been'interested in the technical support provided in

.SEA to facilitate the implementation and development of alternative school

programs. This interest steds, in part from general concerns about thc-

process. of change. While new programs arc designed to'ultimately improve
instruction for students, For adults who re to implement those programs,
the immediate effect.is disruptive.

Frequently individuals must acquire newAnowledge, alter
their belief systems, and modify custoMary patternS of
behavior. The amoUnt of time necessary for these changes
to occur depends upon factors associated with the inno-

vation, the situation, and the innovators.- During...the
'period of disruption, new situations are encountered and
experience is less relevant as a guide. The predictability
of behavior is decreased pnd planning is -less effective
(Reynolds, 1971).

SEA dovo.fed considerable financial resources to the provision of technical
support during the.early phases of. implementation.

Our interest in community suppOrt of alternati4ve schools also led to
a focus upon formalized support functions. The coMmunity was involved.as
recipients and providers of information,..as volunteers in instructional
support roles and ds staff members of support services.

Fifth, we have been sensitive to the priori:ties of local program parti-
cipants and eMerging trends in evaluation. The groWth of alternative schools
in American education has been accompanied'hy a variety of research needs aad

problems; cabling for alternative models of educational research and .assess-:

ment. A central need has been expressed in demands of some educators for
the developMent of new ways of conceptualizing educatiOnal,accountability:
This demand has recently been formulated by an SEA 1--::rticipant as follows:

Acceuntability means .being held responsible for some-
thing over which one has Control. Schools must be
accountable for.those things for which they have
responsibility and legitimate control. Schools arc
responsible for the'environments which they create
and foster for children...They can and they must be
held accountable for understanding the reasons for
and the effects of structuring the environment in

-

ways that they choose.

There is much in a child's life over which schools
have no.control...which 'affect the child's ability
and motivation to learn (Aldrich, 1974).

A related need has been a move towards switching the major focus of
evaluation away from the child and towards the school environment (Dae,1974).
Children's responses to an environment, given the rationale of-accountability

9
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outlined above, may become setondary, though still important, to the task of
assessing the school environment itself. The,report; therefore, includes an
emphasis on describing, eomparing and contrasting the various instructional
programs.

Sixth, we have been attentive to evaluation's purpose of passing judg-

ment. We have already alluded to the zuccess of SEA and several statements
qualifying that.success. We have been interested in determining if SEA
accomplished what it proposed. Were the alternatives "really" diff(3rent?
What were the effects of different programs on students?. Did the community
take advantage of the opportunity to attend a non-neighborhood school? Will

SEA survive after the federal monc.y goes away? Did SEA have an impact on the

Minneapolis Public Schools? Thesb evaluation questions are also addressed

throughout the report.

Seventh, we have tried to avoid the production of a "typical research
report:" To this end we have omitted from the body of this report a descrip-
tion of the ,Experimental Schools Program (see Appendix A) and a review Of ,

the research and evaluation literature on alternative schools (see Appendix B).
We'have avoided extensive methodological statements on field studies, parti-
cipant observation, instrument development, interview strategies and data
'analyses. These may be found in the pertinent reports referred to.in our
discussions.

Organization of the Report

In light of the above discussion, this report will focus upon the
following:

1. Factors underlying'the definion of alternative schools in
SEA and the identification of factors'which may-serve as a
guide for definitionS of alternative sehools in other settings
(Chapter Two)._ .

2. Key features of both technical and community support involved
in the implementation of alternative schools (Chapter Three).

3. A description of the alternative learning environments of
SEA and an analysis of several dimensions on which they differed
(Chapter.Four).

4. An analysis of.the effects of the different elementary alter-
natives in terms of ac4ieVement in basic skills, student affect,
student perceptions of learning environments and students who "

changed from one alterhatiV'e to another (Chapter Five).

5. Description of the final phasesof SEA under federal funding
and the local factors-influencing its future definitionskof
an alternative schools program (Chapter Six)

6. Conclusions aboUt the role-of external funding to facilitate
educational change, implications of alternative schools for
the structure and functioning-of public education,-and a
summary of a process Or implementing:alternative sChools

derived from the:preceding discussions (Chapter-Seven).
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The chapters outlined above are intended to provide both descriptive

narrative about SEA and More general issues, concepts and strategies in the

implementation of alternative schools. To attain these goals, We have adopted

a descriptive model of implementing alternative schools. The model has been

derived from the general literature on educational change and not from the

SEA experience per se. We consider its value as providing a means tO organize

a larger amount of concrete information into more general categories. Hope-

fully, readers also will find it helpful in organizing their thoughts about

alternative schools in the'r own setting.

The model will cunsist of seven coMponents, each keyed to the discussions

of selected chapters. They are as follows:

1 Diagnosis--Lrefers to the assessment of the existing priorities
and concerns of the community, school district and building

personnel as ,well as the financial, technical, professional and
inter1)en7onal resources available for change efforts- (Ehapter Two).

Initiationfocuses upon the impetus for change and.the inVolve-
ment and cc.rinitment of people prior to beginning eflorts of

definition (Chapter Two).

3 Definition--includes the setting of overall goals of a new
program and the deciding who will determine specific programs

and activities to attain those goals (Chapter Two).

Implementationrefers here to the organization and procedures
whereby technical and community support are mobilized to assist

in the Conversion from a previous program'to the deVelopment of

a new program (Chapter Three).,

5 Monitoring instructional environmentscalls for procedures of

assessing the extent to which actual behaviors are congrtlent

with overall program goals. Without the inclusion of this step,

the. relevance 9;..the next is virtually left to chance (Chapter

Four).

6. Monitoring instructional e4ectscalls for procedures of
assessing the consequences of various alternative instructional
goals. While studenfachievement is an obvious example, this
report will also examine other options.in this area (Chapter Five).

7. Stabilizing the program--addresses issues concerned with main-

taining innovative'programs after they have lost-their initial

excitement and supportive funding. Changes in the context of

the change.effort may well occur, calling for'continued.diagnosis
and a repetition of the other steps to allow adaptations,
-refinements, or as in the case of SEA, survival (Chapter Six).

Our fl:rmat throughout the report will be to describe SEA and then.derive

implications for the implementation uf alternative schools in otlier settings.

The model will be used to.Summarize these implications into a series of seven

steps. In the final chapter, we will summarize the entires,model for implemen-

ting alternative schools.
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CHAPTER TWO

PROGRAM CONCEPTUALIZATION

In this chapter we will examine the,community and school setting of
Southeast Alternatives (SEA), the process through which a proposal was written
and submitted to the National Institute Of'Lducation (NIE) to create SEA, and

the early goals defining the overall project and each alternative school pro-

gram. These three areas of discussion correspond to the first three phases of
the model of. change: diagnosis, initiation and definition. A summary of the key
variabIes'in the diagnosis, initiation and definition of change in SEA is then

presented.

Program Setting: Diagnosing the Context of Change

Both Minneapolis and Southeast Minneapolis, as a city and community respec-
tively, influenced the character and design of SEA. This section summarizes
seme important,features of each setting and their relevance to the project's
initial planning and design.

Minneapolis as an Urban Educational Setting-

Minneapolis was selected by NIE: as an urban Experimental Schools Program

(ESP) site. "Thoughcertainly-a city-by commonly accepted yardsticks,(e.g.,
geographic size,- demographic compositiOn, and legislative mandates), it was by
no.means a complek metropolis on the scale of New York. Nor were the MinneApo-

-lis Public Schools (MPS) an "innter city" system of schools such as found in
'Philadelphia or Washington, D.C. Considerations of three aspeCts of the MPS/SEA

',.picture in 1970school population, ethnic composition, and system size--clarify
thiese observations.

In the 1970-71 School year, the MPS system enrolled a total of 66,934
students. The total.population of Hennepin.County, which encompassed the city
of Minneapolis, was then 960,000. Neighboring Aamsey County, encompassing

St. Paul, had a population of soMe 480,000. Frenth and Reynolds (1973) analyzed
1970 racial distributions across' several areas in the Twin Cities. These areas

cohsisted of St. Paul, Minneapolis minus Southeast, Southeast, and the attendance
areas of the-neighborhood schools in SEA. They concluded:

The racial composition of theTWiii-nfiei-is not exaCtly
a coat of many colors. None Of the areas considered con-
tained even HA tinorities;,..there is.a small blaCk popu-
lation And a very small population Of'Indians (1973:7).

.

The racial composition of Southeast was 95% Whit'e. French and Reynolds also

found that unlike Minneapolis.and St Paul, "Southeast contains a.small percent-

age of what is classified'...as other'specified races" and "a large proportion of

this group undoubtedly are orientas" (1973:7). In 1970, "other unspecified"
still represented only 2% of the 26;000 people residing in Southeast. Southeast's

demographic.composiiion was heavily a function of its prOximity to the University

of Minnescita's main campus.
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In light of the above profile, it is not surprising to find MPS report-
ing a 1970 figure of 13.04 for the total percentage of.minority students
enrolled city-wide in the system. Southeast schools reported a slightly
lower figure of 10.5% total enrolled minorities for the 1970-71 school year
(MPS, 1971:39). In 1971, an event occurred which held implications for the
operation of the SEA project. A..class action lawsuit was filed against MPS
which changed, over several years, policies conducive to unlawful racial
segregation. On May 24, 1972, the U.S. 5th District Court concurred with an
MPS Board approved school desegregation plan. The MPS system was required
to submit progress reports to the court every six months.

The plan followed several years of MPS activitiel aimed at realizing
racial desegregation in the city's schools. The plan sought to maximize
the racial balance of both staff and students and included curriculum develop-
ment and teacher-training activities. Elementary schools were involved
through initiation of a "clustering" concept. Clustering entailed expansion
of certain elementary attendance areas for desegregation/integration purposes.
The city-wide plan was designed to avoid placing the onus of movement solely
upon minorities. A centralized Department of Intergroup Education was
established under the direction of an Assistant Superintendent. A formula
consisting of enrollment percentages (or "bands") for majority and minority
racial balance was devised. Transfers across schools were processed through
Intergroup Education within the guidelines of the city-wide plan.

f-

As part of MPS, SEA was required also to function within the guidelines
of the 'desegregation:Plan..--in addition to MPS human relations sessions
required for staff develoPMent, student movement formed a primary area of
impact. Families residing within the boundaries of the SEA project continued
to be able to initiate transfers among SEA sChools at any time. Families
(both majority and minotiry) residing outside of SEA could also seek parti-
cipation in the project under a city-wide Open Enrollment Program for SEA
schools initiated in April 1972: Open enrollment families were permitted
to initiate transfers into SEA, provided such transfers would not negatively
affeCt the racial balance (as set by the city plan) of either sending or
receiving schools or negatively influence the receiving,school's rated
building capacity (i.e., causing overcrowding).

What did the plan mean for SEA!s future? First, it set parameters,
on the extent to which the .alternatives could draw students frum non-SEA
attendance areas if this would negatively affect the racial balance of non-
SEA schools, particularly during the-period when citywide alternatives.did
not exist. Second, for SEA as a system of .choice, it Meant that majority
and minotity'enrollment figures would represent families who chose to attend
each alternative. There were questions about the extent to which minorities
would choose equaLly among the existing alternatives. In contrast to some
urban alternatiVes, SEA had nbt been designated as a "compensatory" educa-
tional program.. :Rather it was intended as a public ystem of options which
would serve both minority and majority students, low and middle income
clients. It did house, however, some program component's of a compensatory
nature.. These were either formally designated as such (e.g., the MPS
"special education" program and accompanying staff at the various alterna-,
tives) or functioned in essence as such (e.g., some alternatives', attracting
groups of.former"drop.or push-outs").
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Although Minneapolis faced a problem (racial desegregation) similar

to those of large'r. cities,\ln terms of numbers, the problem was hardly on

the same scale. The city's relatively small minority population facilitated

dealing with this still formidable challenge...Similarly, size proved a.key

factor in the design and administration of SEA. For example, midpoint in

the project (197374), SEA formed the smallest of the city's.four adminis-

trative areas. Duting that year, the MPS district encompassed over 100
school buildings and some 2,800 teachers, serving a total_student population

of some 59,000 (down from 66,934 in 1970-71). SEA consisted of six buildings

with less than 2,500 students--relatively miniscule in compari,son to enroll-

ments in each of the city's three other areas.

SEA's size was an advantage in some respects. Its schools were located

within reasonable distances of one ahother. Interaction among SEA *lartici-

pants was highly personalized. Manageability was generally enhanced. The

area happened to be relatively close to the central downtown MPS office as

well. It was not uncommon for. SEA staff to mention colleagues working in

other parts of the city, reinforcing the city's rather town-like atmosphere

In some respects, however, small size was a distinct disadvantage for

SEA. Minneapolis, again as nther cities, was experiencing declining enroll-

ments. From the project's earliest days, it was made clear to SEA that

eventual merger with one of the larger three adminiStrative areas would be

necessary. SEA's buildings were among the oldest ip the city, thus adding, ,

to the economic constraints of remaining semiautonomous. The end of SEA's

thiTd "year,(1973-74) was set as a tentative target for the completion.of
administrative merger, although it did not actually occur until the beginning

of the fifth year. (We will.discuss th.is issue in greater depth in Chapter

Six.)

Southeast as an ESP Setting

We have highlighted key points concerning Southeast Minneapolis as an

urban educational setting. It was relatively small in terms of school popu-

lation and geographic size; it was predominuitly White; it waS a "university

community." Our...purpose here is to mention additional aspectsof Southeast-
which relate specifically to the dynamics of pre-ESP educational change.

Our description of Southeast as a relatively small "university community,"

'though technically accurate, requires qualificoion since it is easily mis-

leading.. For'example, it masks the considerable internal diversity willich

also characterized the community. This diversity could be found in rfitsidents'

incomes, occupations, life-styles, and.phil5Sophies (includingeducational -

preferences), as7well as the physicarappearance of the Southeast area.
Residential districts intersectedlight industry and3commercial areas. French

and Reynolds (1973) provide an_...eXcellent treatment of demographic variation

within Southea3t. The readpf is referred to their work for additional details

on such variables as age,-tacial composition, family structure, occupations,

residence patterns and.education.

Southeast also had a substantial pre-ESP history of involvement in educa-

tion through'the local university. One way to coneeptualize the decade
immediately preceding the'project is to regard SEA's local schools as a system

in "moving equilibrium" (Wallace, 1961). These schools, as part of_the larger

I
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MPS bureaucracy, formed an open sociocultural system which changed pri-
marily through exchanging inputs and outputs with their larger environment.
A critical piece of that larger environment was the local university with
a good deal of the "inputs" into Southeast schools arriving as educational
"innovations" in the form of staff training, student teachers, university
professors, and researchers.

The effect of the university setting certainly cannot be ignored.
In fact, prior to any word of ESP, all of the SEA elementary schools had
been used as local "demonstration sites" by the university. A continuous
progress program had already been instituted at the future "continuous
progress" alternative. The SEA high school represented a recent merger
between the local SEA high school and the university's high school. Yet,
the dominating character of the types of changes mentioned was their
"piecemeal"jnature, scattered across the various schools in segmented
programs, activities, and timing.in appearances.

During the years immediately preceding the SEA project, small groups
of parents and staff of the Southeast community had begun to demand greater
client input into shaping the education provided by MPS schools. Piecemeal
change strategies had proven unsatisfactcfily to these members of the
community. However, in terms of both preferences and organization, such
groups were far too fragmented to be a serious threat to the local board.
Their strategies of change and reactions to MPS also mirrored Considerable
variation. For example, some opted out of the public system entirely,
sending their children to small private alternatives. A.number of these
were then operating across the city. Others.preferred to continue'advocating
for change by Working "through the system."' Prior to SEA, one such group
had obtained a commitment from MPS for an open classroom. HoWever, system-.
wide change prospects looked bleak, particularly in terms of an ability to-
address the highly varied educational demands of a highly varied Southeast
community, For example, many SEA residents seemed content with a "mpinstream"
model of formal schooling--e.g., an emphasis on the three R's and self-
contained classrooms. Others, as we saw, were seemingly split among radical
change advocates and reformers. Still others seemed content with the
"ungraded" school recently initiated in Southeast.

Community advocacy.in Southeast prior to ESP was not limited to
education. Citizen activism was a hallmark of Minneapolis in general.
In Southeast, as.in other areas of the city, "community involvement" was,
partially manifested in a formidable array of voluntary resident associa-
tions.. These played local input and watchdogging roles.in contacts with
varieties of governmental organizations. For example, the Southeast
Mihneapolis Planning and Coordinating Commission (SEMPAC) formed a central
umbrella organization for several Southeast district-level community
associations.

SEMPAC also maintained a Schools Committee, Which included representa-
tives of these district-level groups. As a university community, Southeast
contained a rich resource of parents who were professionals, including
credentialed educators. Further varieties of informal resident networks
brought some of these professionals into continuing contact-(often as.role'
occupants) with Southeast voluntary asSociations. Southeast's informal
networks of parents and voluntary associations had, in turn, come into
contact with the formal organizution of MPS'schools.

2 1
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Prop,ram Initiation

The impetus for change in SEA stemmed in part from the interest and
involvement of citizens in Southeast and the relationships with the local'

university. Change had also been initiated from the top, i.e., the super-
intendent's office of the Minneapolis Public Schools. The Experimental
Schools Program was an opportunity for change supported by all parties.

The U.S. Office of Education arirMunced the Experimental Schools Project

in December, 1970. A letter of interest from the MPS Superintendent, in .
which a rough outline of the SEA project's early stages was sketched, was
submitted January 28, 1971. Shortly thereafter, and prior to award of its
planning grant, the formal MPS organization in Southeast sojicited input
from a core group of Southeast parents, which included current and former
chairpersons of SEMPAC's School Committee. By the time the planning grant
was. formally awarded in early February, an informal preliminary planning

group of local khool technocrats and concerned parents had been formed.

4

Among those further recruited to assist, in proposal Writing was the
future- director of the SEA project, who was excused from his duties as
director of the high school in Southeast to devote full time to Writing.
The high school's assistant principal, who had made preliminary contacts
with the first small group of parents, was also involved in the wfiting
and eventually became principal of one of the alternatives. The core

writing group divided up coordination and linkage responsibilities::some
took drafts for input, reactions, further writing, editing, etc., to the
future site of the open alternatives; others assumed responsibility for
the future contemporary and continuous progress constituencies. In all,

approximately thirty adMinistrators, ,teachers, parents and students
constituted.the writing task force_ However, with reactors at each 'site

,over the two month period also included, the number .involved far exceeded

..the task force.

Moreover, representatives on the task force mirrored a cross-section
of what would eventually constitute each of SEA's organizational components:
MPS central administratiOn; teachers and administrators from the proposed
alternatives;.people who would be involved in the alternatives community/
school govqrnance or advisory groups; individuals who would staff the
projeCt's formative evaluation component, K-12 student support services,
budgetary and transportation sections, public inforMation office, staff
developMent center, and its community education department. Some represen-
tatives were parent activists who would later assume formal roles in,a .
number of these organizational components; others were MPS staff who would
continue representing MPS service functions or occupy a newly constituted
SEA organizational niche. In short, SEA planners heavily included those

who would be SEA implementors, Further, choice was extended to future SEA

staff as well as families. During the summer priweding the project's
initiatiOn, staff were requeSted to-indicate their preference for assign-
ment either among the proposed SEA alternatives or outside the project.

Necessary realignment and transfers were made. Thus, key SEA participants

developed a critical sense-of ownership.

In one'sense, the MPS formal organization solicited variation in and
among early planners. In another sense, it wisely capitalized upon pre-

existing variation. For example, it solicited diverse input quite early,
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expandini the process of solicitation with the award of the planning grant.
In terms of both designed alternatives and staffing, however, it was able to
build upon pre-existing variation. The notions of alternatives and choice

dovetailed perfectly. FOT those who favored a mainstream option, the contem-
porary school was offered. The continuous progress school formed'a logical
site for an ungraded option. Both of these proposed options already existed.
Two additional ones were designed to develop "from scratch"--the open and
free school alternatives. Yet, even here, the open alternative would be
located at a pre-existing school. Only the free school option would require
creation in terms of a staff and site. The junior/senior high school would
serve as a logical receiver and K-12 extension of elementary options. "Real"
constituencies existed for each of the above options. Thus, SEA was 'designed

to accommodate a spectrum of desires ranging from extreme departure from
the past to rather close adherence to pre-SEA offerings.

Announcement of ESP funding in early May 1971 triggered an emotional
rise in expectations among many participants. As noted, members of the core
advoc'ate groups (both staff and parents) were hired in formal organizational
roles: Others volunteered services, later being similarly absorbed. Within
some cOmponents of the project, a type of cultural revitalization movement

\was launched, with Sunding and experimental status serving legitimating
functions (Giannotta.44 1975a). This phenomenon resembled in some ways the
"big bang" approach to innovation, or what the NIE/ESP had sought (with
itself'as the catalysr) in terms of system-wide impact and called "compre-
hensive change."

Program Definition

Southeast Alternatives was funded by the Experimental Schools Program
in response to the overall goals of the proposed program. While program
organization, logistics and components were yet to be defined (and would
be changed repeatedly'over the five years of the project), they reflected
'a number of formal intents that remained essentially constant.

A key intent was the provision of choice among alternative schools
to parents, students and staff. SEA sought to offer a range of elementary
and secondary programs based upon differing educational philosophies.
Elementary options included a (K-6) Open School, a (K-6) Contemporary
,School, a (K-6) Continuous Progress School, and a (K-12) Free School.'
SEA families chose among these four alternatives and could initiate trans-
fers among them at any time. School choice was thus extended beyond the
traditional pre-SEA criterion of residence in an immediate "attendance
area" Aesignated by the local school district.

A related intent was the provision of K-12 continui6r 'in learning
programs, a provision of the,Experimental Schools Program. Project d ign

t sought to operationalize thiS goal through structural modifications in
secondary level programs. SEA's secondary level options.consisted of the
K-12 Free School mentioned above and a (7-12) junior/senior high school.
The (7-8) junior high school offered a number of "transitional programs"
which built upon or extended types of programs offered in the project's
elementary alternatives. Transitional programs at the (7-12) high school,
included 7-9 (eventually extended to include sixth grades) open and non-
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graded pl'ograms, as well as a mainstream jUnior high program. In the fourth

year of SEA, a 9-12 open program was arso planned for implementation.the

following year.

A third intent concerned the MPS/SEA understanding, of comprehensive

change, which w.s, defined in varieus ways over the course of the project.

These definitions, however, repeatedly emphasized,promising practices

instituted concurrently in both school huilding programs and organizptional

6upport services. 12 briefly illustrate:-comprphensivc means "the products

or ,results of impltntinga combination of promising practices in concert.

The Trovi s ion ,o fficient educational options so that all learners could

meet with success in programs of their choioe" (MPS, 1973). From a listing

.of SEA goals cited by SEA in 1975: "One project will test comprehensive

change over a five year period...combining promising school practices in

a mutually reinforcing design. Curriculum,'staff training, adMinistration,
teaching Models, internal research, and governance in SEA make up tlie main

mutually reinforcing parts."

Still another formal intent dealt with decenfralized decision-making..

SEA would "test decentralized governance" and this test would.entail -

experiments in the transfer of decision-making powers traditionally lodged

with both the MPS Boardof.-Education and central administration. Both the

SEA fel-ma] .organization as well as each school were expected to develop

models of shared decision-making incorporating staff, students, and parents

,in a workable pnrtnership, "Some" transfer of formal powernd authority
.was expected to occur in SEA during the project's experiments in plural-

istiC decision-making. Principal thrusts of the decentralization intent

were: (1) bridging traditioftal boundaries betueen clients and-professionals

in a public educatiori delivery system and (2) giving,all participants in

SFA as comfortable a sense as possible of participation and control.

A fourth major.intent concerned basic skills. SEA committed each

alternative to providing students with a curric,ulum which fostered basic

skills mastery (e.g., language arts, mathematics). SEA .also committed eah

alternative tn operationalizing this intent n its individual fashions.

Each alternative was additionally committed to furnishing instructional

and learning environments which went beyond basic skills--that is, furnIshing

programs that addreSsed multiple goals. These goals included, but were far

from limited to, areas such as student affect; use of the community as a

learning laboratory; introduction of multiple learning oPtionS. within each

building (e.g., pottery, industrial arts, creative dramatics, ctc.); and

modifications in students' use of time, space, materials and contacts with

adults.

While the definition of community participation and techniCal support

components will be given in Chapter Three, an ovwrview of the program

definition of each alternative school jri SEA is presented now to demonstrate

the variahility which existed under the umbrella of "alternative schools.."

These definitions include a formal statement of each program as well as our

own perspectives (e.g., cultural assumptions under.lying each program) and

conclusions.
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Each of the alternative schools under the SEA project was t6 develop its

own distinctive formal charter:or philosophy which would lay out the learning

system to be-followed. This "formal doctrine" was to result in signifiCant

differences between the schools,'and between them and qther, non-alternative

schools.

The program goals of the Contemporary.School were operational.rather than

doctrinal:

The majority of the student's day is spent in self-

contained, teacher-directed classrooms. Interest

centers in the areas of mathematics, science, music,
ceramics, media and industrial arts are used by stu-

dents when time is available. The Tuttle Community
School...offers students options in after-school
courses in pottery, woodworking, foreign language

study, and recreational activities (SEA, 1973:1-5).

The Contemporary recipe emphasizes: (1) teacher-directed clasSroom education;

(2) a "cradle-to-grave" conununity-serVice orientation through provision of

baby-sitting for schoor,pvents, extended day care for school-aged children

(Latch Key), an after-school program, adult education nd a,senior citizens'

program; (3) eoupled with a rigorous emphasiS on basic skills, a strong

emphasis on career education, manual dexterity; recreation, and learning

for life (safety, drug education, death education, etc.). Some important

cultural assumptions are: ,(1) there is a corpus of knowledge that should

be learned at certain times in a person's life; (2) this corpus can be

successfully taught in blocks, called "subjects"; (3) frequent monitoring

helps keep learning on pace; (4) time and work are closely interrelated,

so that a set amount of work should be accomplished in a given time span.

The Continuous Progress School is committed to the concept from which its

name derives:

Continuous Progress...is based on the ,assumption that

no two learners are exactly alike, and the best way to
facilitate learning is to gear activities to the indi-

vidual learner. Grade barriers as arbitrary reflections
of chronological age are eliminated and competence is the

basis for movement (French and Reynolds, 1975:28).

Like Contemporary, Continuous Progress strvngly emphasizes basic skills, the

two major-curriculum thrusts being reading and mathematics. "These are the

two nongraded, sequential curriculum, areas in the Continuous Progress Elementary

school which extend through oth the primary and intermediate coMponents of the

school. These areas were emphasized during the morning at [continuous progress]

and constituted about sixty percent of a child's day at school" (Reynolds,

1975:30-31). Some important cultural assumptions were: (1) there are certain

kinds of knowledge appropriate for the student to master; (2) multiple goals

should be utilized to satisfy multiple needs of the students; (3) kids should

feel good about themselves and school; and (4) constant supervision and moni-

toring helps keep learning on track.

The Open School has developed elaborate rationales for its learning

program. Its formal doctrine is best outlined in the SEA 1975-76 Plan:

Open education means providing learning experiences that

allow an individual to develop his own particular talents
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and strengths. School activities should he an outgrowth

of the interests of children, using the entire community

as a laboratory for learning.

Children should learn how to read, write, and solve
problems without ving through a structural and sequen-
tial skill-build;ng curriculum. Space arrangement,

group formation, and scheduling should remain flexible.

Learning should'he an Odividuali.zed and ncrsonalized
as-possible, but each child should engage in a variety
of flexihle groupings in order to work cooperatively,
'understand personal and phySical differente among per-
sons, make group decisions and improve communications

skills.

Both the teacher and the child should learn from explor-
ing and experimenting. The teacher-child relationship'
should e one of mutual respect. Children sheUld not be

cgmpcting or compared with one another.

Open school teachers should have respect for children,
he keen observers and responsive listeners and be genu-
ine learners,and experimenters. Each teacher,must be a
skilled diagnosti'cian of children's needs and stages of
development, must provide viable options with multiple
materials and resources, and must assist the child in
making choices and evaluating his activities (SFA, 1973:C2).

Some important cultural assumptions included: (1) students can, with adult

guidance, assume responsibility for much of their education; (2) appropriate

student learning is not lumped into discrete "subjects"; (2)-studerl: interests

in activities would provide sufficient motivation for follow-through on ,projects.

At the Free School, formal doctrine has changed through the project years.

In the first year, "freedom" was defined as "a process, a continuum through

which an individual gains the abilities to make decisions based on his own
desires and the realities-of the environment he finds himself in. It involves

developing traditional capacities for delayed gratification, self-discipline,
and nitty-gritty" (Free School Head Teacher, cited by Winther, 1975:35).

Subsequently, the Free School identified eight "Arenas for Freedom":

power/politics
knowledge/action

values/choice
ethies/practice

men/women
race/class
work/worth

money/statOs'

These "arenas" were viewed as comprising an environment of change. Students

were to be providd knowledge and survival skills to deal with these aspects &f,

environment. By the project's third.year, the Free School had generated-a state-
ment of principles dedicating itself to education for radical socialization:

The Free School is not neutral... It is engaging in a
struggle for liheration: liberation from the small,
white male-dominated power structure which controls
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and manipulates the economic forces in this country,

policies which are deceptively rationalized in terms of

our high standard of living, technological advances,

and even alternatives in public education; liberation

from the controls the ruling .class exercises in defining

Personal "choices" or even collective action. In short,

this is liberation from a society which oppresses accord-
co. ing to class, race, age, national'origin and sex....

The process of actualizing these objectives will never
violate this commitment We are making to expanding our
v*iion of the role of educators in the shaping-of a new

Arica (Winther, 1975).

Dperationalizing this stateMent included selection of 'oppra.sssion-free"

educational materials, confronting issues such as sexism and racism in-

society, learning and teaching survival skills, and expanding awareness

of the social reform movement.

Cultural assumptions includL,A: (1) "appropriate learning" should be

heavily student-referenced; (2) learning is the acquisition of.tools for

promoting change in a hostile society; (3) responsibility for self is

impbrtant; (4) it is all.right to initiate activities which would carry

one into the community.

'Of'the SEA. schools, the junior/senior high school alone lacked a de-

tailed philosophy. First of all, it was to crfer secondary'analogues of

the contemporary, continuous progress and op.in elementary alternatives.

Although these options took a long timeto get going (see, for example,

Pendergraft, 1975a), the principal stated frequently that it must be "an

alternative of alternatives." Whether this slogan was an apt description

or a rationalization, the high school lagged behind the elementary schools
in developing either a singular philosophy or a multiplicity,Of systematic

philosophic goals for its program. Only the open.school program went

through a concerted goal-setting process (Pendergraft, 1975a); the "contem-

porary" and "continuous progress",compopents were little different than the

way things had always been done. However,-the high school did generate some
interesting alternatives to its traditional regimen in the first- four years.

In particular, AWARE (A Wilderness and Research Experience) and OCLE (Off-

Campus Learning Experience) developed program goals separate from those of

the school as a whole. AWARE was committed to learning-a total environmental
experience through first-hand, involvement in field trips, films, speakers,

and shared teaching by students and instructors. OCLE was a.full-time

independént study program dedicated to primarily career education goals.

Ano'.her program, ALE (Adjusted Learning Environtient), was designed to provide

personalized Concentrated instruction to educationally handicapped (i.e.,

with poor learning skills or sotialization difficulties) students.

In the remainder of our report, we will focus upon the various. elemen-

tary alternatives and their components of community involvement and technical

support. At this time, it may be helpful to provide a brief smmary of the

descriptive narrative of SEA and address the diagnosis, initiation and

definition phases of the change model.
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Summary of the Early Strategy

In our diagnoSis of the context of change, wo found no. impending crisis

in'bither the. Southeast CoMmunity or public schools of Minneapolis. Integra-

. .tion was being effected smoothly and declining enrollments were not yet a

major problem. There was considerable variability in desires for educational

programs- in Southeast and, as wp saw, the definition .of alternatives allowed

for close adherence to existing programs or extreme departures based on the

choice of participants. Two alternatives were already in existence; two were

created, building on considerable existing. interest. University relationships

had been.generally supportive, as e.11 as Community involvement. The momentum

of MPS and Southeast was towards change; only the vehicle was missing.

During tbo project initiation, 1,e saw the mutual interest Of administra-

tive leadership and local involvement. The funding agency's interest was in

an.overall plan for comprehensive change and emphasized local definitions.

Program pla.nners were to become program implementors developing a Critical

sense of ownership and commitment.

Definitions of the program were general and school staffs Were free to

operationalize the specifics while encouraged to involve the communities'

they served. Specific programs were not advocated. There was a choice of.

involvement for staff; transfers within SEA or out of SEA.were arranged as

necessary to facilitate compatability. Another critical point .was the '

momentum of the program itself. It was beginning and.the promise of affluence

was a boost to Niergy, optimism and commitment. Additional staff expertise,

materials, and equ'pment made operationalization possible.

Thus far, we have examined the process of change in terms of the following:

(1) a diagnosis of organizational momentum and variability in perceived need

'for change,J2) program ini:Aation involving key personnel who functioned as

planners as Well as implementors, and (3) program definitions atthe level of

overall goals :rzither than specific innovations. In the next chapter, we will

identify a nueibT of factors which facilitated the implementation la-7 alter-

native schools. \\,
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CHAPTER THREE

IMPLEMENTATION

The purpoSe of this chapter is to examine the procedures whete technical

,and community support were mobilized to assist in the development of alter-

native schools in Southeast Alternative§ (SEA). This entailed modifications

in the'formal organization of support serVices and changes in the.traditional

roles of support staff. And, as we already, noted, key persons, both profes-,

sional and,rommunity, who were to staff these compbnents, were involved in the

initiation of SEA by participating in the writing and review of the proposail

submitted to the National fnstitutb of Education (NIE). In this chapter, -Wey

will focus upon the organitational components of SEA as evidenced in the fourth

prOject year. While SEA's formal organization chanpd repeatedly, prioritiS, .

remained the same,

A major intent of SEA was to increase the responsiveness of the formal

organization or school bureaucracy to the perceived needs, interests and

concerns of.both the professional staff and the community. While a number

of concepts were used to convey this intent (e.g., decentralization and;:

community involvement), there seemed to be four'underlying implicationsjor

technical and community support in the goals and design of SEA. One, changes

from the past in terms of new instructional programs required operationali-

zation in terms of teacher and student grouping and interaction patterns,

new curricbium materials, increased use of aides, interns and volunteers and

learning settings outside of the school building. Technital support was

required to identify, implement, evaluate and redesign these components of

instruction. Two, the'differences among proposed prOgrams implied that

centralized and standardized technical support would be inappropriate.

Variability in perceived needs would continue to exist and reSponsiveness

to that° variability would require organizational adaptability. .Three, the

degree of change in some instructional programs'would result in i,ncreased

information needs of parents and a need for increased.communicatiOn between

school and community. Four, choice of alternative instructional programs
by parents and students called for a congruence between parent expectations

and instructional programs. Parents' awareness of and input into-the
decisions shaping those programs was a means of facilitating that congruence.

The formal organization of SEA in its fourth year is presented in

Figure 1. While an orginization,chart does not accurately portry the myriad

of relationships among project components andTarticipants, if does convey,

what the_organization considers critical in structuring its overall operation.,---
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Management Team and Southeast Council merged into one body in year S (197S-76),

consisting of SEA Director. School Administrators, and SEC members.

In this chapter we will examine SEA's formal K-12 support services and

then its administrative and community components. Our discussion will include

a sens.itivity to what existed in the Minneapolis Public Schools (MPS) structure

prior...to SEA. Five key functions are isolated for discussion. These are:.

- implementing choice; staff support; school-community linkage; organizational

monitoring and coordination; and governance.and advisory groups. Our primary

ooncern is with the perspective of educators contemplating the, design of,a7

technical and community support system for a group of alternative schools.

.We are interested in specific challenges faced by SPA, the manner in which
these challenges were handled, kinds of problems encountered, and "lessons.

learned." We conclude the chapter'with a discussion of-the implicationsof.
SEA's implementation efforts for other s'ettings.
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Implementing Choice

One of the earliest challenges posed SEA administrators was ensuring

not simply that choices among schools'were available, but that the SEA com-

munity knew they were available and made choices. Prior to SEA, of course,

the challenge did not ex-ist. Familres attended schools located in their
neighborhood "attendance arca" as defined bythe central school administra-

tion. With SEA, there arrived a .seemingly endless series of "things that

needed to be (lane." Among these were getting information about the project
to its potential consumers (i.e., SEA parents and teachers); soliciting
consumers' choice of school site; devising guiaelines for families wishing
to transfer; defining relationships to existing MPS services; and, of course,
providing and coordinating adequate transportation without which the project
would be perceived as a farce. (The extent to which parents and students
selected a non-neighborhood school and the reasons for transferring from.one
alternative. to anOther cre discussed in Chapter Five--Choice: Characteristics
and Consequences.)

Formal and Inforimil Public Information

Several organizational service components assumed varying importance
over time for school selection. During the project's planning phase, a
formal organizational niche was allotted to "public information." Relative

to school selection, it played different roles over the years. For example,

during the initial hectic months of SEA, public information was but one part
of the total effort to assure informed chbice. The formal SEA organization
was also assisted by committees of paid and/or volunteer parents. The

committees sent out flyers and brochures, tracked down.addresses, assisted
with neighborhood and PTA orientations, compiled tables of resPonses, and
conducted phone campaigns. The ,SEA director insisted that everyone in the

SEA'community make a recorded choice. As the pre-projeCt summer drew to a

close, a small.group of parents conducted door7to-door canvassing of the
feW remaining families who had not chosen through .written or phone media..

Choice making continued to be a process that involved both formal
and informal networks, role occupants, and organizational levels. To illus-

trate, by the close of the first year, the public information component of .

SEA bad started a newspaper, developed a slide show, and accommodated visitors
Assistance from individuals or committees of parents, volunteeriq to cc:induct
speaking tours and orientations, continued. Families contemplating choice

, were urged to also visit the various alternati-ves where an orientation was
conducted by counselors, community liaisons, teachers, and prinCipals.

By the second year, procedures for choosing schoois were worked out'

in a form that would continue throughout the projeCt with minor adaptations.
This procedure may be described as having a formal and an informal dimension.
Itsjormal dimension i-elied upon using eertain times of the year.to accom-

plish school selection. For exampe, each spring the SEA. newspaper, Southeast
Alternatives, would run a notice announcing a designated week during which
parent's were urged to visit the SEA schools. The SEA.newSpaper was.sent to
exiery SEA family and was published bimonthly.' Also during the spring,
"Choice cards" were mailed out by each SEA.school to all attending families.
These requested parents to indicate their preference among the SEA alterna-
tives for the coming year. By the close of the year, the central MPS office
would also ha* published Ls own attendance. projections for each MPS school.
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The informal dimension of school selection consisted of both SEA's
providing information to prospective parents and prospective parents
seeking information about SEA in ways other than the annual choice cardS.
These included public information office presentations to PTA's and con-
ferences; brochures; phone calls to the informat,ion office or the 2hools;

school visits; and the "grapevine"--talking to other parentS and attending

community meetings. The informal mechanisms of school visits and talks
to other parents were by far the most potent information mechanisms for

school choice (Almen, 1974a:21-23)., Results of annual Internal eiraluation
surveys reveal that both formal andllinformal public information mechanisms

had paid off handsomely. For instance, Almen repeatedly found over 75% of
parent respondents indicating they "had received enough information on SEA

schools to help them make a wise choice" for theirchildren.

By year four of SEA, choice cards were mailed only to parents who
wished to initiate a transfer of schools.for the next academic year. Both

formal and informal school.selection processes had become sufficiently
routinized for that to happen.

Transportation in MPS

Busing was not foreign to the MPS syttem prior to SEA's implementation.
During the latter half of the 1960's, several events occurred which help.d
prepare the ground for increased use of busing during the following decade.

By far the most critical factors influencing this series of pre-SEA events
were MPS attempts to deal with desegregation and declining enrollments.
In Minneapolis these issues were frequently discussed under the umbrella
term "quality education."

To briefly illUstrate, during the decade of the 1960's, the state
reimbursed the city of Minneapolis on a per capitarand mileage percentage
basis to transport children living beyond certain fixed distances from school.
Desegregation was an issue of concern to Minneapolis' new superintendent,
who arrived during this time. His initial suggestion was framed around an

"open enrollment" policy. This policy promised to provide transportation
to any chil4 who wishes to attend a school other than his designated one.
Costs would be borne by the city without claims on state id. Because

open enrollment began to become a tool for some majority groups to combat

desegregation, the plan required modification.

'The modification was "pairing"--e.g., merging a high majority with a
high minority building and breaking them into two separate programs (such
as pairing K-3 and 4-6 in SEA's continuous progress schools in 1970).

Pairing required use of a fleet of buses between schools and again opened
up the possibj.lity of state reimbursement. Hand in hand with pairing came
implemntation of a "pyramid" concept. This entoiled identification of
certain high need target areas of MPS for which Federal Title funds were
available. A related activity was pyramid structuring, which entailed
grouping elementary "feeder" schools around an identified secondary school.
Title funds largely supported these ventures, some of which were head-
quartered within separate facilities such as Learning Centers. /As these
ventures expandtA services to minorities and educationally handicapped,
this further increased transportation needs.
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Along with open enrollment, pairing, and pyramiding, all overlapping

in time, came the increasingly worrisome issue of declining enrollments.

For example, the.high school in Southeast became slated for closure. Merger

with the univeristy's high school forestalled that. Again, more transporta-

tion was required. Finally, in late 1970 a class action lawsuit resulted in

a cOurt ordered requirement for MPS to implement a city-wide desegregation

plan. One MPS response was to take existing trends (open enrollment and

pairing) and implement a decentralization plan incorporating them where

possible.. Citizen involvement was solicited; a School Facilities Committee

was created to further examine quality eddcation and desegregation; trans-

portation was further expanded.

Transportation in SEA

Transportation services in SEA reltealed a pattern of development simil

.to that described for public information for school selection. In the early

days (again hectie.ones!), there was considerahle parent volunteer committee

involvement with the formal'otganization. This decreased as thi need declined

in year two and transportation was increasingly handled by the SEA Transpor-

tation and Budget person. By years four and five, MPS as assuming almost

full responsibility for it. All three parties--parents, the SEA Transporta-

tion Coordinator, and MPS Transportation Services--had been involved over the

entire period in varying combinations and levels of input.

The Parent Transportation Committee in year one gathered information on

addresses, advised MPS on routes, took phone calls from parents with questions,

and acted as a legitimized linkage to SEA's informal network. A teacher on

leave acted as formal SEA Transportation and Budget representative (replaced

by an SEA parent in year two) . As the years went by, the process of busing

became smopther. For example, in year one all students were initially bused

into the Open School, there disembarked, and then were sorted into other buses

each asSigned to its own school. During year two, addresses began to be

gathered in the 'spring, fed to MPS, and by July a preliminary route schedule

was published. The SEA newspaper also published it. Anotherchange was away

from assigning a bus to each school (found inefficient due to fixed.time routes

and resulting. "dead time") . Instead, a plan for routine scheduling and cruising

was implemented whereby SEA buses cOuld run into, within and out of SEA..

(During yearone they simply ran within SEA boundaries.) Thus, the initial

transfer system at the Open School was eliminated; buses were fieed for field

trips; moreover, since a reimbursenent plan was operative, cooperation with

central busing services was facili.:ated.

In addition to a planned phas3 Put of the SEA Transportation person, con-

siderable flexibility in terms of the involvement of building-level staff with

busing was evident. Some buildings assigned a person the task pf checking pub-

lished bus routes and accompanying children to and froM buses. 0-ther huilding

placed more responsibility for this on studentyafter some initial help.

In terms of numbers, SEA was already served by two buses year one.

It purchased-an.additional two during that'year. During year two, it pur-

chased two more buses, bringing its total to six. During year three, it was

seiyed by nine; during year four, twelve; and by year five sixteen buses were

rumbling through the project. NIE funds purchased four buses, to be donated

to MPS. Two mini-buses were 'also purchased with federal funds. Buses were

awarded to areas on the basis of need.
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What was the response of SEA families to busing, which included
kindergarten aged children? By the close of year three, 47% of SEA
pupils represented either non-SEA residence areas (20%) or SEA residence
area pupils attending non-neighborhood schools (2790 (Almen and Rawitsch,

1974:13)., Further, regarding the 53% residence area pupils attending
neighborhood schools, Kocher notes:

Additional evidence indicates that it would be wrong
to assume that a large proportion of the remaining
53% are attending a school simply because it is
closest to their residence. This information indicates
that these programs are chosen predominantly because
of philosophy, staff, and a myriad of other reasons.

This 47% attending "non-neighborhood" schools is almost
double.the corresponding figure of 28% in Year 1 of
SEA (1971-1972). Furthermore, only 3% of these Year
"non-neighborhood" children came from residences outside
Southeast. The climb to the corresponding 20% at the
end of Year 3 represents an almost seven-fold increase
(1975a.:94).

Relative to racial/ethnic composition, there were similar upward trends:

...minority enrollment in SEA has increased from 10%
in the first year of the project (1971-72) to 21% in
the, fourth year (1974-1975). Corresponding figures
for the total Minneapolis Public Schools elementary
programs are 17% and 22% rnspoctively. Thus, over the
four years of the project total minority enrollment
in SEA elementary programs has increased to essentiafly
match the MPS figure (Kocher, 1975:95).

To summarize our discussion of implementing choice, we noted the criti-
cal importance of public infbrmation, the use of both formal and informal
mechanisms of public information, the manner in which the fortal organization
dealt with transportation, and the close interwoven nature of all of the above
relative to school selection and the use of the alternative system over time.

Staff Support,Selwices

Soutbehst.Alternativerepresented a substantial challenge to planners
responsible for'organizing staff support services since few SEA staff had
prior experience with functioning within either an alternatives system or
specified type of alternative. While the provision of choice of staff at
the praTect's initiation placed staff at sites of interest to them, much
remained to be-done--particularly in terms of structuring a flexible and
responsive service delivery system for staff growth and program development.

Stl'f Development

77%0.
Pre-SEA models of MPS staff development were considered inappropriate

for several reasons. First, existing procedures'were weak for communicating
opportunities to staff. example, staff werei frequently unaware of even

what conferences were available. Time was a second factor. Although eyery
teacher was allotted one professional development day, few seemed aware bf
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this and of those who were, it was a woefully inadequate allotment. A thfrd

problem was that of tailoring services to needs. It was apparent that
standardized activities would certainly require considerable adaptation or,
more often, replacement to meet the needs of five differing alternative
school programs and staff. Few could even predict in year one what would
form the content of each building's needs. Perhaps most critical, however,
was the need for a sense of resr3nsiveness to be communicated to and main-
tained with SEA staff. Prior experiences had left ft,elings of distance and
lack or information about a fragmented proces:: of budgeting and decision-
making for staff development. Requests would sometimes be marked by undue
delay in turnaround. Opportunities would be.foregone due to poor timing.
Other, opportunities would be too rigid or'categorical to be of real appli-
cability in one's own building. Sharing with staff in neighboring buildings
was virtually absent. In SEA, where K-12 continuity was a programmatic
priority, the latter factor would be critical.

During year one of SEA, staff development services were mainly of an
inservice nature for program staff. Each SEA component or school would
present a request for funds to the SEA Staff Development Director, who
retained a contralized budgetary management responsibility. Though shorter
turnaround times resulted, the process was still unsatisfactory to both SEA
service staff and clients. It required considerable building-to-building
promotional work un the part of SEA staff development administration, was
still solikwhat fragmented, and, more seriously, required expansion to a
larger clientele. That is, "staff" needed to be (1) defined more broadly
to include administration, aides, resource people, and parents; and
(2) better incorporated into'processes of needs assessment, priorjtization,
and decision-making on the use of available resources.

In an effort to address these concerns, an SEA, Teacher.Center. was
implemented in the second year to provide a staff development de.livery
system. It was felt that use of a center would better (1) support K-12
planning and training needs, (2) use the skills of SEA component partici-
pants as trainers for other participants, (3) provide general awareness of
cross-component staff development activities, (4) probe the potential
utility of University of Minnesota and local MPS School linkages, and
(5) include community (parents and students) in trainer/trainee roles
(Hayen and Shryer,' 1975:331. A goal underpinning all of these objectives
and one that would continue through the project was decentraliiing decision-
making.

Ah SEA Teacher Center board of thirteen members was formed in October
1972. It included elected and appointed members distributed as follows:
seven faculty/staff and one administrator from SEA schools, three community
appointments from the Southeast.Council, and SEA secondary students. This
board represented a s-ignificant step in .the direction of.decentralizing
decision-making regarding staff development monies and activities. The
move was initiated by the Staff Development Director, who functioned as
an executive officer. The primary focus of staff development during year
two continued to be meeting inservice training needs.

By year three, another significant step was taken with the establish-
ment of a joint University of Ninnesota (UM) and Minneapolis Public Schools
(MPS) Teacher Center to service not\only SEA, but a city-wide c'lientele as
well. This collaborative venture, entailing both .some administrative and
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.fiscal risk by both parties, was led up to by scverar precipitating
factors. .First, in the face of declining enrollments, the merger of the
university high school (the College of Education's laboratory school)
and the community high school bad provecr.some prior experience with such
a collaborative relationship. Formalized with an.agrcement between the
Board of Regents and the ,MPS Board of Education, the merged school
functioned from 1968 through 1973 under a separate policy board of uni-
versity, school, and community representatives. Dollars were shared and
the director of the merged school shared a joint appointment by both
institutions.

A second, precipitating factor was the reality of the reversal in
teacher supply and demand in the early 1970's. A shift in the College of

, Education's program emphasis towards graduate, continuing, and inservice
training was occurring. A final factor was the sheer promise such a
collaborative arrangement held for a variety of other mutual concerns:
greater articulation between local university and schools in terms of ,

facilities and human/material resources; mutual responsiveness to P.:hanges
in schooling and teaching; and the excitement of collaborative shaping
to obtain help in solving problems.

Decentralized and-representative governance structures marked the
new UM/MPS Teacher Center. An eight member Teacher Center Board was
responsible for overall policy. This board consisted of four members
representing the University and four representing the MPS system.
University and school teachers, administrators and community members
comprised the board,which screened and selected a Director. An In-Service
Committee was formed. Composed of elected teachers and parents representing
the SEA schools and chaired by an In-Service Coordinator (a former teacher
at the local high school), this committee formed'the decision-making body
for all in-service in SEA not addressed through an annual process of needs
assessment. The In-Service Committee, for example, received a certain
percentage of the total UM/MPS Teacher Center budget as a "response fund"
to meet unanticipated needs during a year. A key feature of the committee
was that it screened proposals submitted by peers ofthe committee's
constituent schools or components. The rationale for the committee and
this process was.,based upon the sense of interest, ownership, and motivation
gaindH through direct client,involvement in formerly distant decision-making
processes. Additional ratidnales were payoffs in the form of informal
sharing; greater client awareness of general SEA staff development plans
and actiyities; and a more effective mode of dispersing resources for either
needed supplementation of programs or totally unanticipated, yet worthwhile,
needs. In 1973-74, the In-Service Committee allocated some 880,000.

A final aspect of Teacher Center. decentralization was the annual needs
assessment process itself. This process was initiated with the assignment
pf a Teacher Center staff person-to meet with the building principal and
staff to assist them with developing staff deelopment.plans for the following
year. Small group meetings, personal interviews, and brief questionnaires
were used as additional tools in eliciting and clarifying needs. Responses
were sorted and dovetailed with both comprehensive organizational needs and
more individualized staff needs. Hayen and. Shryer note:
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There is at this point a strong temptation to impose

a course of action--in the'form of a source, seminar

or a "packaged" training program. It is essential,

however, that staff be very much involved in the

designs of the training. Involvement is solicited,

in part, by the statement: "If desired, give ideas

as to how the needs listed may be met. Describe the

Activity/Training/Experience." These ideas and plans

become the basis for a training model which best

resolves the need. The training design is extended

to include a cost figure. All of this information is
returned to the school staff for review and priori-

tizing. The In-Service Committee in the final review

may, where necessary, alter training plans to accom-

modate budget and staff time limitations (1975:35).

Three additional aspects of thi-S process deserve mention. First, it

attempted to rationalize staff development in a complex, multifaceted project

housing differentially developing components. For instance, each component

school was not initially allocated an "equal share" of dollars. kather a,

ballpark figure based on size and other fixed factors was initially allocated

around which initial planning could occur. Needs assessment might indicate

in a given year that one component would require more funds for a particularly

promising program (e.g.,*as occurred with the Community Day Program at the

Open School to help free up more staff time among other goalS). The assess-

ment process thus allowed for sufficient flexibility to "give more" than what

a traditional "equal fair share" might have prohibited. Second, follow-up

monitoring was a requirement of each project awarded-funds. In addition,

sharing and further di;semination were encouraged at the building level and

beyond. Finally, the type, content or category of possible activity was

deliberately broad in definition. Over the years, Teacher Center sponsored

activities included cress-site sharing sessions, convention attendance, site

visits to-educational models located elsewhere, use of consultants, develop-

ment of curricular materials, or comprehensive pre-fall workshops involving

aides, parents an teachers.

The UM/MPS Teacher Center both as an organization and concept took

root quickly and grew. By year three a pre-service component was added,

which funneled student interns from local and other higher education facili-

ties through SEA sites. A dissemination network project was added. A

Teacher Center was begun in the East Area of MPS, with satellite centers

scoped for the other areas as well. Currulum 'resource specialists serving

SEA fell under the umbrella of the center at varying periods, as did the

Community Resource Coordinators. In short-, the UM/MPS Teacher Center had

become an institutionalized organization that served to literally promote

a "planned grariation" staff development delivery system rather well suited

to a public alternative system. Client response was generally quite
positiVe (Almen, 1974b). 'It served above all not as an "answer" bank,

but rather as a problem-solving facilitator on an organization level. It

helped productively coordinate what might otherwise have easily developed

into a negatively overextended myriad of needlessly overlapped pieces of

action among,the various SFA components.
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Cadre Resources

Pre-SEA modes of accessing curriculum development help also underwent

modification. In many ways, pre-SEA curriculum development serviceg resembled

those of staff development described previously. For example, a curriculum

development specialist called a "curriculum consultant" normallk worked out

of the MPS central office and served as a city-Wide resource in a specific

subject area (e.g., language arts, social studies, math', science). While

theoreticallY "on call" te a school, curriculum con'sultants functioned more
as trouble-shooters than building-specific resource people. That is, they

yould conduct needs asessments and announce workshops.as they rotated around

different areas of the city on a designated day of the week.

The initial SEA approach provided a pool of 'resource people with access
to adequate budgets of their own in.specific curricurilm areas. These indi-

viduals, called cadre resources, represented language,arts, math, music,
environmental studies, science, industrial arts, music, art, and creative

dramatics. They were assigned project-wide during year one and expected to

serve each school one day per week. A second expectation,was that services
would only be required for some- two years. Some planners, according to cer-

tain cadre, felt that this would be an adequate,amount of time for materials

development, perhaps even computerization of products. Still another initial

expectation was that considerable sharing.and cross-fertilization among Cadre

to create "K-12 integration" werbuld occur.

,All of these expectations were quickly tempered when tested against SEA

programs and their needs. For instance, not all cadreworked at schools,
some worked out of a centralized project office. Inter 'sciplinary sharing

was particularly trying for staff serving five schools. Each alternative

seemed_to reveal rather different types of needs. Some required that a cur-

riculum be developed almost ":rom scratch"--ground zero in terms of materials,

diagno:;tics, and monitoring systems. Others requested adaptation of existing
materials, packaged series, or certain services not available through existing

cadre staff.

By year two, a process of critical needs assessment"had been conducted.

,Certain cadre were assigned to schools (e.g., Free or Open) where their .

skills, interests, and inclinations better matched those of program. Other

alternatives (e.g., Contemporary School). preferred te buy into available
university consulting services and .consultants to meet their needs. In short,

a critical process of,matching up people or accessing services where that

couldn't be done was implemented.

Although initial timelifies had been conservative, SEA constantly kept

in mind the fact that cadre resources were scoped to be gradually phased out.

With that fact in mind, each school underwent the difficult process of
prioritizing what, when, and how they would utilize cadre. Some schools were

notably more "hardware" oriented than others, preferring to acquire services

and durables with long-term potential.. Others, less "package".and more
people-oriented, p'referred intensive workshopping, parent training in variable

materials. Certain'cUrricular areas and resource people were formed into
centers housed at an SEA site, which served both all SEA schools, and eventually

city sites (e.g.,the Environmental and Science centers at the Contemporary

School).
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Relative to
.

tbe service delivery process as a whole, flexibility and
responsiveness to building priorities wps a primary thrust. Payoffs of
the cadre system were more intensive accessibility of cadre at the building
level, training and resources with long termspotential, and a forced confron-

. tation with the fact of eventual phase-down of the positions. The onus of
responsibility for planning phase-down was 'thus shared by administrators with
their staff at the building level. A distinct danger of the system, despite
its coordination through the Teacher Center, was a certain distance created
from the centralized SEA service structure in other MPS areas. Only time
will tell whether the SEA cluster can continue to "make it" and make creative
use of a sharply reduced service mechanism available to it in the West Area
with which it merged.

-Other Strategies of Staff Support

Formalized organizational componentS'clevoted to "staff support" were
also complemented by other strategies. Key support was provided by the SEA
internal evaluation staff, particularly those assigned to. specific school .

buildings for extended periods of time (Giannotta, 1975b)..-Often these
:staff worked with individuals or with small groups conducting formative
evaluation services in direct response to staff requests. Another means of
staff support came through MPS time allotments in-the form of regUlarized
weekly "preparation time" allotted to classroom teachers. Frequently over-
loOked, but equally critical', was the myriad of interpersonal, mutual-support
strategies employed at each building. These included teacher pairing (e.g.,
a new with more experienced staff member) or progra.as cspecificplly designed
to free up "sharing time" (e.g., the Community Day Program at the Open School).
ft should be noted, however, that the issue Of time remained a pressing one
throughout SEA and is a "must" consideration to educators contemplating a-
shift to an alternative system (Pendergraft, 1975b; Giannotta, 975a). More-

ovef, a good deal of staff growth in SEA occurred by "learning by doing"
despite the availability of the various arrangements for accessing services
mentioned above (Pendergraft, 1975b).

t To summarize, SEA staff support services mirrored an experiment, in the
organization.and.delivery of staffrservice delivery systems. The Teacher
Center, Resource Cadre,-and other formalized and nonformalized mechanisms
formed important pieces of this experiment. A central theme running through
all was greater assumption of Client ownership.over needs assessment, decision
filakin, and resource dispersal. .A related theme was the need for formal organi-
zation to walk the fine line between centralized, productive coordination and
sufficient flexibility in responding to site-specific defined needs.

Linking Schools and the Community

As.noted in Chapter Two, Southeast had a history of formal and informal
"network influencing." The SEA formal organization, from its pre-project
planning days, not only sought out community networks but sought to rationalize
their activities and meld them into a common purpose with its own. (A good
deal of the reverse process occurred from the community's standpoint--a fact
which lent considerable dynamism to SEA as a kind of competing free market
system!) Our discussion below focuses upon two major features of this dynamic,
both considered as aspects of the way in which a formal organization of
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technocrats sought to productively utilize a community and its energies.

The first feature concerns the organization's mode of rationalizing a

process for using community resources at the building levels. The second
feature concerns the organization's exploitation of a dominant aspect of

its environment--the local university. (We are not concerned here with
community input into governance, which is examined in the.following section.)

Formalizing Linkages at the Building Level

Each SEA school had a-somewhat different pre-SEA history in using
community people and places as resources. They all shared, however, the
existing formalized modes of accessing such resources. Such pre-SEA modes
consisted of volunteer organizations (e.g., Women in Services to Education--
WISE) or, more typically, the local PTA. One teacher at a building might
be designated a WISE chairperson and teachers would call on this colleague
to recruit tutors. Perhaps the most common procedure was informal--students'
parents would be asked by students' teachers for some help.

The SEA Continuous Progress Alternative did have pre-SEA experience
with an alternatilie model of resource recrui:ment. It had been designated
a.Continuous Progress school prior to SEA, had a highly organized PTA, and
made use of substantial university-related residents in its local neighborhood
as it embarked on its new program. In general, however, SEA planners recog-
nized a clear need for a more systematic, efficient and formalized mode of
recruiting community energies and, even more.critical, keeping SEA communities
and schools mutually abreast of project developments.

One of the pre-SEA formal organization's first steps was to build upon
what it already had'. Three of the community residents who had been involved
by the formal organization prior to award of the SEA planning grant wcfre
hired as Community Liaisons upon receipt of the planning grant and during

proposal preparation. Each was assigned to a district school neighborhood.
They were centrally officed in an SEA school and were in direct contact wlth
their neighborhoods (not necessarily restricted to a specific school).
They served as an information conduit between the future SEA Director (then

proposal coordinator) and SEA neighborhoods. In the pfoject's planning days,
these linkages proved invaluable in assisting with the Community in initial

proposal planning, as we'll as sounding out and communicating neighborhood
sentiments/reactions to early drafts.

Upon receipt of the SEA, grant, the Community liaisons continued as
0 neighborhood linkages, each now working out of the SEA office and complemented

by a colleague for the newly created Free School. Again, in the early days
of SEA, this group provided a highly useful linkage for the flow of information

to and from neighborhoods on such initially complex issues as sthool selection

and transportation. Tareof their job concerned fostering a sense of "neigh-
borhood" (though Free School never.really had one). The SEA organization also
tried to facilitate fostering a group sense among the Liaisons themselves.
They would attend weekly meetings with the SEA Director, which also proved an
invaluable sharing technique. Community Liaisons continued as school-neighbor-
hook linkages for IC-12 concerns for the first two years of SEA. All were SEA

parents.
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It hecame quickly apparent (i.e., early in the first year of the project)
that such a standardized arrangement fell short of accommodating the diversity
of the SEA system. To illustrate, the Open School expressed a need for a more
direct link between parents and the school. Part of the impetus hehind this
need was a desire for 'specific help on processes of intensified parent parti-
cipation in decision-Making and the need for a better cbordinated volunteer
program (critical to,the program's future). During year one a half-time
"Parent Coordinator" was hired at the school-as an additional linkage between
school and parents. This position continued through year two.

During these first two years, similar concerns were of different impor-
tance and magnitude to each huilding. They were also dealt with in different
ways. For example, volunteer coordination was handled at some schools hy a
Volunteer Coordinator, at others by a Parent Coordinator, at still others hy
the PTA, and at others hy volunteers. Visitors, whose numbers grew iuickly
and dramatically, were frequently handled hy unpaid volunteers during yeal
one, then by individuals. (some overlapping with the above roles) paid out of
the public information budget in year two,

During years two and-three a- major planning effort was undertaken at
the instigation of the SFA Director. Its purpose: to assess progress and
recommend changes. This meeting resulted in the phasing out of Community
Liaison positions at most schools, the creation of Visitor Coordination
positions (some volunteers), at others, and the emergence of a new position:-__;\
that of Community Resource Coordinator (CRC). The important factor from the
'standpoint of the SEA organization planning the second half of the project
was allowing sufficient flexibility to each building to plan its own needs,
decide whether to return or create new roles accordingly, or to phase out/
transfer others. For instance, each school wrote its own CRC. job description
and revised it each year thereafter. Each school decided upon time, salary,
and hi'ring for this position by whatever processes it deemed appropriate
(Farmer, 1975:71).

li is beyond the scope of this discussion to detail the total activities
of each pOsition at each school over the course of.SEA's development. (For

such a.treatment, the work of Farmer [1975] provides an excellent source.)
however, certain major kinds of thrusts in these positions and developmental
characteristics may be mentioned. One key feature common to all of them was
zhe employment of parents in legitimized linkage capacities. Legitimacy
became defined and:reinforced differentially across the alternatives. At

some sites, salary scale or priorexperience as a credentialled teacher were
more important considerations. Across all sites, matching personalities to
school/neighborhood communities and lifestyles was critical. A second key
feature was the allowance for job/role redefinition to occur in response to
new needs. Example: the assumption by others (e.g., volunteers, paid assis-,
:tants, Other role oc,-upants) of former CRC function:- such as visitor coordina-
tion. Another feature was recruitment by the formal organi.zat;on of rode
occupants who could serve essentially culture broker roleS--meditating between
pf.rent and staff subcultures ((iannotta, 1975a). Crit,ical to such roles were
skills in "translating" needs, concerns, or simply information into mutually
intelligible form. ,For instance, among the varied duties o'f many CRCs were
volunteer recruitment/tra:ning; contacting community agencies/individuals as
resources; surVeying and c.mpiling available parent skills, Lime, and
interests; preparing newsletters, brochures, and folders; organizing orien-
tation sessions for new parents; submitting parent concerns to advisory/ .

governance groups; attending staff meetings; and checking out classrooms to
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dovetail resources with needs. The list is but selective! Finally, in

addition to constituting legitimized linkages for such a myriad of purpose's,

CRCs represented a considerable mobilization of human/material resources
that represented sUbstantial savings (in terms of dollars and energy) to

the formal organization. To illustrate, the number of volunteer "person
hours" injected into SEA through them was particularly noteworthy (Patton,

1975a).

1

What were some of the pitfalls involved in merging,such roles int6 the

formal system?. In a sense, the pitfalls were corollaries in reverse of the

above factors., First, time was required for sufficient trust to be.built
up among staff and parent subcultures between which such individuals moved.

, Second, overextension and burnout was a constant danger, exacerbated by
frustration if role legitimacy becathe equated.with salary level (generally

low). Third, in SEA's case, the conscious choices not to be °incorporated

with the MPS as paid.aides (part of civil service) meant a need for alter-
native modes of assuring continuity.- Renewable MPS board/building contracts
were the state of the art as of year five, although every CRC- position was

rated essential by building budget prioritizations then conducted. Fourth,

there was the ever present danger of creating a corps of."irreplaceables"--
consciously avoided by SEA through counterpart training. Finally, as jobs

became more individualized among the alternatives, sharing decreased.
Weekly meetings of Community Liaisons ih years one and two were replaced by

more periodic ones of CRCs in year three.. Year three saw the hiring,of a
CRC coordinator; but the position was funded for only one year. The need

for closer sharing of CRCs individual labors (e.g., resource banks cieated

at specific sites) remained a constant.

71Ankages with the University

.The presence of a,major university in SEA's midst was a feature of SEA's
"community environment" which also served as a rich resource. We earlier

noted that several of the SEA schools had served as demonstration sites during

pre-pro ect days. Far more noteworthy were the exisi'ing and potential network
of rela ionships which were exploited to both draw resources into SEA, aS well
as red x SEA a resource to thQ university. Two major type5 of "recruitment
processes" were: (1) those of a formalized nature which eventually came to be

coordinated through the UM/MPS Teacher Center and (2) relationships which .

were more informally exploited.

Prior to SEA, the local high school served as an internship site for a
variety of university pre-service teacher preparation activities. In addition

there were various city-wide university projects (e.g., Project 60--compossed

of sixty student interns) which placed some of their interns in SEA elementary'
schools. In general, however,.pre-SEA prograths of this sort reflected certain

typical characteristics. Progrdms at the local high school were typically
overcrowded and poorly coordinated. Supervising teachers in local schools
often had little involvement in the planning of the programs, scant time to

properly 'supervise interns, and little incentive_ (monetary or otherwise) to

participate. The idea of a "joint appointment" between supervisory faculty
(e.g., a joint university and MPS position) was virtually nonexistent. Finally,

the university typically contracted for Placement of students with individual
schools over a given period of years.
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With the advent of SEA, several new arrangements ensued, either as

experimental or permanent organizational components. Again, pre-SEA

"networks" were drawn in as building blocks. The thrust of these arrange.-

*ments was collaboration ih a two-fold sense: (1) to increase the "ownership"

of internship programs among local MPS school staff and (2) to heighten the

level:Of awareness among university staff of the.practicing educatoes

challenges. To illustrate, an ekisting secondary staff member joined part
of SEA's secondary "cadre" and was placed in charge of program development

and 7-12 pre-service at the SEA high school. One new arrangement which
resulted was a joint appointment.for this staff member,,as well as for
certain university st'Aff also drawn upon as elementary cadre curriculum

specialists by certain of the SEA alternatives. A second arrangement was
the-payment of supervising teachers on the secondary level through ihe

internship program for services rendered. These individUals were given
increased responsibility, with more manageable numbers of interns and less
reliance on the local university.

At the elementary sites, programs developed varied according to
inclinations and needs. For instance, at the Oribn School during years

two' and three, a pre-service internship prograw called "Project Open" was

jointly planned by both Open School staff and university facillty. This

provided needed clinical experiences in open/alternative schooling to the

university in exchange for welcome human resources for the program. Other

country-wide higher educational institutions alsosnegotiateii agreements

for internship experiences as SEA's visibility grew. Still another source

of assistance was a campaign sponsored by SEA/MPS ComMunity Education,

soliciting university and community volunteers for the SEA project. By

year three, pre=serviCe clinical 'coOrdination functions were expanded

beyond the local high school to include program responsibility for all
pre-service internships, on a K-12 level, across all SEA schools. This

function and accompanying staff were merged into the UM/MPS Teacher Center,

which had until then dealt mainly with in-service SEA coordination.

Also deserving mention was the use of networks of colleagues, friends,-
and relatives.for a variety of resource purposes. These ranged from serving

as visitatiOn sites, .coming :into schools, or providing a means of distj.b-

uting informatioi n SEA needs'and opportunities for project participation.

While difficult to measure, the percentages of university-represented volun-
teers logged in surveys of volunteerism is impressive (Patton, 1975a).

To summarize, SEA processes of linking community resources to school
programs 1 -flected a broad definition of community as human, materials,
and geographic possibilities.' Community Liaisons and Resource Coordinators
furnished vital linkages and performed critical cultural brokerage functions.

The-SEA formal organization incorporated scommunity advocates, opinion leaders,
'and considerable amountsiof locally available, talents and energies. SEA

also allowed sufficient "room" for job descriptions to change as old needs

were met and new needs arose. No one Model of linkage was "pushed" in SEA.
Specific schools and communities were encouraged to define individualized-

versions of "liLLaging" in their distinctive ways.
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Service Monitoring. and COordination-

or- .

Thus far, our discussion of selected SEA. support ervices underScores
t the complexity of the formal trganization. Two critical needs of the

organization were feedback and coordination: Feedback was Critical since
without it productive Self-reflection, modifications, and renewal would be
impossibte- 'Coordination was critical o maintain effectiveness and
organizational identity in the midst of complexity. '.

Feedback

Several SEA service components were concerned with feedback. 'One.of A

these was the staff and director/cm. the SEA internal evaluationdepartment.
As a semiautonomous MPS administratiVe unit, SEA had its "own" evaluation
section. Its charge was to.provide formative evaluation serviCes in the
form of timely and relevant feedback to project decision-makers. It con-

cerned itself with project-wide issues (e.g., characteristics of student
populations drawn to the alternatives, parent opinion surveys, staff:surveys,
or various critical concerns to the Project as-a whole).' It also provided
building and component'specific.services which took a,variety of forms.
For example, some buildings requested an on-site evaluatom--particUlarly
new programs such as the Open and Free Schools. Such staff performed studies
deemed priorities by the building and/or responded to individual staff
requests (e.g., examining use of space in a room).

The Internal Evaluation Team was staffed by both technocrats trained
in traditional evaluation techniques, as well as parents. ,Some of the
staff exhibited affinities to "alternative" evaluation approaches. All
staff employed a broad array of techniques: surveys, questionnaires, obser-
vations, criterion-referenced monitoring, documentation, and analysis of
student-work and records to mention but a few. Eclecticism characterized
the staff's background and overall composition--as well as their.foci,
research techniques, and preferences for "types"-of evaluation services.
This eclecticism was a .distirxt strength, given the spectrum of service
requests a the project's various components developed in their individual
ways. Multiple role occupancy ,(e.g., parents as evaluators),provided a
legitimized service linkage in frequently quite trying work environments.
Over time it was also demonstrated'that the use of parents to assume major
staffing responsibilities was clearly a viable option.

Internal evaluation feedback Aims of considerable utility to.the formal
organization in several ways. First, project:wide studies--particularly sur-
veys of parents and student characteristics--furnished.critical data on a

core-issue for any alternative system: namely, client.satisfaction. Similar

issues included information on types of client populations; whether and how
much choice was being exercised; or why clients patronized the options they

.did: Second, annual studies.of this sort gave a developmental profile of
the project--as opposed to a somewhat less reliable "snapshot." Third, site-

specific services made badly needed assistance available to programs which
'required more "intensive care" due either to their nature or novelty.

Internal evaluation also reflected some particularly difficult problems..
First, as a separate entity from MPS services, its post-SEA future hinged
upon being 6picked up" by the city along with several other SEA pi!eces simi-

laNiy competing to be "picked up." Second, thoueh a tool for staff and
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program-development, it had.been separated by design from the Teacher Center.
Third, its initial operations had required considerable lead time to assess
needs and roles, partly due_to its having been left to sort itself out from
external evaluation by a costly oversight in project design. The "srorting"

process consumed a year as "clarifications" from first the U.S. Office of
Education and.then NIE, SEA,,MPS and the external evaluation became enmeshed
in a hopeless and still partially unresolved "imbroglio." Fourth, its initial
budget projections were low:causing some project resentment as they were
raised in year two. Fifth, planning for functional continuityin the face
of fiscal discontinuity--might have occurred earlier. Some promising alter-
natives were being ndertaken in this respect rather late in the project--
e.g.-, parent training. All of these probleMs mirror "factors well worth as
early cOnsideration as possible" (Giannotta, 1975b).

A secOnd service component concerned with feedback was the SEk Public
Information Office, This component published the SEA newspaper, prepared

- "brochures, coordinated project visitors, gave innumerable presentations to
-,.local/national audiences, and, equally critical,.was a potent force in.
'shaping and maintaining SEA image projection.

The newspaper carried summaries, of.internal evaluation reports (in lay-
man's language); referred readers to where and how to obtain reports as well
as information on various project-temponents; nd helped create a sense of
common, identity and pride in the project. D. ected by an SEA parent, this
coMponent touched also every aspect of the organization. It assisted with
mobilizing parents; keeping the community up to date; school selection;
announcing staff development occurrences; or carrYing reports from parents,
students, adminiatrators and 'Visitors. By year five, some .90,000 newspapers
had been distributed locally and natiOnaljy; over 30,000 brochures on SEA dis-
pensed; some 7,000 visitors accommodated;. and countless phone calls answered.
Publications were pleasingAnd professional, serving their purpose," well.
Several of the paper's functions were scoped to be picked up by the West Area
News--sent-to ex/dry residence--with a circulation of some 90,000.

A final feedback mechanism consisted of two functions partiallY related
to SEA's federal status. These were quarterly reporting.and budgeting. They
were coordinated through the SEA Transportation/Budget section, Initially
staffed bya released MPS teacher, this position was filled in yeae two by
a.n SEA:parent with prior management consulting experience with MPS.

Both bddgeting and reporting underwent reTinement over time. During
the early days of SEA, primary fiscal control rested with the SEA Director.
All requisitions funneled through him. Fiscal planning.for SEA was somewhat
centrallied in the SEA Director, the internal evaluation director, and the

,

Teacher Center Director.. We saw earlier the decentralized developments of
;the Teacher Center'over trine. A similar trend, but by no means as swift or
pervasive, occurred relative to budgeting processes in SEA.

- The trend reflected a gradual loosening of fiscal reins over time as
well as a more cqnscious,rigorous attempt to tie budgeting into rationalized
goal setting% priority selection,_and available resource attachment as a
basic management/accountability syStem. Over the yeara, reporting became
both more'specific and sophisticated, as did budgeting. Each program
prioritized, with varying degrees of participant input-depending upon the
SEA site, its operations into "fixed" MPS assets (by virtue of opening its
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door each year), its tap requirements to continue in its chosen program
direction, and its "willingness to be foregone.through negotiation" items.

The SEA Business Advisor assisted with these procedures, watchdogged
MPS reporting of expenditures, trained administrators in the system, and
kept project participants abreast 6f neW fiscal opportunities. As with
transportation, the seryice was consciously designed to be phased out, yet
leave administrators with skills that'could transfer to thè-time when they
would again preparenone budget (MPS)/ instead of two! By year five,.acom-
pleted prioritized.budget had been prepared by each alternative, bound with'
a single document, and submitted to the Mest Area Superintendent for his

consideration. It represented a "bottom up,".as opposed to the Ptop down"
planning process that characterized the early years.

Processes of both periodic budgeting and reporting forced a considerable
degree of organizational selfreflection, assessment and controlled renewal.

Goordinating It All

SEA had by design a director, a formal MPS role occupant responsible
for the project's administration. Year one witnessed some internal conflict

as to his formal authority. His organizational position was clarified by
ihe MPS Superintendent, who reaffirmed his position.as chief administrator
in'the project in January 1972. The Director was made "equal" to an area
superintendent, thus giving him considerable formal power. Yet such a
clarification would have been of little value had not. other dynamics also

occurred. Its primary impact was to render the Director more secure in
his position and thus able to gradually and productively, wield social,
political and economic formS of power in the days ahead..

Power was but one factor in coordination. Equally critical were time
for the organization to falter and learn; to merge community and formal
.system interests, talents, and wills into creative compromise, organizational

adaptation, and problem solving; and to develop as a sociocultural system
reflecting.diverse subcultures with.sufficient overlap to function as an

effective whole. It is not surprising that several things began to _occur:
a loosening of the reins across all of the-functions thus far discuSed; or
a considerable degree of shared roles and role overlap. VarioUs cbmponents

were willing to share fiscal as well as social support; e.g., some role,

occupant5 were paid out Apf different component budkets over life years.
SEA was complex, yet small enough for a system:6f shared concessions and
values to quickly tale root. The key was asUfficient sense of efficacy
registered in the mirids of diverse project 'participants as they faced
challenges, failure5;...:and successes.

The central adminiStrative structures which coordinated service delivery
within SEA changed as adaptation was deemed timely. The early years saw the

director huddled in we6kly meetings with Community Liaisons, the internal
evaluation director, the'Teacher Center director, and other representatives

of the support servic6s discussed. By year two, a Southeast Community Educa-
tion Council (SEC) was forged. Year three saw the creation of,a Management

Team. Year four passed with both'groups seeing a need to attempt a merger.
Year five witnessed the formation of a truly challenging organizational
venture: a unified SEC/Management Team, consist,ing of MPS staff and parentS-

(discussed in Chapter Six of this report). We'now'turn to a discussion of

the governance and'advisorY groups of SEA.
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Governance and Advisory Grouns

While we have already.focused upon many of the decision-making arenas
and various procedus for community involvement in,SEA, this section will

discuss the formally constituted governance and advisory groups. We will .

examine project-wide groups and then school spec.fic groups, dificuss several
factois which seem to influence the formation and functioning of these groups
and eonclude with a discussion of what they can realistically accomplish in

the public school setting.

Project-Wide Croups

;
The centraj administrative body in SEA, accountable to MPS, consisted

of an SEA Management Team. The Management Team was composed of the SEA
Project Director, the building principals (and two additional administrators
in the ease of the Junior/Senior High School) of the several alternatives,
and key SEA support staff. SEA support service staff represented on the
Management Team consisted of the heads of the following components: community
education, internal evalbation, the teacher center, and student support

.services. With the exception of these four SEA support.service staff repre-
sentatives, all members exercHed voting power, with the SEA Director voting
only in the case of a tic. (ln'year four, however, support service represen-
tatives also voted0,,,,Formed in the spring of 1973, the Management Team pro-
Vided decision-making leadership in such areas ns project planning, budgeting,
personnel, staff development, and overall ip-wide policy formulation.

A second major body designed to act in an adviSory capacity to the
Management Team was the Southeast Community Education Council (SEC). Created

during the first year of the project, the SEC's membership of eighteen
individuals was composed of elected parents, staff, and in the.case of the
Junior/Senior High School, students representing each SEA school alternative.
It also included appointed representatives from selected community agencies
(such as the three Community ImProvement Associations and the Southeast
Minneapolis Planning and Coordinating Council) . The SEC formed the principal

formal vehicle of community input into project-wide governance.
*

While bylaws of group are usually relegated to an appendix, we have
included parts from them in the text because they best convey the intents
and strategies of SEA. Also, the bylaws provide a model for consideration

by others.

Management Team

The purpose and procedures of the Management Team are as follows:

SEA MANAGEMENT TEAM BYLAWS

II. Purpose of the SEA Management Team

A. The team will coniider, take action on and provide direction for solution of SEA K-12 issues.

1. Solicit and consider the advice of the Southeast Communicy Education Courcil on matters

wfthin their defined role.

2. Review K-12 service center functions, positions and staff replacements Sand act on
screening committee recommendations and in turn make the recommendation to the
Deputy Superintendent throuah the SEA Director. The K-12 staff positions are defined

as follows:
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a. All evaluator positions
b. Public in'formation specialist
c. Business advisor
d. Community.education coordinator
e. All K-12 resource specialists
f. Student support services coordinator
g. Director

3. Review the current plan, the contract blue book and the scope of work, and decide
what modifications are necessary to satisfy requirements of approved scope of work
and to accommodate the changing needs of the project.

4. Review, monitor, and give directions to SEA administrative/governance operations.

a. Southeast Council
b. Continuous Progress Schobl Coordinating Committee
c. Free School Governing Board
d. Open School Advisory Council
,e. Junior/Senior High School Advisory Committee
f. Contemporary School PTA Board
g. SEA Management Team,

(The Teacher Center Board is responsible to the University of Minnesota-Minneapolis
Public Schools administrative committee.)

5. Review existing budgets and determine fiscal management responsibilities and decide
what modifications will take place.

B. The team will give *impetus to,a,project cohesiveness through directives and by example.

1. Communications between components will be enhanced and, in fact, directed.

2. Coordination of the functions of other SEA agencies (for example, Southeast Council,
Teacher Center Board and Director) will be enhanced and directed.

C. The SEA Management Team will evaluate the decision making process in SEA and take action
to,effect appropriate changes to better the processes.

III. Process and Procedure

A. The meetings will be run according to parliamentary procedure and are open to the public.

B. The SEA Director will chair the meetings as a vote-in-case-of-tie member.

C. The Management Team will regularly meet biweekly. Special meeting!: can be called.by

the SEA Director.

D. The meeting agenda will be sent to members before each meeting.

1. An item may be placed on the agenda by phoning the director's secretary up to three
days before the meeting date.

2. Agenda items may be proposed by any member of the Management Team.

3. Agenda items may be proposed by a person or group net on the team. This person or
group'of people may attend the part of the meeting that pertains to their agenda
item. The director's secretary will give them a spedific time after the agenda is set.

E. The minutes of each meeting will be distributed to team members and each experimental
component of SEA.

F. Decisions will be by consensus of the Team. If consensus is not reached, the decision

will be made by majority vote,

G. The SEA Director may veto any decision of the Management Team. Any veto action must be

taken during a meeting and rationale given. The Management Team can override the veto
by a two-thirds vote of those voting members present.

It is critical to note three characteristics of the Management Team.
One, it was the only body that was empowered to veto an SEA administrator's
decision. This was done by a two-thirds vote. Two, while searching for
consensus, the group did not allow this goal to prevent the effective func-
tioning of the group in terms of making decisions and moving to new items
of-business. Three, initially membership did not include any non-school
participants. After some conflict, however, members from the SEC were
requested to have two observers at the Management Team:meetings. They
were, however, non-voting members.
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We. found that the Management Team devoted most of its time to overall
projet

i
is...sues rather than building level.issue its. It dealt wh issues of

a4J0J-,:_pnsportation-, personnel, federal programs in SEA, and many city-wide
i4ueuch as decentralization, desegregation, evaluation and staff
develobent Early in year four (1974-75) the Director emphasized that
dwfhpi11a-ng filnancial support was a key issue and plans should be made as

earlOs possible. Nearly sixty percent of the first twelve meetings dealt
Wiiii'1.975-76 planning, especially budget and staff prioTities.

'7

Ifwas difficult not to admire the smooth and efficient operations
observed during the Management Team's meetings. We found that a great deal
of informal interaction took place between the membership of the Management
Team, consequently the, meetings were archetypical business only meetings.
Maintenance activities were engaged ifi prior to formal meetings, confirming
the importance of the informal social structure to any organization.

Southeast Council

The Southeast Council (SEC) was the other project-wide governance group.
The rationale for establishing the Southeast Council and,its functions,
abstracted from its bylaws, arc as follows:

SOUTHEAST COMMUNITY EDUCATIONAL COUNCIL BYLAWS

I. Rationale and Operational Guidelines

A Southeast Community Educational Council is needed to give leadership to ti-e ftvelopment,
maintenance, and evaluation of a comprehensive educational program for the Southeast public
schools. Such a council shall be a community expression of community involvement in school
affairs and shall emphasize the strono advisory role teachers, parents and students have a
right to have in.their public schools.

The council shall serve in an advisory capacity to the director. The council shall be
expected to operate within all legal policies of the Minneapolis Board of Education.
The director will have the authority'to accept or reject the council's recommendations.
All council meetings shall be open to the public.

U. Functions

The Council shall:

I. beinvolved in recruiting and interviewing tandidates for administrative positions in
the several schools and positions having K-I2 across-schools responsibilities as
vacancies occur or as new positions are created from time to time. One or more members

of the council shall serve,in interviewing and recruiting. Participation by committee
members shall be determined by the council and director.

2. make an annual assessment of the director's performance and report same to the director.
Procedures shall be determined by the council.

3. recommend to the director for hiring candidates to serve in the several schools'
community education programs. The council itself vould serve as the community education
council for the Southeast schools under guidelines already established by the Board of
Education,

4. review regularly the evaluation reports prepared about the Southeast educational program
and/cr sugoest aspects of the program needino further evaluation. Make recommendatins
to the director for the allocatin of financial and human resources f-om the Minneapolis
Public Schools, University of Minnesota, and the federal government t) so meet those
objectives.

5. regularly monitor and review the progress towards the objectives of SEA. A high priority

item in this respect shall be providing leadership in recommending policy whereby K-I2
continuity will be assured at the end of the SEA Project, through mutual development_and
coordination between the Management Team and the Southeast Council.

6. serve as a clearing nouse of information about the edutational plans and orogramt in the
several schools and serve as 3 community sounding board for suggcti.3ns, criticisms, and
opinions about the total Southeast instructional program.
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7. hold.a public hearing on any educational

8. establish an SEC Library and/or Archives
organizations.

9. undertake additional functions as needed
by mutual consent.

issue if a majority of the council so approves.

on Governance to be used by SEC and member

and/or desired by the director and the council

It is important to note that while the SEC was an advisory body and the
Director was "free" to accept or reject iri recommendation, the SEC held con-
siderable influence over the functioning o. SEA. Further, it was considered
appropriate for the SEC to evaluate the performance of the Director each year.
These evaluations were conducted by SEA's internal evaluation component and
presented'and reviewed in public meetings. The,Southeast Council also served

as a clearing hous,e of infdrmation for the community, including the reporting

of Management Team meetings.

The issues that bame before the SEC differgd from those considered by
either the Management Team .or the school-specific groups. During the first

half of the 1974-75 school year, the SEC dealt almosf exclusively with the

area decision problem. As part of the overall plan for SEA it was to merge

with a larger entity in the MPS. This meant blending with the North, East

or West pyramids' administrative units. It was the SEC'ss single most impor-

tant problem of the year. When noi considering the area merger question,
the SEC was the recipient of a great deal of information from the Director
and his staff. Their task was to attend to area-wide problems and,concein,5
and the Director was responsible for providing the group with the 4nformilion'

necessary to make rational and realistic decisions-. -

Unlike the Management Team, the SEC required a great deal of time and

effort for group maintenance. The informal netWorks did not provide support
to large segments of the groUp. -Many.members communi_ated with one another

only during meetings, thus requiring meeting time to solve social-emotional
problems confronted in their deliberations. The group, however, was able to
perform tasks at a relatively efficient rate with some direction from the
chairperSon and project director.

Participation was generally satisfactory with staff persons frequently

the most vocil. Parents were not the heaviest contributors in all cases,
but they did not appear intimidated by other participants. Student members
frequently contributed, but often their opinirons were requested rather than

;

a result of their own initiative. Students nd parents were, in general,

satisfied that their input was valuable. St ff persons were aware of their
own tendency to engage in monologues but felt that their input was important--

even if sometimes overdone. ,

The SEC, then, was able to resolve the basic problems of groups, and*

balance task-with tocial-emotional concerns. Levels of satisfaction were

high and meetings were well attended. All members took part in discussions

even though there was a broad quantitative Separation of verbal behavior.
The project director frequently acted as the task leader but not in a formal

sense. The chairperson exhibited increased confidence as the group develved
and moved the group through some thorny problem areas.
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School-Specific Croups

While the goals of SEA were to have each school provide a formal setting

to facilitate community participation in decisions related to school matters,

the intent was for each alternative to locally define and operationalize the

structures and activities to accomplish that end. As a result, the priorities
and concerns of both principals and parents came into play and created con-

siderable variability in the purposes and functions of governance ank*visory
groups at the building level. Of the five buildings and governance groups, we

have decided to provide a descriptive summary of two--the Contemporary School

and the Open School. These have been selected to provide a contrast in the

ways in which a community can participate in decision-making; both instances

were compatible with the desires of the community. (These destriptions are

from the summaries of the ethnographics of each alternative school completed

by the external evaluation.)

Contemporary School

(The Contemporary] School is typical of the majority of
city elementary schools in its relation to the larger

bureaucracy. The School runs smoothly and competes well
because staff and parent governance grodps,are adept at

working within the system. Leadership in the school is
task-oriented; such involvement is synonomous with hard
work and there is little competition for key political
roleS.

The formally chartered.model of parent "governance" is
embodied in the PTA and PTA Board, as in most other
neighborhood elementary schools in the city. The func-
tions of the PTA are largely ceremonial, the larger
group being convened mostly for "Meet-the-Teacher-Nights,"
special programs, school orchestra concerts, and other
community social functions. Most officiarbusiness and
decision-making is conducted by the PTA Board, coMposed
of the elected constitutional officers of the PTA, the
chairpersons of standing committees, the principal,
Community Education DirectOr, 'and ex officio staff

repfesentatives. Through the Board, the PTA sponsors
a Wide range of functions and activities, such as school
pictures, Room Mothers', Tea, Patrol Picnics, the Fall
School,Picnic, Kindergarten Roundup, etc. The Board's
functions are largely concerned with raising mbney and
supporting school programs. Among the more important
sources of revenue are the Annual Fun Fest, a Book Fait-,
and (in 1973) a candy sale; contributions arc made to
tlie school for a variety of needs not covered by public
school fundinv The PTA Board also deals with broader
concerns of school policies, such as the "Future of
SEA/[Contemporary School)" 'issue, where they affect the
community as well as the school.

Power and authority within the school are subject to the
monolithic.nature of the (Minneapolis) Pub] ic Schools

bureaucracY: The principal is the bureaucracy's main
-agent of authority,and has t,lye official mandate, to govern

the school. In practice, many decisions are made by



certified staff in their. weekly meetings, or in the large
number of committees upon which th,v serve. The PTA

Board and Staff have an unwritten understanding that
instruc on, curriculum and program development are the.

"territ .ry" of staff and that they will manage these
functions. Teaching style and curriculum are viewed
explicitly as inviolate domains of teaching seoff.

Issues affecting the entire school community normally
evoke a joint response from staff and parent governance:
groups. In the instance of the Future of [Contemporary
Schooll/SEA issue, the occasion of an SEA-wide set of
critical decisions, the PTA Board worked with the staff
to achieve a single position for the entire school com-
munity. Political priorities of the...commuriity are the
following: (1) preservation of the illtegrity of the com-
munity; pulling together to achieve a "united front" in
facing a common threat; (3) the delegation of power and
authority by consensus to those with recognized abiZity
and expertise; (4) avoidance,of internal dissension and
second agendas; (5) political participation is regarded
as work rather 'than a source of prestige_erstatITS-, and
is valued because work is, valued and tasks need to be
done (Nelson, 1975a).

Open School

During the first half of Year 1, [the Open School] faced
the decision as to the type of formal governance model
it desired as a vehicle for staff and parent input intd
school governance, i.e., decision-making processes
affecting school po'licy formulation and implementation.
After Preliminary investigation_an,d debate.on possible
models, followed by a referendum, an advisory council
model was agreed upon. [An] Advisory Council...was
formally convened in tl-e winter of 1972. Initially, it

contained over 25 embers, representing staff, student,
-parent, and other categories of membership (e.g., main-
tenance, 'secretarial, university-program, etc.). By-laws

were drawn up, officers elected, and a difficult process
of role definition began. A bewildering array of débi-
sions was faced by the [Advisory] Council during its
first year.

By year 3, several changes were strikingly evident,
particularly in membership structure (which reflected
a, much smaller greup of people. In 1973-74; the
[Advisory] Council was composed_ of five staff members

elected at-large by the parents. The prOcipal and CRC.
were non-voting members. There were no student members,
although several strategies had been attempted by...
adults in this regard over the first two years.

Council parent members were nominated and elected by
the previous spring so that initial fall meetings saw
the election of [Advisory COuncil] staff members as well
as [Advisor); Council] officers. The [Advisory] Council
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met 1-weekly throughout the year, with half of those
metings being held in the evening. Meetings ran an
average of three hours.

[Advisory Councill- parent and staff membership tended
to reflect early project parent and staff advocates,
though not entirely. Structurally, the coun:iI formed
an Umbrella organization for a large number (some 25) of
standing and ad-hoe committees. Due to staff size,
membership qn these ehmmittees Prequently overlapped.
Their composition generally reflected staff, parents,
or both.

The committeell; dealt with a broad array of issues such
as hiring of new staTf, budgeting, enrollments and long-
term planning, public relations, evaluation, community
resources and transportation, or programs fOr five-year-
olds. Examples ofcommittees composed primarily of .staff
included the princiPal's advisory or orientation of new
personnelcommittee. Some...parent committees included
the [school] newsletter group, twenty telephoners for
quick contact with the entire parent body, or the math
games committee.

The [Advisory Coii: I wi ttees were complemented f-)y

-formal [school) representativL. to various SEA-wide
governance boi...1,es (---h e .Outheast Council and
Teacher Cente-_-) ,s t ns tradkional MPS institutions
.(such .as curricu. orgAni.iatiow_ teacher federations,
etc.) .

The [ACIvisory COun,' funct ined as an official parent/
staff advisory hody to principal. While its-by-laws
mandated that ,71: "significant" issues affecting schoql
policy come befor- it for consi.leration, such a formal
mandate frequently ,..ncou'tvred differential interpreta-
tions. As the school program developed, Aecisions
relating to instruction (particularly of a daily nature)
came to be the purview of staff, through staff meetings.
Overall organizational support decisions, particularly
requiring parent support, generally came to the [Advisory]
Council as well. For example, during 1973-74, only..4
of 51' [Adv'isory Councilrdecisions_related directly to
substantive issues of curriculum and in*truction. The
others were distributed over such areas as the [Advisory]
Council structure itself.; evaluation; social and/or fund
r,aising events, ceremonies, and rites; positions on SEA-
wide governance and administration policies; positions
on issues' emanating from MPS policies; enrollment; hiring;
budgeting; and the ,community day program.

The gqvernance processes evidenced in- [Advisory Council]
committee, and staff meetings reflected a model of
attempted diffusion of traditional bureaucratic power,
authority, and responsibility. Thus,.similar agenda
items,were frequently brought by the princ'pal to the
attention of'all three- groups. A'model of "process
leadership" was utilized, where.by major decisions were
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shared if possible, with specific leaders or groups
taking responsibility for presenting options to larger
constituencies. However, such a model frequently
encountered problems through sometimes conflicting per-
ceptions of legitimate domains among staff and parents,
as well as through the press of time on certain types
of decisions. This frequently placed the principal in
a "culture broker" and "middleman" role. In general,
however, the partnership between parents and staff in
year 3 seemed to have stabilized and benefited heavily

from experiences of years 1 and 2. The principal had
also been hired by parents and staff in year 1 (Gian-'

notta, 1975a).

A Comparison

While the Open School and Contemporary School differed.considerably in
"community participation," each shared a critical characteristic--the school
was responsive to the type ef.participation in school matters described bY
parents. Satisfaction was high in both instances. Contemporary School parents

.were satisfied with a separation of school and community in formal school

functions; Open School parents were satisfied with an integration of school

and community. Satisfaction had been documented by the parent surveys of the
internal evaluation team of SEA.

Other Groups

Neither the Junior/Senior High School not the Continuous Progress School
were able to establish an effective forum for parent participation in decision-

making. At the setondary level...

The Principal's Advisory Group did not meet frequently
and, at the meetings they did hold, very little was
either attempted or accomplished. Analysis of the four
meetings we attended during the 1974-75 school year indi
cated an imbalance in attention to social-emotional
problems of the groUp. Concerns were voiced over the
racial composition of the students' representatives.
Alo, the adults present included several staff members
who dominated the proceedings with tales of the diffi-
culty of their teaching assignments. All in all, the
meetings were not a satisfactory setting for addressing
problems of shared decision-making.- Participants voiced
disbatisfaction with the meetings and accused the...
principal of being condescending in his attitude towards
parents (Rider, 1975).

At the Continuous Progress School, the Principal's Advisory Council seemed
unable to come to -grips with its purpose for existente: Analysis of meetings

and the observations of the ethnographers led to conclusIons that.community
participation was not a high priority at Continuous Progress School, the formal
group spent considerable time on group-maintenance as opposed to task-related

jssues, and yielded to the principal's assertive behavior (French and Reynolds,
1975: Rider, 1975) . 5 7
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The Governing Board of the Free School was initially designed to do just

thatgovern. The ethnography of the Free School; however, points out that
it only achieved advisory status.

Originally, the Free School estahlished no internal
ndministrative Authority, but the need soon became
apparent to identify one individual who would relate to
the larger bureaucracy. Consequently, a staff memher
was elected "head teacher"; his responsibilities included
general program coordination, teaching and, as adminis-'
trative representative of the Free School, negotiating
with external forces. Later that same year, the Free
School community agreed to elect a governing hoard com-
prised of _staff, students and parents. The initial pur-
pose of the governing hoard was to alleviate the head
teacher from some administrative duties; however, as this
concept farther developed, an effort was made to grant
full decision,.naking power to the bonrd. This, has been

a major point of conflict since 'the public school system
only recognizes a chief administrator orprincipal as
having the authority to govern any public school. The

Free School Governing Board. has continued to strive for
recognition as an autonomous decision-making body; yet
in matters regarding functions of the school system
itself, the board is acknowledged only in an advisory
capacity (Winther, 1975).

FactOrs Influencing Participation

Community partielpation in SEA led to an identification of three general
'factors influencing participation: (1) dissatisfaction with school program:.
increases community desires for participation (Free School and Open School),
(2) the innovativeness of school programs increases community desires for
participation (Frbe School and Open School), and (3) the principal is a key
to facilitating participation.. We also noted, however, that community satis-
faction with their involvement in school affairs is not dependent upoff.any
'One type of participation. Indeed, it would seem that'to attempt to implement
the Open School model of community partieipation at the Contemporary Sohool
would, be unsuccessful. How'do you determine the appropriate type of partici2

pation? Participants in SEA would reply: "Ask the.community." There^are
several,guides, however, which emerge from our observations of SEA governance
and advisory groups and are consistent with other research on "shared decision
making" involvirig tpchers and principals.

The community, like teachers, are not likely to he interested'in all
decisions that effect the operation of the school.*' Several studies have
found that teachers expressed resentment when requirbd to work' On committees
or attend meetings devoted to decisions they felt the principal should Make

(Chase, 1952; Bridges, 1964) . Bridges (1967) notes that teachers have a
"zone of indifference" within which administrators decisions will be accepted

without question. If the administrator seeks to involve teachers within this
zone of indifference, resentment, ill will and opposition is likely to result.

*The following discussion is' drawn from the work of Edwin M. Bridges'
"A Model for Shared Decision Making in the School Principalship" (1967).
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As we observed in SEA, the zone of indifference for parents was not the same

at the Open School as it was at the Contemporary School.

There are two criteria to apply to determine a group's zone of indif-

ference. One is..the test of relevancy. Decisions which are relevant are
those that have direct consequences for the group; Bridges notes the issues

of relevance for teachers.

When the teachers personal stakes in the decision arc
high, their interest in participation should also be
high. Decisions of this type are those which deal pri-
marily with the teachers' own classroom affairs, e.g.,
methods of teaching, materials to be used, content to be
taught, techniques for evaluating progress of pupils,
decoration and furnishing ef the classroom, and handling
.pupil disturbances. Principals who attempt to make uni-
lateral decisionS in matters such as these will encounter
resistance from teachers and eventually will alienate
them (1967:3).

For parents, issues relating to busing of students, curriculum priorities,
staff competencies and philosophies and evaluations of instructional programs
are likely to be of relevance.

A second test for establishing the zone of indifference is the test of
expertise. Bridges again presents the case:

Teachers are likely to be uninterested in considering
matters quite outside their,scope of experience and
sphere of competence. To involve them in decisions
which they are not qualified to mako is to subject them
to frustration. For,.an individual to be interested in
participation, he must not only have some staL in the
outebme but also the capability of contributing to the
decision affecting the outcome (1967:4).

.

Parents, therefbre, might.be interested in .the priority given to reading
instruction in an alternative, but not in the design of that program. In SEA,.,

parents of the Open School included professionals with backgrounds'-in echIcation
and-others who had read extensively the literature on Open-Schools. They pos-
sessedexpertise, or certainly familiarity, with'the issues of Open Schools.

Participation, then, is influenced by a number of factors that suggest
issue-centered interests rather thanbroad constant involvement. In SEA,

we observed increases and decreases in parent participation as issues of

'relevance emerged and were.resolved.

\

Outcomes of Parent Participation

In SEA, parent participation-was perceived as a "good," a value rather
than a hard fact that would enhance publit education. How it would improve

public schools was not specified, just accepted. Within education, parent
participation has many connotations, diverse expectations and little under-

standing. Frequently it is discussed in the context of conflicts over school
personnel, busing OT textbooks. SEA was not an arena of conflict between the

. .

sehool and its community.
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.

Parent participation in SEA did not accomplish orjead to a number of

outcomes. One, we have no evidenCe thia- it led to better quality of instruc-

tion or higher achiev.ement scores.., Two, it did not lead to.disrespect for
the professional competencies of principals and teachers. Three, parents

id not run the schools nor claim or provide the expertise for designing /
t e specifics of instxuctional programs. ,fluring years one ..and two, ho,.vevor,

th initial intensity of involvement by parents of the Free and OpciisS.thools
Wer, often perceived by SEA staff as out of balance. Four, parent goVernance

and advisory groups were inefficient in the sense that they required more,
time. Iri the part of'school people, although school people,contributed to this

ineffieency. Inefficiency wac reduced, however, when gAps agreed upon
their pvposes and became comfortable with their'memhership. .

'If \

Pareht participation did accomplish three things. One, if provided a

public forhm for presenting the rationales for decisions;. a strategy we feel
increased file likelihood of higher,quality decisions... Two, the public,roceiveJ
an educationin the complexiities of administering public education. An SEA

participant has made both of these points (Poppel.e, 1975). Three, community
participation has led to greater consumer satisfaction and sense of control
and ownership'of the public schools prograM and priorities (a theme also
identified !,y several SEA participants).

As a final note, it is importan to add that community participation
in governance 'and advisory groups was part of a large pattern of community
irivolvement and suppert in SEA.

FaCtors Facilitating Implementation

The implementation of alternative schoolsin SEA, as we have discus:ed,
was enhanced by several factors prior to the iMplementation effort' Itself.
These included (1) a diagnosis of organizational, momentum, and vpriability in
perceived need to chonge, (2) initia ion'involving i:ey personnel who function
as planners as well a:;-i'aplementops, ai,d (3) definitiofts at the level of over-
all goals,rather than.specific innovations of instructional staffing, organi-
zatien for programs. The implementation of the proposed. p7ograMHin SEA was
also saject to.a number of factors not diree.tly evidenced in technicwrand
communify :;upport activities. Rather, they were part cf the overafl strategy.
.and context of change ill SEA--political or personal variables as opposed to
substantiv: strategies of technical and community. suppori

In t1 is concluding section of Chapter Three, we will examine four factors
which were .also. part of SEA's strategy of change. We feel these factOrs ir
generalizable to other settings and should constitute a conscious part o? the
efforts to design strategies implement alternative sehbols. They are:
(1) powr to change, (2) role Of financial_ resc!.1rces, (3) risk reduction and

.(4) persnnal. rewards. While we focus on SEA in our, discussion of these fac-
tors, other s(.ttings will have cipparable sour:c: o influence and constraint
on efforts to change. The contcv: of change can bcresed for these factors.
and the implemcntaticm :trategy cm he designed,to adiress them.
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Power to Change

Southeast Alternatives was able to obtain the poWer to maKe instructional
decisions consistent with its desire for variability. Central to the legiti-
macy provided by the Experimental Schools Program,' SEA was no longer part of

the mainstream of Minneapoli Public Schools in..terms of fiscal and program

responsibility. While SEA was, not indePendent of the Mknneapolis Public
Schools and thcir regulations,\pol!.cies, and priorities (one of the latter
being the development of alternative ,schools), SEA did enjoy the administra-,
tive autonomy to implement decisions of sufficient magnitude to Ognificantly
alter the nature of public schooling. The autonomy of SEA thereby removed
many of the potential barriers to change stemming,from the larger school
district, e.g., standardization.

! Further, the decisions made in SEA were of greater Significance than
those.typically made in public schools by parents, teachers, support staff
and building administrators. Typically, central office administrators retain

'power over decisions about budgef allocations, staffing patterns and selections,
the nature and extent of inservice training, building alterations, new 'curricu-
lum materials, and the basic instructional organization of teachers and pupils.
These decisions were "decentraliZed" in the sense that they fell largely within
the domain of SEA.

Within SEA, the building, or alternative school, became the unit for
inStructional decisions rather than centralized governance groups (Rider,
1975). Legitimacy of particular decisions.at the building level was provided
by political concerns among professional staff and community members across
SEA. The acceptance of the decisions of others as legitimate alternatives
was eNchanged for approval of one's own decisions. To insure continuance of
the overall structure of alternatives, it was necessary to submerge competition
among alternatives and identities with one "best" alternative. Agreement was

-,not necessaTy. Further, the "isolation" ot alternatives by separate buildings
removed the visibility of differing approaci,cs qmong professional peers.

SEA alSo altered the structure of legitimacy, or accountability, of
instructional decisions vis-a-vis a community of parents. Instructionaf
decisions wero differeatially shared between the professional staff and the
cOmmunity oF parents from alternative to alterna-ive. Instructional decisions
could be made,by governance groups (parent and staff represenVatives)-or by ,

the professionil staff alone. In either case, howver, the legitimacy of
those decisions could be enhanced by the rationale of choice. .Decisions about
instruction could be'directed towards a given philosophy because parents
teachers and students were free to select other instructional alternative8.
The demands to reach decisions which could satisfy a wide range of perceptions
about appropriate instructional systems was reduced. The school was no longer
accountable to a constant population TWo perspectives are possible on the
emergent form of ac.-Countability: (1) accountability was reduced becaose the
school could be reponsive to a single philosophy and the cOncerns of teachers
and a small group of parent representatives or (2). accountability was increased
because the alternatiVe schools had to satisfy the paient population to,main-
tain organizational legitimacy_through enrollment.

In summary, SEA was able to legitimize decisions designed to create and
'maintain variability vis=a-vis the Minneapolis Public.Schools, profeSsional
peers and the parent community.'
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Resburces

The magnitbde of funding of the various Experimental Schools sites has,
often been cited as the)cause of SEA's success in implementing change. We

believe the dollar has been a necessary, but not sufficient, cause of change
in SEA. Resources alone have not shown .a significant relationship to innova
tion (Reynolds, 1965), and differences exist- within the Experimental Schools
Program in the degree of change sreated by the federal funding.

The effectof an influx of monies :into a scnool district is frequently
"more of the same"; that is, an increase in expenditures for equipment and
materials-similar to thoAe of past programs. This result may frequently
occur in "poor" districts which have lacked fhe resources to 'maintain what
is perceived as a 'quality educational vfogram. Therefore, substantial
additions to an existing program may in itself constitute a significant change.
Declining resources, as a result of declining dnrollments for example, may
.also signal a nCed for funds to maintain an eNisting prograM. The avoidance
of significant changes, or decreases, in the quality of a program may be a
significant iMpact of additional funds. MinneapoliA however, faced neither
situation in 1971. 'In fact, the state of Minnesota has one of the highest
average per pupil expenditure levels in the country. .Low expenditure levels
may inhibit innovatory efforts (Reynolds, 1965), but this.was,not the history
or case of Minneapolis.

The role of resources in innOvation also is dependent upon both perceived
need to change and power to change (Reynolds and Reynolds, 1907). If there

is no nee4.for change, then resources arc likely to be spent on "more -Of the
same." I there-is need but no powdr, then more of the same may be the only
option allowed by those who hold deciosion-makin.g power. 'However, without
financial resources, the translation of both need and power into significant
change is reduced.

In SEA, ihcreased fipancial resources served three purposes. Ope,,the
financial resources of SEA acCelerated the pace of change: It is impor.tant

to tecognize that SEA was building on an earlier cotmitment to alternatives
which, without federal funds, would have resulted irLa limited trial program.
.The increased resources prdvic:ed the means to further define and develop the
alternatives so that they could become more distinct in terms Of instructional
materials, staffing,patterns, building.arrangements, support staff, staff
development and evaluation services. Two, expenditure of these incre.,sed
monies provided a focus for community involvement and t'he governance bodies
'of. SEA; i.e., the Experimental Schools Program created a managerial overhead
beyond that which would be expected in a public school program 'without federal.
program involvement. The increased r!onies also funded several positions,
assumed by parents, to handle program management within the formal structure
of SEA. The federal funding created both A need for an increase in personnel
and the monies to fill that need. Three, the level of funding was beyond
that available after participation in the Experimental Schools Program and
continually raised the issue of survival and what would occur "after the money
goes away." The longer range perspective, on change in.SEA may be quite
different than that even at this iate hour and will be further discussed in
Chapter Six.

It is important to consider nonmonetary costs at the same time as monetary
costs to provide a realistic perspective concerning the rore of money in the
development of alternative schools. Much of the SEA program was not dep,ndent
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upon additional funding. For instance, new governance structures per se cost
little. . Community involvement is an attitude and pattern of interaction,

neither'of which necessarily castsjadditional money. A sensitivity to the

affective aspects of instruction does not require new instructional materials
or new buildings. While money provides visible changes in a prvram, the
noncos.e factors of philosophy, attitude, and commitment give new pmgrams

their substantive changes.. The noncost faetors highlight the importance of
the legitimacy of the change,effort arid the autonomy of SEA within the
Minneapolis Public Schools. Other educators, were they to secure equal
monie's, could not be assured of achieving equally successfUl change.

'k Reduction

o I

The changes of SEA were also enhanced by a reduction in fhe risk asso-
ciated with participation. The rationale of choice enhanced the legitimacy
of different alternatives and was risk-reducing, but other factors came into
play.

The risks of participating in Southeast Alternatives were small, for the
district at large and for individual professional staff. Alternatives.were

part of a movement, in vogue and value laden. The goals of SEA wereto
implement alternatives, decentralize decisions, and involve the community.
The "goodness" of these program components was estahlished; there was no
need to "test" them for quality in SEA. In fact, the commitment to alterna-
tive schools by the MPS and their implementation in other areas of the city
has not been dependent on the completion of Southeast Alternatives.

It can be argued further that SEA was not a realistic basis for the com-
parison of educational programs across the city. SEA is small, its student
enrollment at the time of the preposal to NIE was only four percent of that
of the overall district (MPS, 1971). MPS could grant autonomy to SEA at a ,

low level of risk, for SEA would develop programs that could not serve as
models on a district-wide basis because of the unrealistic sums of money

involved. The risks to teachers and administrators were not great; alter-
natives could be defined as best "adapted" to local needs and to local monies.
The need for evaluation was thereby reduced. SEA's autonomy was reinforced;

its own risks reduced.

Evaluation was a need identified by NIE, however, and internal and
external evaluation teams were budgeted. As with the theme of alternatives,
"evaluation" was a "good"; there was little definition required, none given.
As a result, both internal and external evaluations were slow to start as they
wrestled with defining their roles and whether they were to be independent or
interdependent (Giannotta, 197511:-9-17). Eventually, the internal evaluation
proceeded to develop its own approach/independent of external evaluation.
Part of internal evaluation's approach, with SEA support, was to reject the
use of standardized achievement tests as appropriate evaluation approaches.

Indeed, any standard evaluation criteria for all'alternatives. was rejected
on'the notion that this would lead to comparisons among alternatives and
create a search for the "best" alternative and a threat to the legitimacy

of the others. Internal evaluation devoted much of its effort to building-
centered evaluations of specific program components which could be legitimately
and comfortably changed or discontinued. Project-wide evaluations focused
upon satisfaction of parent- 2nd teachers and whether attendance patterns
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reflected w;e of the alternatives. Hvaluation criteria Cor the iiuccess of

the project independent of participants did not emerge from the internal
evaluation. Nor did it from the external evaluation. _xternal evaluation
eventually adopted a research orientation and moved away Crom a judgmeu/al

role. The criteria for success became internally defined in terms of itis-

faction and .

the professional judgment of SEA professionals. Whilc it may

be argued that this was the hest criteria to use, it is the opinion of this

author that it also 'reduced the risks involved in participation.

Rewards

While the risks of participating in SEA have been reduced, rewards have
been enhanced. While the multiple facets of the project provided different
rewards to diffe-ent individuals, the overa.11 project itself was a source
of reward to partiCipants. The autonomy and funding of SFA created a tem-
porary organization, protected subculture if you will, for a period of five
years. provided a special identity for participants and created a system
of "tru( belief" (Smith and Keith, 1)71). This identity was fostered by the
contrasts perceived between SNA as a system of choice and the typical educa-
tional programs of Minneapolis and the rest of the country. SFA was on the

catting edge of educational thought and pr.actice; it would serVe as a model

for the country.

This identity was reinforced by the continued stream of visitors to SEA
and .was reflected in SUA'S commitment to dissemination. The information
Office.of SEA sent literally thousands of documents across the country
describing SEA in general, its specific alternatives, and various aspects ol
its program such as community eduCation and evaluation. Over time these
documents became more polished and won several awards in their own right.
More immediate dissemination of information to the'local community via a
monthly newsletter also afforded positive feedback to participants. While

these activities were certainly legitimate given the Experimental Schools
status of SFA and the need to inform parents of educational programs,:it
served the needs of participants as well.

Summary and Conclusions

An underlying theme of tFe discussions in Chapters Two and Three has
been the need to attend to thc adult population of schools when attempting
to change instructional programs. Need for change, power to change, resource
allocations, risk reduction and rewards all focus on adults and the organi-
zational context of adult behaviors. Proposals for change and the selection
of sites for innovative programs, however, frequently emphasize the pupil and
his needs to a fault, neglecting the adult and his ability and willingness
to change.

Consideration of the factors discussed in the last two chapters can
be made prior to .the funding and initiation of change attempts. While other
factors surely were involved in SEA's succ,?ss, these factors seem to account
for "a significant proportion of the variance." The probability of imple-
menting alternative schools can he enhanced by:
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1. Diagnosis: a. Assessing organitational momentum, major
problems and issues; ,

b. Identifying differences in perceived need
for change;

2. Initiation: c. Involving key personnel who function as
planners and implementors;

3. Definition: d. Avoiding specific innovations and developing
definitions in terms of overall goals;

4. Implementation: e. Granting power to make decisions compatible
with perceived need for change;

f. Providing resources to operationalize change;

g. Reducing the risks of participation; and

h. Enhancing the rewards of participation.

If proposals were to specify these components as carefully as the characteris-
tics of the student population to be served by an innovative program, successful
change might not be so uncommon.

In sum, SEA was an organizational change as much as an instructional
change. The parameters on the instructidnal variability possible within fhe
public school settin 0'. were altered; standardization was reduced and variability
became an organizationargoal. In the next chapter, we will examine the extent
to which the potential for alternative instructional programs actually occurred
(monitoring instructional environments).

6 5
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CHAPTER FOUR

INSTRUCTIONAL ANALYSIS: HITEERENCES AMON(.; ALTERNATIVLS*;

A central premise of Southeast Alternatives (SEA) has been that it is ,

possible to create and maintain substant:vely different learning environMents.
The purpose of this chapter is to examine the instructional process of each of
the four elementary alternatives to determine if they were indeed alternatives.
To accomplish this purpose, we will.first describe the instructional.progrms
of each school in sufficient depth to allow the reader a sense of "what it is

like" to be a teacher or pupil in each progrha. (To our knowledge, descriptiOns
of the instructional programs of SEA are not detailed elseWhere.) This descrip-
tion will focus upon selected dimensions of classroom environments which empha-
size,the process of instruction. For our purposes, it has also been important
to include a focus upon the ways in which the common goal of "In viding quality
instruction in basic ski'lls" :has been addressed by each alternative. 1,:ollowing

the descriptions, we will examine the similarities and differences among the
four elementary programs to assess the extent to which alternativys werei)ro-
vided by SEA.

The six dimensions selected for analysis are:

1. the dominant instriictional activities in which teachers and students
partiCipate;

2. the arrangement and utilization of classroom and building space;
I

3. -the structuring and allocation of time for daily instructional
activities;

4. the physical moVement and groupings of students for instruction;

5. the range of adult contacts to which students arc expo.,ed;

6. the initiation of instructional activities bY (11`.ferent participants
in the-instructional process.

The concerns of this chapter are considered to be genexalizable to other
settings in which alternative schools may be implemented. Monitoring instruc-
tional environmentsthe fifth stage of the suggested model for implement.ing
alternatiiie schools--calls for procedu.'es of assessing the extent to which in-
structional programs are congruent with'overall program goals. The selected
dimensions--activities, use of time, use of space, grouping, adult interaction
and activity initiation--hegin to identify the multiple -ways in.which the
instructional process can vary. As in SEA, different environments can be
structured to achieve similar goals (e.g., basic skills) and yet reflect dif-
ferent priorities (e.g., students' roles in making decisions about the instruc-
tional activities in which they engage).

The monitoring of instructional programs is an essential but frequently
overlooked step in evaluating instructional programs. A major tendency in
education has been to evaluate.the extent to whith program goals"are achieved
by rejying exclusively upon outcome measures (standard-ized.tets or survey of
student affect) without first determining if the intended deLivery system was
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implemented ((harters and Jones, 1973) . For example, if the achievement

scores of the various alternative schools were found to be similar, any

number of reasons could 'exist for that finding. It would be possible that
the alternatives were not in fact different in their instructional programs,
so similar results could be expected. If differences in instructional
programs were found; then similar results would have a quite different'

meaning. In the case of SEA, it'would mean that goals for student achieve-
ment of basic skills were achieved by different instructional strategies.
Further, assessing learning environments may be necessary to gauge the
attainment of the program goals not readily amenable to student testing--
e.g., increasing the number and types of adults interacting with students.
The following analysis of the instructional environments of SEA, then, is
a means of clarifying the implications of our findings in the following
chapter on instructional outcomes as well as being an end in itself.

The instructional environments of SEA's elementary alternatives will
be reported in three ways. First, we provide an overall description of
the school, its staff and program characteristics. Second, the results of
Oserving the instructional routine of each alternative is presented. In

this section, we explore the interrelationship among six selected dimensions
of instructional environments--activities, use.of time, use of space,
grouping, adult interaction and activity initiation. A third section--
reflections--steps back from the operational data and draws upon other
research to expand upon the "culture of the school." This section is

organized hy the six dimensions of concern.

Following the four school-specific sections, major similarities and
differences among schools are presented. We close the chapter with a
statement on the implications of our findings for the following chapter
and its analyses.

To facilitate the readability of this chapter, we would like to take
exception to our rule of avoiding methodological statements. The data and
terminology used in this chapter are derived from a study conducted during
the 1974-75 school yell., one of several focused investigations developing
out of our ethnograi of each of SEA's alternatives. The stUdy's major
purpose was to isola :..,jor similarities and differences among the elemen-

tary aiternatives an.qta, 1975c). One intermediate class (grades 4-6)
was selected for study in each elementary school. Each class was c"served
for a minimum of nine hours the base for comparisons) over a two week
period. . Observations were conducted from mid-April through the end of the

year. Observations were standardized to reflect 470 minutes of class
routine time, which included activities of a non-instructional nature.
Our interest in this chapter is "class routine time observed," which will
be noted as "CRTO."

Considerations in selecting classes were ease of research entry,
intermediate student representation, and the instructional style of the
teachers (i.e., as close to the "middle" of styles exhibited among the
school's intermediate teachers, in the judgmentof the author). Information

from the external evaluation team's school-based ethnographies helped to
judge the representativeness of selected classes. No teacher selected for
study was considered "atypical." More general observations of the four
alternatives provided additional perspectives on the class routines of
students. 6 7
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The data derived from the study of the Free School, however, are subject

caution. While it was possible to observe a "class" at the other three
schools, Free School did.not use classes as grouping structures. Rather, an

advisor (adult)/advisce (student) system was used. Even this system, however,

could not be used as a similar structure for study because members of the same

advisory group did not' have matching schedules. Our strategy, therefore, was

to "track" an individual student. While we have included the Free School as

part of this study and consider the general descriptions valid, strict com-

parisons with other s-chools should be avoided.

Data were coded in several categories within several dimensions.
(-Trouping data were generalized into the categories "uniform" and "varied."
Uniform referred to the use of a single or predominant mode of student
grouping, e.g., single group, all students divided into subgroups, all

students paired. Varied referred to the simultaneous usc of differing modes
of grouping, e.g., some students working alone, some in pairs and some n

subgroups. Categories of adults included teacher, aide,' support staff
(internal evaluator, social worker, counselor, community resource coordinator,
curriculum specialist), voluncer or visitor. Use of space was also coded

as uniform or varied. Uniform referred to a single or overwhelmingly pre-
doMinant use cf space-by students, sitting at desks, all sitting

on floor. Varied referred to simultaneous use of mOre than one type of
space, e.g., some walking aroundlOtomc sitting, and some at desks. Activity

initiation referred to those categories of perS'ens who seem to have primary
influence in initiating the activity content observed over specific time
segments. It was coded as student alone, adult alone, or both student and
adult. Activity content was coded in terms used either by the specific
school (subjects, projects, story time) or where no school-specific terms
seemed to exist,by hi-ghly specific terms selected by the observer.

Data of a narrative nature wore also recorded during observation sessionS,
e,g., verbatim dialogue, observer's comments on points of interest, or addi-

tional 'nformation. These narrative data, combined with informal conversations
with students and adults, provided additional perspectives.

Contemporary School

The 'Contemporary School enrolled approximately 265 students during 19"4-75.
As in the prior three years of the SEA project, enrollment reflected a rela-
tively high proportion of blue collar families. Some 70% of the school's stu-
dents represented the building's immediate attendance district, lending the
Contemporary School a distinctively "neighborhood school" character.

In general, staff composition did not radically depart from that encoun-
tered in other public elementary schools. The principal, nine teachers, the
clerk, several support staff and a number of aides were Minneapolis Public
School (MPS) civil servants. Certain other staff were shared among SEA schools

and paid out of federal monies or were volunteers. The majority of staff Were

of upper Midwest origins and Comale (Nelson, 1975:54).

In keeping with its alleged "traditional school" image, the Contenporary
School utilized age-graded, self-contained classrooms as its primary mode of

student grouping. Each class was under the charge of a teacher, assisted by
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other categories of paraprofessionals- and support staff. Some "split" classes

were also used, c Ones containing a mix of two age/grade levels.

The Contemporary School curriculum emphasized mastery of basic skills--

reading, mathematics, Science, and social sfudies. Instruction in each of

these subjects drew upon a variety of multi-media materials. The Addison-

Wesley math series provided a.corpus of sequenced objectives continually

assessed through use of a computerized Comprehensive Achtevement Monitoring

(CAM) ;program. The Contempdrary School building was the largest of the SEA

elementary facilities and included a math center with computer teletype

terminals used in drill and simulation activities. Holt patabank resources,

,complemented by varieties of MPS materials, were used in social studies.

The Contemporary School also housed both SEA-wide and MPS-wide science and

environmental:studies centers, rich in curricular and living plant/animal

resources.

Complemonting the school's basic skills emphasis,wereevernl enrichment

activiti s and programs,- including field trips, creative dance,.industrial

arts. and ceramics. A particularly strong,Contemporary School program was

its "Community School." This provided both. student': -..nd adults.(including

senior citizens) choices among a broad range of after-scheol,activities,

crafts, and sports. Nelson (1975a) provides an ethnographic treatment of.

the Contemporary Scheol program. .

ObservationS

Of the total-class routine time ouserved (CRTO), 85%'was taken up by

four majr types of "basic skills": reading (26%), social. studies (21%),

mathematics (19%), and spelling (19%). In computing the percentages for
each, reading was combined with "story" time and spelling was combined with

a "writing" exercise. The.remaining time consisted of art or such logistical

activities as moving out of the room to an extra-classroOm activity; "getting

set" or. preparation -for a following activity (e.g., getting seated at desks,

getting paper mit); clean-up; or dismissal.

About half the math time observed was devoted to taking CAM tests; the

other half was consumed by workbook exercises. Most of the spelling time

observed was also devoted to taking written tests, which were part of the

curricular materials and were turned in to the teachers for correction.

Social studies activities drew upon cultural-oriented curricular packets.

Disciissions were in a question/answer format, with the teacher asking the

class to volunteer information and opinions. Some worksheets were also

distributed for completion. Reading was approached in a variety of ways.

For some of the time observed, the teachers would read the ,-.1ass a story

(a designated activity for part of the day). During other times observed',

worksheets or textbook exercises were completed by the :.tudents.

A total of W. of CRTO was devoted to activities of a uniform.nature.

That is, the entir. :lass or overwelming majority of the class were simul-

taneously engaged in the same activity. Some 20% of CRTO was varied in

nature with different activities pursued by differing combinations of

students at the same times. Both uniform and varied activities overlapped
witu subjects and logistical type activities, although most subject time

was covered in the uniform manner. 1
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Tho hulk.,of CRTO reflected activities which were primarily adult .

initiated (93°o). The ;romainioll time reflectod.activities which werc combined
adult and student inftiatod. During the latter types of activities, students
'were usuaily affotdedithe option Of engaging in oriC of two or more types of
classroom activity focused on a particular subject. An oxamOlo would be a
choice between writing a reading exorcise, or identifying language prohiems
in a story together with the teacher.

Turning to students' uso of space, 77. Of all TO-represonted uniform
.use. That is, all students were using tho same type of space, e.g., all at,
'desks, all on floor, all pn lino. Some Wo.of.the. time devoted to subjects
also reflected uniform space use. The principalalmost exclusivemode of
uniform space use was that of students seated at desk§ that were "theirs."
.All activities using uniform space were adult initiated.

All (100%) of activities obserVcd, where uniform grouping was employed,
were adult initiated! Un.iform grouping made up 64°6 of CRTO. "Varfation"
consisted of a single pair of individuals. 's pair consisted of tho,teacher
helpin,; one student, while the rest of tho class worked on as a group.

For the majority (70%) of tho CRTO, only..one adult was present in Ihe
zlassroomthe teacher. The uniform tenor of grouping in general was also
reflected when more than n single aduit was present in the classroom. When
more than one adillt wns'iathe classroom, tho Class worked predominantly
as either a "single group" or "alone." "Single group"Jefers to a situation
whore tho class,was able to share somewhat while being addressed by the
teacher.(e.g., as in a question-and-answer .scssion), "Alone" refers to
situations where silence and minimal sharing wore expected (o.g., as in taking
a math test).

To summarize, the hulk of activities observed were uniform in nature
and consisted of hasic skills suhjects. Most activities observed were
teacher initiated. Grouping was primarily uniform, with tho single group
or alone structures most used. Students spent the majority of time observed
seated at desks .(uniform space use) . A single adulttho teacherwas
present in tho room during the majority of tho time Observed.

The time schedule followed by the class stressed.basic skill mastery.
Students seemed well aware that certain times were for certain activities;
the teacher's pacing generally kept thingsjiloving as well. Certain cues
were used to call the group to order. In addition to school bolls, these
consisted of either tho teat :- ringing ri small hand hell or simply saying
something like "OK, let's g-..' Students usually quickly comprehended and
assumed their seats. While 1 time and curricular actiVitios- -appeared
-fairly consistent, it must be noted that neither was written in stone.
Not all act;vities started and ended "on the nose"; not all curricular
activities Jsed "packaged" materials.

While the teacher was observed to have to deal with quite a number of,
.other adults, the primary joh of instruction fell upon her. For example,
the aide generally corrected papers or prepared matcrials. Some support
staff or volunteers handled individual tutoring needs. But, in general,
direct intruction:soemcd the telcht:r's joh, d 1 primary responsibility

for the class. In the morning, the teacher took attendance and reviewed the
day's upcoming schedule.: During recess, she usually ave the class the
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option of staying in the room or going outside on the playground--unless

she happened to be on "playground duty." Then all had to accompany her.

During tche period observe!, an innovation in,adult-student relationships

was being tried. Every adult in the school, incfuding maintenancepeople,
was being assigned a group'of students to,give students an adult other than

their teacher with whom to relate. Periodic meetings were being set up for

thiS activity.
a

Modes of address employed with teachers were always observed to be

formal, e.g., Mr._ or Miss . While relations seemed well defined in

terms qf adult-student status, they were far from cold. In one session we

watched a group of students present their aide with a quilt they had made

for her'; durirg another, warm "fuzzy-grams" were dispatched to thank a

volunteer. A number of the students also appeared to have known one another

for several years--a result of the Contemporary School'S "neighborhood
school" character.

Both students and teacher seemed well-tuned to a class routine, almost
task ornted in the sense of jointly going about a job that all seemed to

sense sNmply had to he done.

Reflections

Activities

'One cultural assumption made at Contemporary School was that there was

a corpus of knowledge that ought to be learned.at certain times in a student's

life. Item: "If you waste your Sth grade year, don't expect to work on it in

the 6th grade. Spelling'is .omething yod need to work on and you know it."
Another was' that this'knowledge corpus could tie successfully taught as an

i4ntifiah1e series of knpwledge blocks called "subjects." Still another

assumption related to the mode in which subjects are taught--generally from

discrete materials such as textbooks, workboOks, worksheets, media kits

tackled simultaneously by the class for certain periods of time. The "long

arm" of constant monitoring through objectives-referenced tests are also

seen as aides to both students and teachers in identifying learning needs.

Time

Closely related to assumptions about activities are certain coroll.lries

which relate to time. One such corollary is that there are class times
allcCated for certain activities that simply have to be done. Item: "You've

done a tremendous job this morning. Just hang in there. We've only got a

few more minutes." A related assumption is the occasional arbitrariness of

time: Item: "This is as far as we got today. C7ese your books." Item; "Kids,

we're not.,going to go by the relock. We're going, to finish the social -studies

esson even if it runs through the break." Because certain, work must be

covered by all during certain times, those who miss work must "make it up."

Item: "Will kids who went to band please sign'up for makeups?" Or: "I'd go

to that activity, hut, you have to make up work you miss while you're at it."

Also, when all work on the same thing at the same time, wIlitiug is something

one must learn to live with. Item: "If you're*finished, re-check your paperS"."
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Or: "ff i let you intorrupt, then I have to give other kids the snmo privilege.;

and I,don't think we'll get'far that way. You're fulfilling your needs hut

not lotting tho rest of us do t:;O."

Space

As a stu6ent at Contemporary School, ono has a desk. Ono can put his or

hor things in that.dosk. During class, ono is usually expected to st-ny seated

at it, unless the class has an activity which lots one' out of itrecess, gym,
listening to a story on the floor. Sometimes, ono can get out if ono goes.up

to the teacher (along with several others) and asks hor question3. However,

she doesn't always approve of students' doing ehis, especially if she's working

with a student who's "turn" it is for individual tutorial work that day. item:

"Kids I don't want you to come up to me....Your assignment is to do that page
and,my assignment is to work with Betty. Some people are keeping me from doing
my assignment.". Sometlmos tho teacher will call out the names of students who

are out of their scats when they are not supposed to he. Lunch is one of tho

times ono gets out of desks., [tom: "OK, lino up to go down to lunch."

Grouping

A key assumption is that things often n,00d to he done together. When in

a "whole class" Troup, as is often tho case, one must learn to wait one's turn.
Item: "We can't 'clo anything together unless we learn to take turns." Item:

"Sit down, the'last thing wo need is a hig rush of pooPle hero. One at a time."

While the teacher did try to make some Materials moro."individualized" so kids
could move more at thOqr own'spoods, a basic assumption reflected Was that such

matorials were appropriate for uso with the whole group. Tho class needs to he

"together" to start many activitic-;. Item:."We have kids coming in now from
three different activities and we aro not together at all. I don't think we're

ready to start yot."

Adults

Teachers experience interruptions by other adults as well. Sometimes a

volunteer pops in; some, imes another teacher comes to ask a question; some-
times the hand teacher calls some students out. The teaches,- is the ono to ask

if .ono wants to le:to tho room; got sonic paper; noods,somo directions- wants
some papqrs corrected-.., wants to sign up for activities; wants to do something

else. Tho teacher is also the persbn other adults seem to think should he
.

asked if they want something.

Activity Initiation .

In general, the data indicated primarCly adult,rosponsihHty for initi-
ating learning activities. Student input was seen to come in the'form of '

exercising' choici among both short and lOngLtorm option§.. Short-term options

were illustrated.hy studoa,ts'.choice between going over a'story with th(:.

-teacher in a small Troup or sit.ting at their desks to do a written exercise.

Long-term choices were- illustrated by "rotating" (among classrooms.) options,
e.g.; choosing to attend tsorksnops when the class's turn-came up onceerv
six weeks.
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Continuous Progress School

The.Continuous Progress School enrolled approximately 400 students during
1974-75, with 18% coming from non-SEA attendance areas. The heavy enrollment
reflected the merger of primary (K,3) and intermediate,...(4-6) program_compO-
nents which had operated in previously separate buildings over the first three
years of SEA. Continuous Progress School families represented a mixture'of
White middle class and minority (Black and Indian) subcultures.'

Staff composition reflected a mixture'Of certified MPS employees,,person-
nel whose services were separately contracted and Community volunteers. The
first category included the school's principal, clerical and maintenance staff,
curriculum coordinator, thirteen claSsroom teachers, some eight aides (even-
tually one to each room during latter part of the year); and certain support
staff (e.g., full time counselor, part time nurge, social worker, speech
specialist, internal evaluator, and an SEA-wide.social worker). The second
category included program enrichmen;t staff, As Well as community education
and volunteer program coordinators. The fina4 category included volunteers
who functioned in a variety of capacitiesibothin and out of classrobms.

The Continuous Progress School was structbred into two major ungraded
K-6 units. 'One of these, Unit I, primarily oeCupied the first floor of the
building, with Unit JI located on the secOnd. Each unit consisted of a team
of teachers, called Team I and Team II. While the types of classroom activi-
ties were similar in each unit, their basic schedules differed in order to
make most efficient use of building space, resources, and time. Classroom
teachers were mostly female: For example, Team I.consisted of six_females
and one male; Team II included five females and one male.

Like the Constemporary 5chool, the Continuous'Progress School placed empha-
sis upon basic skills mastery--reading, language ar;ts activities, mathematics,
social studies, and- snence., The April 1975 issue of Southeast Alternatives
described tçhe relationship between room assignments and reading achievement in
one of the units as follows:

Children are assigned.to homerooms according to reading
achievement. Following the American Bobk Companyreading
curriculum, each unit has children at all 13 leveTs
(A-L plus Contracts) . With six teachers and usually four
reading groups in each room, the "average" situation
wOuld be to have "F" reading, for example, taught in two
Tooms per unit. But since the reading achievements of
220 children.won't follow a tidy mathematical patteTn,
sometimes there may be enough "F" readers for only one
group, yet enough "H" readers for three groups. Many
other reading Materials are used for supplemental.activ-
ities, enrichment and independently contracted assignments.

Equally particularized was the Continuous Progress School's Tndividualized
Mathematics System (IMS) curriculum, which was divided into ereven topics
numeration,to geometry) with each topic further subdivided into nine levels of
difficulty. Sev'en major instructional modes'were us.ed in the IMS (e.g., students'
writing prescriptions, correcting their skill folders, concrete materials).
Placement tests were used for both the reading and math curricula described..

66
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Physical building space was accommodated both math and reading cur-

ricula. For .

example, an.IMS math center was accended by studr.:nts a minimum

of three days a'week. en the other two days, Trath was covereJ in nomerloms.

A %Castle Room" 'housed the basic languag(- arts r...:terials.
0

Related to the basic skill emphases were a variety of additional lctivi-

t,es. Yerhaps the biggest additional activiP7 werc the C!.:ntinuous Rrf_;gress,

School's Interest Groups, some of which were related,to bz;sic These

were generated'from lists of topics sent home to familieS of all s_udents ;Ind
offered for two-week periods of 45 minutes a day (except.Taesda:s1. Unit

Interest Group offeringsfor the period observed included cursive w:iting,

optics, photography, chorus and independent study. Sample6 of Unit IF Interest

Group offerings included line and design, Stories,- beginning zAectricity, math,

woodworking, and independent study. Students selected a topic which interested

them; if no selection was made, they were assigned to an interest group .for the

two week period. The Interest Grolm* were taught by teachers and volunteers'.
A Free Choice hour occurred once every two weeks and was similar.to the Interest

Greup in basic structure.

In addition to Interest Groups, 'ich utilized varieties of school space,
other non-classroom activities and spaces included a media center ard an art
room called HeARTland,- unique to Continuous Progress School, staffed V an art

,teacher. Fjeld trips and use of hall space for instructional purposes added
to ways physical space was used. Students' days normally began with homeroom
meetings for informational, planning, and problem solving purposes. They usu-

ally erded the day in the homeroom for "wrap-up"'activities.. Between the

--"kick-off" and "wrap-up" times, students. moved (both physically and cognitively)

through two major activity blocks--basic skills and interest groups, accented

by additional activities. French and Reynolds (1975) provide a more detailed

analysis of the Continuous Progress School. ,

Our observations focused upon a Unit IT class of 29 students, which spanned

four "grade levels" in the traditional sense.. These consisted of 3 third graders,

6 fourth graders, 14 fifth graders, and 6 Fixth graders. Though the term-"grade"

was not used, students generally resonded quickly when asked about it and.knew

what it meant! The group consisted. of 17 boys and 12 girls.

Observations

'Five main segments consumed total class routVe time observed (470 minutes):

subjects (33%); feelings and behaviors (24%); inte-rest groups (:7%);. logistics
of movement, preparations, or recess-type activities (17%) such as'breakfast

(i.e., a.breakfaSt snack served in the. clasroom). Types of basic skills subjects

observed encompassed language arts acti;vities, social studies, and mathematics.

Language arts included, for example, "sentence dictation," which entailed actual

dictation as well as the grammatical analysis of sentences. Social studies

-activities observed includOd a guest speaker's film and lec.lre on African cul-

ture. Mathematics instruction observed included a lesson io "practical math,"
during which the teacher distributed packets of varion; candies and asked stu-

.

dents to compute their prices.

The category coded as "feelings-and behaviors" refers to two major typcs

of observed aCtivity. The first consisted of a discussion between class and
teacher of appropriate student behavior, as well as an actual disciplinary

("7
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actien administered to the class by the teacher. The second types of
activity in this category consisted of use of a television series, designed
to increase students' awareness and analytical skills related to interpersonal
relations. After watching the program, a worksheet Was distributed to the
class and a discussion of certain themes was held.

The next two categories,."interest groups" and "logistics," represented
34% of CRTO between them (17% each). . Both also entailed a considerable amount
of movement on the part of the students.

The final category, "art and drama," was represented entirely by either
student teachers or volunteers-from the community. More accurately, the
drama component might be represented as the class providing am opportunity
for,practice teaching to two student teachers from a local university. The
activity consisted of the student teachers actually assuming charge of the
class for a period of impromptu "plays" created on ...ne spot by the class.
The class was also givei an assignment ("draw a figuie of a person.:..") to be
cOmpleted later in the day. The art coMponent observed was also the work of
local community resources---studdnts frOm SliA's Junior/Senior High Schodl'. The
students displayed.a film on a then-current exhibition at the Walker Art Center.
The students were involved in an Urban. Arts program, which in7olved contacts
with schools. Both art and drama activities had been arrangel through the
community resource coordinator at the.Continuous Progress School.

Almost three quarters (68%) of CRTO represented activities which were
uniform in nature, with either the total or an overwheliMingly majority of the,
class engaged in the same activity at the same time. Slightly over three-
fourths (77%) of CRTO represented adult initiated activities. The remaining
24% of CRTO represented activities initiated through combined adult ahd student
input, with some elements of student choice. All (1006) uniform activities
observed were adult initiated.

Again, as was the case with the Contemporary School prograt, the fact
.that no solely scudent initiated activities were observed during our study
.does not, and should not be taken to. mean that none existed at the Continuous
Progress-School. Jlowever,,the distr?out'ionn of,activity initiation indicated
in- the above results-should' serve to give 11h -?. reader some idea of relative
emphases Observed. (A methodologica:. nur:r, coding is also in order here,
The mere fact that some clement of sludont c;loice existed, aS in such activities
as Interest Groups, was not )n itself cOnsidercl sufficient to code as "solelk
student initiated." What was considezed crucial was the initiation source of
an activity's actual conterit, combined with the element of choice.)

. Over half (60%) of CRTO represented uniform space use. The bulk of this
time consisted of situations where students were se ied at six to seven tables
spread around the classroom. Some 71% of total .su'ject time observed repre-
sented uniform space use, wi.th 87, of the behavior/feelings time similarly
represented.

1

Almost all (97%)-of total uniform space use activities observed reflected
adult initiated activities. Over half (53%) of varied space use-activities
observed consisted of joint adult and student initiated activities.

Some 65% of CRTO represented situations where unifoz-m grouping was employed.
Although the class was distributed into a number of groups seated at the various
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"tables, uniform grouping was Used since the "single group" was addressed
as a unit or students were expected to work "alone." Almost three-fourths
(74%) of total Subject time observed mirrored uniform grouping, with 100%
of,total uniform grouping'situations obServed reelected adult initiated

.activities, though not all adult initiated activities were of the uniform
grouping type.

The concentration of adults in the room during observations was heavy.
During 96% of CRTO, more than one adult was in the room. 'For 57% of.CRTO,
more than fwo adults were present; for 25% of CRTO, more than three adults.
For 3% of CRTO, only the teacher was in the room. On some 68% of the occa-

'sions when more than one adult was in the classroom, uniform grouping modes
were employed.

To summarize', the majority of CRTO consisted of activities which were
uniform in nature These activities included instruction in basic skills
subjects (highest frequency), as well as time devoted to four other categories:
feelings and behavior; interest groups; Logistics of activity preparation and
transition; and accommodation of student teachers in art and drama. Most

activities observed were adult initiated. Grouping was primarily uniform,
with the single group _or alone 'structures most used. Studens spent the
bulk of observed in-classroom time seated at tables/ or in chairs (uniform
spacv use) . However, almost one-fifth of CRTO was marked by a good deal
of student movement between locations and activities. During the majority
of the time observed, more than one adult was present in the room.

Students appeared attuned to the basic schedule of the Class, able to
"rattle it off" When asked. ThoUgh not as frequent as at the Contemporary
School, the class was usually doing what they "should be'" according to
their.weekly schedule. The week!: schedule, however, was just that--weekly.
While the overall structure of time into basic skills and interest groups
remained the same, the specific content of certain blocks in that structure
were planned on a weekly basis by the teacher.

variety of means were used to demarcate time periods and activities.
In addition to school bells, the teacher would sometimes announce, "Castle
Time, who's signed up for that?" In Calling the class to order, certain cues
were used. At.times, the teacher would hold up her hand. At other times;
the class itself would start counting. "One-Two-Three..." until all were
silently in their seats.

The interrelationships among time,'space, and :.;:tivities in the Continuous
Progress School cannot be overemphasized. Because .of heavy enrollments, an
'attempt to efficiently use available space, the individualized nature of the
Program and the multiple goals being attempted (basic skills and interest

.groups), the Continuous Progress School was'almost constantly "on the move."
Halls were rarely empty. They were usually "fair game" as instructional space,
in addition to serving as thoroughfares for a considerable strcam of traffic
headed in Several directions. Further, one had to consider the fact that
"homerooms" became other students' "classrooms" at designated times. Teachers
had to be acutely aware ef this as they moved through les.z,ens. A time came
each day when their room would soon by emptying and refilling with new:faces.

Students were usually, under the supervision of at least one, if not more,
adults. This supervision included time :Tent on the playgrolind or lunch periods.,

()9
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Adults were usually addressed as Miss or Mr. . Within class, as noted,

students were usually seated at six round tables: Tables were numbered and

often addressed by number. Each student knew his/her assigned table, often
going to seats in the same "spots" at the table. In contraSt to the Contem-
porary School, students did not have a personal turf called a desk. Lockers

in the hall were used to store personal belongings, as no cloakroom was

available4in the room.

We saw a great number of adults entering students' days and activities.
Yet, it was clear that primary responsibility for the class fell upon the
teacher. It was she who called the group to order in the morning, took
attendance, di'stussed lesson plans for the day, checked to see if assignments
to math, reading, and other groups for the day were correct, and generally

acted as a transmitter of information frob other sources to students. It was

also she who supervised and coordinated the work of other adult's who entered
the roomstudent teachers, volunteers, aides. The bulk of tasks performed
by volunteers and aides. related to correcting papers; collating and preparing
materials for distribution to students; circulating about the room to give
individual students requesting it some help; or simply getting the students
lined up, out:the door, and sometimes down the hall to another activity quietly
asia group. Excepting the community resources, most direct instruction observed--
adult 'to a class as a 'groupwas conducted by the teacher rather than an aide

or volumLeer.

Students were cAlled individually by their-first names and identified
themselves as "being in" their teacher's "room." While some had "had" the
teacher last year, many were-totally newboth to the room and each other.
Problems of interpersonal behavior within the class were regarded by the
teacher as group problems, to be Worked out within the group. P,2spite the

daily dispersion through the building; a definite identity as a class existed.

Reflections .

Activities

As 'at the Contemporary School, the Continuou Progress School seeted to

share the-assumption that there were certain kinds of knowledge appropriate
for students to master. Part of this knot e included the basic skills,
organized into discrete.subjects such a d.ng, mathetatics, and social studies.
Not all skill learningwas restricted te tOrtal classroom or material-referenced
instruction. The Interest Groups coul0 hopefully "integrate" the basic skills
by providing practiealopportunities to see them in action or use them. A key

Continuous Progress School assumption was that all students need not be'working
-thrdugh the same materials'at the .,ame time, particularly with such systems

as the IMS Math. Classroom sessions observed, however, did not always corres-

pond.to the a)ove assumption.
'

Another Continuou§-Progress School assumption was that multiple-goals
should be operationadized in attempts to satisfy the multiple needs and
interests of students. .The Interest Gropp 'program formed a considerable part

of thj.s program. Related to that assumption was a belief that kids could atid

Should feel good about themselves and '-chool. A definite stress on how kids

,were "feeling" or "feeling about things" was observed. This assumption was

nevertheless paraPeled by another, also Shared with the Contemporary School
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program. This'was the-need. .for constant supervision and monitoring, 'with

some of the responsibility placed upon the. student. Both the IMS and readfng

programs 4:ept'detailed records of where studc!its were or were heading. This

-information influenced initial Student grouping into homeroom assignments.

Time -

Both students'and adults (teacher, aide, volunteers) seemed acutely aware

of time. This sometimes appeared rather arbitrary from students' perspectives,
despite the adult importance attached to it. Item: "We're going to sit. If

we have to sit until 3:30, we will!" 'In a situ-ation where certain activities

(gym or recess) were denied, students too we're acutely aware of time.

Space

Time assumed additional importance in a program that ultimately depende,:
upon detailed planning, coordination, and dovetailing of multiple groups and
activities in a single build1ng. Two teams of teachers and students had.to
master the intricacies of cooperation,by-b. ing at the right place at the right

time.

Grouping

e-,

The Continuous Progress School use of ungraded class groups was naturally
tied to a cross-age grouping model. While school literature promoted cross-age
teaching opportunities that accdMpany this model, liktle was observed during
in-class phases of the study. -What was observeC,,relative to classroom -groupin
was.an emphasis on uniform grouping, i.e., one mode of groupi g for certain

activities. It.should,be remembered, however, that .the Continuous. Progress
School programs in 'Math and reading exposed students to a variety of peers of

other ages and other classrooms.

Adults

The number and kinds of adults with. whom students come in contact was
impressive. Adult roles,' however, yore clearly defined with the teacher at

the center of responsibility. In addition to fulfilling Arole.of traffic
and activity manager, the teacheralso.seemed to be the principal stocker,
supplier, and dispenser of materials for in-class work: paper, sometimes pencils,
work§'-eets, newspapers, and the like.

Expectations, for appropriate student 'behavior were clear and were repeat-

edl: clarified. ftem: "Anyone who can't walk 'through the hall without talking,

stLys in the room!" Or:'"I think it'd really he a feather in your cap if you
could learn to just sit, without having all this motion," Learning to take

one's turn was considered equallY critical. Item: "One person is.going to talk,

raise your hand!" A final expectation was for students to be generally "happy"
and. "f-eel good about" school, as noted above. Indicaticins to the contrary

usually led to attempts through gro discussion to "get problems out into

the open."
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Activity Initiation

Generally, basic skills activities were initjated by adults. Interested
A'
groups were initiated through both adult and stude.t input. Others reflected
student assignments to certain tasks by various categbries of adults who
crossed their paths. The schedule was necessary; it was also created by
adults. During one classroom situation, where a departure from the schedule
came up, one student asked the teacher: "What do we do.now?" This does not
mean that student initiation within activities did not exist (e.g., making
what one pleased in pottery). It is to say that the content of most activi-
ties reflected primarily adult or combined adult/student input.

Open School

The Open School enrolled approximately 335 students during 1974-75.
Enrollments have increasingly reflected non-SEA families. The Open School
had higher proportions of these in comparison to the other elementary
programs.. During the fourth year of SEA, a proportionately greater number
of primary aged students (particularly 5-year olds) were enrolled.

Open School staff, like the two schools previously deScribed, was
composed of three major categories--MPS certified employees, SEA-wide and

contracted staff and volunteers. The first category included ten classroom
teachers (six primary and four intermediate) as well as two special education

teachers.. Others in this category included the principal; clerical, maintenance,

and health staff: social worker; aides; curriculum specialists; counselor;

librarian; and physical education teacher. The second c4egory included two

internal evaluators; a community resource cooidinator; industrial arts'and

pottery teacher; aides; and a community day developer. Some individuals in

category onc (curriculum specialists apd the .srial worker) were SEA-wide in

assignment. The final category included varieties.of individualS--parents,
students, student-teachers--who performed a wide range of functions (field

trip accompaniment, tutoring and teaching of. mini-courses-).

The ptogram stressed the s:.tructuring of instruction around children's

interest* as a primary goal. Basic skills such as language arts and math

formed part of the Open School p! -am, but were not necessari.ly taught only

as separate "subjects." Varieties of projects and activ,ities were used as

vehicles for acliring such skills. "Process as content" and "problem-solving"

approaches were Jlso stressed. Student affect concerning peers and school',

as well as the il!;e of the community as a learning rosobrce, were additional

program goalS

The Open School was organized into paired classrooms called "families."

Each family was a unit of twe or four classrooms including connecting hall

space. Age spans within each room generally reflected a three-year spread.

No "grade" designations were used, though students invariably seemed to know

their equivalent grade levels when asked.

the Open School was housed in a relatively .old building, refurbished
to suit program needs at the start of SEA. The basement':ontained an indus-

trial arts room, a pottery:and a'gym which doubled as a lunchroom. A media

center was located on the first floor.
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Althougn the schedule of dai!), and weekly a,ctivities reflected variation,
time was generally categorized into thred-major s,egMents. The first'.consisted

of group meetings for planning, insformation, and general sharing purposes.
The second consisted of "project times" during which individual or small group
interests were pursued. The.third was "quiet time," during which basic slcills

actiVities were pursued. These blocks of time varied in both sequence and

lvigth from family to family. However, a general school-wide scheduly did exist
which usually included times for-going, to interest centers, on field trips, or
to gym and the media _?riter (wjacW,provided teacher preparation time).

Two community, learning programs were particularly strong at the Open

School. The first consisted bf a "community day" program (staffed by a full-
time coordinator and,part-time evaluator, assisted by voIuntec-rs).' The
community day..enahled students from one or two rooms on a designated day of ,

the week to go Out,into the'community for experiences related to their noral
classroom ai'tivities. It also was designed to provide sharing time for teachers.
Patton (1975h) provided a complete description of tho.community day program.
A second Program was'"Other People, Other Places" (OPOP), staffed by both the
Community Dqy and Community Resource Coordinators. It enabled students to-
initiate coMmunity contacts, "1ine7up" rictivities and resources hy phone, and
help plan tfie needed logi-stics.. Considerable vOlunteer assistance wa-s required
to effectively operate the community day, OPOP and field trip.experiences.

Each classroom was desighed to provide multiple areas for Multiple purposes.
Rooms were usually divide4 into a carpeted area, fgr group meetings and activi-
ties, as well as,several other spaces divided by varying types of partitions:
Quiet areas and'areas for "messy'. projects" were common. Desks were rare. If

present at all, there were usually a few pushed against walls. Tables of vary-
ing heights, plasti,: whistle chairs, plllows, or ordinary chairs were far more

common. Ylexible "ise of space charact.trized each room, with periodic rearrange-
riment a com4on experience.

For greater depth on the above and other aspects of the Open School's
programmatic development, the reader should consult the works of Giannotta
(1975a), Olson and Patton (1975),Olson (1974),and Aldrich and Bounds (1973).

'The classroom selected for study ,was an intermediate group consisting of

'33 students. It included 10 fourth graders', .13 fifth graders, and 10 sixth
.graders; these were divided into 22 boys and 11 girls.

ObserVations

Total class routine time observed (CRTO) fell into three major categories--
projects (76%), circle or meeting times (20%) and c-lean-up activities (4) .
Pro.Lcts were coded into three majJ)r types: general projects (530 of CRTO),
math projects (16% of CRTO) and language arts'projects (13% of CRTO) . The

groupings are arbitrary and not exclusive. For-exampligeneral projects
fequently included use of "basic Skills," sometimes in a rather' direct manner,

e.g., reading a book! A sampling of some.af the-general projects observed'
(several of which ran over several days) included sewing, cooking, building.a
rocket, drawing, working on a schOol newspaper, playing games, or rehearsing
for a play. Some 70(!. of CRTO reflected, varied activitiesseveral different
activities going on in the room at the same time. In terms of activity:

initiation, CRTO broke down into student initiated activities (33 "!6), adult
initiated activities (30) and joint adult/stUdent initiated actjvities (37%).
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All (100%) of uniform activities observed were adult initiated. Of
varied :activities observed, 47% were student initiated and 53% joint adult/
.student initiated. Of total*projects observed, 44% were student initiated,
7% were adult initiated, and 49% were joint adult/student initiated.

Varied space use predominAted in both total activities and projects
observed, with 79% of CRTO reflecting varied space use and 75% of total
projects observed reflecting similar use. All (100%) of circle time
reflected uniform space use, with students usually seated in a semi-circle
on the carpeted area of the floor. Varied space use typically included
use of several areas of the room with student positioning in those areas
differing, e.g., seated on floor, on or in a large wooden cube, at tables,
in a "closet" used for quiet work, or HI the hall.

All (100%) of unifoim space use obServed reflected adult initiated
activities, e.g., meetings. Varied space use observed,reflected a greater
spread in activity iniation-42% student initiated, 47% adult/student
initiated, and 11% adult initiated.

The predominant mode of grouping observed in CRTO was varied in nature,
i.e., some students working.alone, others working in pairs, others in small
groups. It was also varied in a:literal sense, i.e., it seemed to constantly
fluctuate botk,within and between- activities. During some projects, some
students would move from working alone to a small group. At times they might
remain with the group for the rest of the activity or move to another grouping
mode. Other students remained in their "initial" grouping structure for the
duration of an activity. Few restraints seemed to be placed upon the flux
during most projects. Of CRTO, 79% reflected such varied grouping, almost
always involving the simultaneous use of all three major sub-typesstudents
alone, students in ;airs, students in groups.

4.

Almost ll (99%) of projects observed reflected varied grouping. All

(100%) of circle time observed reflected uniform groupingstudents addressed
as a class. 'All (100%) uniform groupini; observed was adult initiated.
However, not all adult initiated activities utilized uniform gTouping. All

(1009,) student initiated activities reflected varied grouping.

During 82% of CRTO, more than one adult.was present in the room. For
some 40% of CRTO, more.than two adults were present, with some 31% reflecting
the presence of more than three adults. GenerallY, these adults com,isted
of the te,acher, an, aide and -tudent teachers, with some support staff and
visitors also.represented. )me 16% of CRTO reflected the presence of
visitors. Visitors continued to be a common occurrence at the Open School,
requiring the services of the community resource coordinator to avoid over-
imposition upon both students and staff.

As previously noted, each room's schedule varied within the overall
school schedule of acti,vities (pottery, industrial arts, gym, media, or
community programs). In addition', certain days were set aside to concentrate
on different tasks, e.g., Mondays for general "catchilig ip" on activities
of the previous week;* TuesdayS for flexible use of time (because these were
shorter school days) in meetings discussing current events; Wednesdays for
math; Thursdays for cr ,tive writing; and Fridays for reading. This does
not mean thlat these ac :vities were d6ne only on those days, but rather
were given particular attention on them.
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Also as previously noted, activities, to the maximum extent possible,
were structured around student interests. It was considered important for
students to both clarify such interests and take responsibility for following
through on them. Varieties of techniques were used'to monitor clarification
and follow-through. During circle meetings, the teacher would usually go
around the room making sure each student had something he or she would he doing
for designated parts of the day. For students who requested them, contracts
were used. Curricular materials ran a broad gamut--"packaged" materials and
workbooks; mini-packs of activities in language and math; student generated
materials; or adult-made resources such as a job application form to a hypo-
theticacl company. Adults usually functioned as resources. Any adult was fair
game for students to either display activities or ask assistance. The ta,1:

of general adult management placed upon the teacher was great, when augmented
by the additional roles of materials producer, question answerer, paper cor-
rector, information disseminator, and attendance taker. Certain tasks were
designated as primarily :student responsibilities--watering plants, feeding
animals, cleaning cages, and generally maintaining the room's Ve: (a vital
factor when different activities follow upon one another).

The classroom invariably was a busy place, particularly during project
times. Some students might be coming and going from centers; other would be
shifting groupings or perhaps activities. When other tadults were in short

supply, it was not too difficult a t'ask for students who wished to do so to
"escape" activities and/or monitoring of them. A good deal of responsibility
seemed placed upon them to do what they committed themselves td do.

Certain times seemed fairly fixed--iunch, recess, center times, or

teacher prep- ti when all were expected to head for centers. Normally,

centers were available to students on a dailY basis. Field trips, OPOP, and
community days were planned together, with the onus of initiation mainly
upon students.

Adults either worked directly'with individual students or groups or on
other tasks--such as materials preparation or general supervision. .For some

activities, adults would suggest particular tasks. The teacher, for example.
asked during math projects For a group interested in working on fractions.
For other activities, the-general content was suggested: "OK, time for math
projects" and the specifics were left to students to select. For still others,
initiation wa's totally student generated.

Reflections

Activities

In contrast to the Contemporary School and Continuous Progress School
programs, th-0 Open S-hool did not regard appropriate student learning solely
as the mastery of.discrete bodies of content knowledge called -"subjects."
Classroom instruction reflected discernible assumptions regarding student
learning- in general and appropriate roles for adults in enhancing learning.
The use of student interests as a primary referent asumed that such interests
would provide sufficient motivation for follow-through on projects. This

would make learning both more immediate and real. Processes ohserved also
reflected the assumption that students could, with adult guidance,. assume
responsibility for a good deal of their time (rind its use) in school Such
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an assumption also extended tlo community based learning activities. The

initiation of OPOP and community day was left mainly to students.

These assumptions did not necessarily eliminate the use of "packaged"

curricula as learning referents. They merely redefined the roles such

materials could play. They served as but another tool. They were not

necessarily seen as the only tool for all students.

Time

While we saw the use of major time blocks for major activities, time

units frequently overlapped.. During the same time segment, multiple activi-

ties weTe often occurring. Variation was tolerated in the amounts of time

studentF opted to spend on projects. Not all "marched to the same drummer."

Again, as noted, this did not mean that there were not times when all worked

on the same activity. Usually, however, if students "finished early," they

moved on to something else.

Space

The deployment of space was designed to encourage multiple.use as

well x- sharing. Physical space and student positioning and posturing

reflected an almo'Jt relaxed atmosphere. Nobody seemed "uptight" if one

chose to do one's reading on a ladder (actually observed). This particular

room began the year almost bare. Its appearance assumed increasingly richer

tones--more stru tures, materials, and-changed frequently. Most of the

structures wer itiated and erected by students.

Personal spate, however, was at a premium. For students, a cart of

hins was about the extent of tt, in addition to student lockers. A frequent

situation ror teachers was to have five or six students around the teacher's

desk (in corner), bombarding the teacher with requests for help, directions,

information. High Patience levels were a must for both students and teachers

Grouping

Perhaps thc hardest thing *o record during observations was the patterns

of grouping in use. It seemed to constantly change, often in the space of

minutes. Most kids worked in groups (in terms of absolute numbers). Sharing

was generally not only permitted, but encouraged. Talking was generally

permitted. It dovetailed.with the assumption that kids can, will, and should

,earn from other kids and with other kids.

Routines and cues were part of operationalizing all of the above assump-

tions. Item: "Okay, circle up." (School bell rang, but only rarely seemed

to signal many of the activities ohserved.) There were "rules" for centers--

'so many to a center to avoid overcrowding; sign-ups for centers; kids' "turns"

at various,logistical tasks. Groups often started with onlya few interested

-students but it was "okay" for cthers to join in.
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As noted, adults were generally fair game (or asking help, checkiq, work,
or displaying work. Adults were pi)pr who made sure things wer -tinning

smoothly. lt-m: "Anyone Htl, nothing to Jo'!" They were also peopi, Hit ht d

line-up t LI trps or prw.idc tutw..ing' or jellied in attending mi.
.Adults were frequent visitors, who isked questions about the Opei What

one did, w'lether one chose to Jo And a seemingly endles- list topi s.

Act iVity nitiat i on

At the Open School, acti,:ily mt
adults, students and adult/student tvpt
mahing and "choosing not to choose" was
nothing to -;eLs mc."

Free School

.as equallk, divided among
existed foi""Audent decision

option. Item: "IC you have

During 1974-75 thc Fr, Seitol enrolled approAimatelv 1S0 K-12 students'.
"firoliments reflected the hi!;hist pereenages of both non-SEA and single-
parent faHlics amon).; Itue SEA 01 itary sc'Dpols. The student population' was

a heterogeneo.us one, represe,:ting wide range 'of ethnic, residential, and

income backgro,.tnds. Khile the CJpen School reflected a discernible philosophy
of learning with roots hi ;:ich -otirces as developmental work of Plaget or

British into..,,ratod tioy Free School could most generally he des-
cribed as to" a mix Anistic and radie:11 ;ecial reform move-

mnts. Its seemingly reculiar pc. .tioning within a buleaucratic hiorarchy
of' an urban pu41:c. school system doseves some explanation.

1r contrast to thk. three schools thus far described, the Free School wAs

created "Crom sorat.ch" a:- a public school tCith SEA's fii-st year of funding.

It began y-ar one of SEA with 70 students. By the start of year four, erro11-

ments were at 150. From its inception, the school experionLed probloms.on
several fronts. Ono was physical facilities. For its first three years it
was located 'n rented quarters (a refurbished church) ill suited to the Free

School program. Another was Staffing. The SEA ppaposal had imited the .

alocation of paid staff positions. Several staff wore either new.or non-

certified, hired on short-term contracts.

By year fon:. some changes.,were evident. 'Elie Free School had moved to

new quarters (the former site of the Coutinuous Progress School's in!:ermediate

component). The new building was a, welcome change, generally more spacious
and well-lit During y.,ar Cour staff represented a rather young group (most

under 30, as in previow: years). Tho'Froo School staff was N MiX Or MPS,
SEA-wide or school-specific, and volunteer categoi ,es-jas found in other SL.

schools. !iowever, relatively larger proportions of contract or volunteer

people were r. :lected on its staff. The school did have a princiral, though

towards the close oryear four hi.-7contract was not ren,:w..4 duo to faiitire

to qualify for-recertifi6.atior under MPS guidelines.

The, Free School was organi_ed into three major programs: primary (with

five to eigat/nine yearloldj); :diddle (with nine tO t%celv.c iirteen year olds);

and secondary (with foul*.Tn to ,..-ighteen year olds). Each irogram was ungraded.
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Each program 'generally had certain activities, space, 3nd staff peculiar to

itself. However, all aNw overl ped in all three areas at ti,w,;. Enroll-

ment figures at Free School seemed to be consistent along only one dimension--

their constantly fluctuating and elusive nature. However, during the latter

part of year PoLir, reasonably reliable figures indicated 31 students in.the

primary, 48 in the middle, and 65 in the secondary programs.

Grouping was framed around the use of advisor (adult),/advisee (student)

relationThips. At the beginning of a school year, each st. Cf. person (includ-

iing cler) al) was assigned as an advisor for one of the three programs. The

advisor wns expected to help students' plan their activitics1 do some mcaitor-

ing in the form of written pro'gress,reports, and record a Least one parent

con ference a y ea r.

Time at Free School generally fell into three maj c.ategories (under

ideal conditions). Considerable varidtion within, and overlapping among,

these categories existed by age group. The three categories were (1) academic

activities, (2) electives and (3) use of resource areas such as shop um,

music 3nd art roow:.

Turning specifically to the middle program, planning was done on a

trimester hasis and involved the use of two types of schedules. The first

trimester hcgan in the L11, the second around Christmas, and the third

around Eater. Each trimester, a general schedule of courses-, activities

and events proje::..ted as available was designed. Working from this schedulc,

an advisee would plan ,t hfs/' 2r individual schedule. A general ground

rule seemed to be that une had tn plan a minimum of f-ur hours weekly class

time for language arts And math activities. Though several students might

have the same advisor, their individual schedule could and often did look

very different.

iat was the "curriculum" at Iree Schol? There were no neatly packaged

objectives or standardized curricular series that one might point to as forming

the core the Free School currium. Much like the Open School, learning

wAs seen as best generated from ,ient interests. It stressed prc ss-

orienteu learning, in addition to acquiring the basic skills in an "integrated

curriLalum" fashion of "real-life" learning. In addition, it had definite

philosophic overtones mirroring a melange of counter-Culture thrusts (e.g.,

"survival skills") zind sucial reform (e.g., "anti-facist"). The curriculum

is summarized by an article from the. April 1975 issue of the SEA newspaper:

The school considers that choice making by studen is

basic to god learning :ind essential to adult responsi-

biliy. It accept- student interest as a legitimate
starting .oint for all learning and gives students

freedom to pursue that interest wherever it leads.

Free .Hchool encourage,: students to involve themselves

directly with issues of reform and change :n all insti-

tutions of society. Its ideal graduates a not those
who can smoothly "fit in," but women and TiLn who will

make ir communities more just.

Our contextual summary has i;cen highly selective. For a fuller descrip-

tion of the Free School, the reaciler is 1.--2ferred to the works of Reaves (1975),

Nelson et. al. (1975), and Winther (197fl.
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Uh!;ervation,

"The ma jori ty ) of Act i vi t I es oi. rved wen va_ri ed in no ire. These

activities fell into six major categori inu:Mc-r kited aCtivities. (?)S,);

p11:-1 1es :nd,g.imes (2.-.); math Iol; oving ,Ihout the huilding and

chatting with peels (IT,l; conferring with adv, r ch",l; and in pottery (3',.).

pel.iods of time ohserved, some 80'!, of actii.ities were student

initiat J. The remainder reflected'ioint ;.tudel,. 'adult initi ited enterprises.
_

Almost all (S8':,1 of varied activities observed weri student initiated. Ov, r

half (55'1,) of uniform octivities oh;-;erved were student inftiated; -ome

wore adult initiated.

It is important to note that activities oh:erved did not necessari ly

cot' FC:Ipond fr) :hose On t IC ::tudent 's I nd v i dila] sChedule. Schekluled

activities ,-10 often a hit or no ss affair, for a Vat ty ,)f reasons. Da i 1 y

monituring 0 idti lts of what students did -eemed an in Dropriate expectation.

It was expected that the student would assume sufficient re.-ponibility in

programmmig her activities. Also related to this situati(In were two additional

factors: (1) not all uters could he expei,ed to hc open or necessarily con-

tain afivitie, on ihe "master" ,schedule, nor could t11e several adults "manning"

them always he expected to be present, and (2) soliwtimes ad hoc activities

woulu he elieroted. which tool precedence over previously scoped ones. The

first factor was ,.oloted prily t' variable ond iHsufficient staffing of some

rooms/activities. It also reflected a situation wh.ch arose during 'the period

of study--namely, a ficI, trip to Itiashington, 0.C. This trip had drawn off

roughly half (If the middle student: and several staff whose, cent ers/rooms

remained empty.

1 )75:31 I is(); fed sei.',.-ro I common character. ,t ics among th,.

varying ways middle student '4 '47 11,7 h Jay:

Col lee: ing. fri ends. his may occur in the hti on

'he way to school, in the hall before school start.
or in the first room the student goes to at 9:15.)

At .some time. t he cQui-!-he of the day the stuilent

go with friends to til! or,- r Storf:' for.a snack.

At some time the studynt will spend fro,.1 -en minute!;

to tui..0 hours in room.

Slight; more than 11, f', student will spend some

tIme in L' ',Y:
nmIr (2;1' !1 11H0

'lost ';fudent:,; I I I I sriihi so ""P portion of the

th I t iie i t y re sourc

rot ,;i1 LI F outs I In 101 nil 1,;( her-

not :11 1, Wi. 1 1 SPC`Ild SOMC IL n the room

of their Lhoic:o on a proic.:- in the sci.ence room
tending plants or animals; in thy media center sewing

or reading; _the art room exploring techniques or

materials; in tLy :,,hop making a 1)at'; a hox, a ,,Iod

.sculpture or a hcoutifully laminated boomerang; or i

a clo,-;s in the middle room.

-)losi I I
sp&nd SOMQ tiMe waHdering around, complaining of

.-oredf:!ii, In the office, in the hall, or in'any.o& the rooms.
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Over the course of our stud, ,Imost all cf the above activities vrere
aserved. A!itilts.also played key roles in curriculum formulation. Ove:

the summer of 1974, a currico,-m writing group generated a range of shor?-..
`arld long-term activities that. would be offered She coming year (Reeves,

1'9474:45). Some samples: Compet.-mcl.es er.Values-anti-sexist,
attitudes; Vomen in Art, Spurts, Science and MediCine and Politie5:.;
Biology, Ecology, Gross Earth Systems.

While a list of graduatioA requirements did'exist at Free School, Reeves
found that 15 of 17 older n.iddie students interviewed had never seen a copy
of them. The area students.seemt most aware.of4was.math. Math at Free
School was offered in a room designated for that purpose and staffed, by a
teacher with volunteer help. It was one of the more highly organized,parts
of the curriculumrrwith specific objectives specified ; materials (including
computer use) keyed to object.ives; .and individualized packets of work
materials kept in folders for each studt.mt.

The dominant mode of space utilization observed was varied , 8%), though

sumo activiies reflected uniform use as well (e.g., Sitting with band).

Though moSt m .th activities observed reflected similar use of spape (73%),
it seemed not. te matter if some students chose to work in varied locations

nct a,11- sitting at tables). They were also observed to do so. Some

7.c:;% of total varied space use observed reflected student initiated activities.

\ typical .example was time spent in the media Center, where some stidents
eiould be sewing, others working on games/puzzles, still others reading:

Varied grouping modes predominated during observations. They represented

79% of CaTe. As our .student.moved within such areas as the media center, or in
the music room, the modes of grouping reflected gel,.;7ally were'the "working _

alone, while others worked in pairs or small groups." Some.work was done witl,

adults, receiving tutoring from a volunteer in techniques of guitar

playing. Other work, such .as solving word puzzles, were -done while sharing

ii.tr one )r. two other students. Quite a bit of time observed was spent working

alone. C pfrig, wth the exception of some time spent in band, seemed almost

student Som..; 87% of total varied grouping tiole observed reflected

student activities. Almost 90% of math timemirrored varied groupig--,
with some sru!:Is werki g alone, others in Pairs or with the teacher.

Over ia1 of CRTO (63%) involved activities .where one adult was present

rn the room. Reaghly 20% of CRTO was spent in activities where.more than one
adult was present; 17% of CRTO represented 'situations with no acW'.t present.

During slightly ovcr one-fourth (L(%) of observed occasions where more than

one adult was present, unifcrip prouping was used (e.g. , a band concert for

vi.3itor, to the school).

TG summarize, spacf gi.oyping, activities overwhelmingly reflected ,

yaried modes--simultaneous usc.. o4! multi 'e spaces, combinations cif people, and,

pctivities. Generably, situatXonS whele one adtilt was present predominated.

These adults included volunteers, aide., or teachers. Free School distinc-

tions among these categories did not seem to "matter" very much to students.

ActiVities ob.:;erv,d we primarily student initiat-d.
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Reflecti

Activ, le

on, dremise oC Fruc School i.as that "appropriate learning" ought to
heavily student-referenced in its definition and operationalization. Another

premise viewed learning as the acquisition of tools for promoting ..changr in a

societY viewed as ofton hostile and greatly in need of change. Item: a 'with

exetei that used credit card ripoffs to teach computational skills. V;:rities

rs, signs and announcements pasted on walls in He halls announc.ed-

counti. ....ultural'types of events considered of intere:, Responsibility' for

oneself Kas:stressol in addiIion to commitnieirr to ocial action. Studepts
engaged ln dfffering activities while in the samc ,hysical locations it the.
same time and initiated activities which carriel into the c mnunity.

Time

Time at Free School was characterized by an ad hoc unpredictnbility.
item: "\;ot too many students around today, probably licause it's rain'y."

Or: :(1(t too maqy kids byre since it's _so sunny today." Activities observed '

generally.were of the t-T7t "I guess I'lJ go.:. do...now." Yet, some activi-

Les were pre-plann e.g:, appo:litments with volunteer for guita:- lesson or

:th hand instroetor for rehearsal. Some act vi t i es seemed planned almost

'on the spot," such as a field trip decided upon in the hall one morning.

Starting times were simply things one could .pot "count on" at l!ree School

Item: "T._ tOuk us ;i million years to go on one camping trip. We were supposcd

to leave at nil(' and left at lunch."

Again, basic responsibility for time was placed upon students. Item:

'You have to put in four hours on skills when you make the §chedule. Some-

tinie I don't go lo some of the'stuff I put down:: Free School required a

gocJ degree of tolyrance for ambiguity.

.e

Students wei' free to wancor about and check out various spots both

within and beyond uilding confines. Multiple s-ace use prodominated.

m going home." '4nace and time use were closely related., Both were sul,ject

to occasiona traFf0. Item: (Pokirg head in duor) 'Anyone n 1:'.-re interested

in a hikathon to raise money!" "Anpre seen some primary kids come througn

here?" Or: "Sometimes kids just give-up id stop coming when nobody shows."

Or:. "Scletimes aCults give tr) after waiting so often, nobody flowing, or

seeing :hem all out playing ball on a day."

Grouqing

Students wOrked with 'der or younger peers or with varietios of adults

in 'n out of the school (c.g., an internship in a) community agency. Groups

formed, dissolved, and restructured themseies according to iridivid::al needs,

desires, or aetivitiu..
-
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Aults

As at the Open Sg-hool, adults at Free School were addressed informally,

usually by first name. Some adults seemed more "uptight" than others about

certain things. Item: "He fines us ten, cents il- wi.'re late.1, Several aduls

offer things "they're into" for us, Item: "I learned a lot about the estab-

lishment and the CIA, but not too much else in that one." Some adults seem'

more "together" than 04 iers.

,There were rules. Mo t of them related to learning not to bother others
'or propertY, or how to tr.,e care of oneself. Item: A sign 4t4iied ruLes for
lunch such as no shoving in line or throwing food. At the end of the year,

onc can expect Co meet with one's advisor, who has-all the card,; f'-om teachers

whose classes have been attended. Value is placed on information which shows

that ono has assumed responsibility and followed -rough on atte:iciance and

activities. Item: "You haven't been like so many other kids who don't come

-.7- slack off and fool around all day.".:Or: "Kids move on from program to

program when tbey think they're ready for it." Or: "Attendance figures tell

a lot at Freb 'School since basically we don't req,ire them to come." Or:

"Figures, I'm told, are sometimes taken by teach,-.: impressionistically."
Attendance was always tri(Ny at Free School. Se: secondary students, for
example, Worked part-tiMe and hence were not present for all classes. Other

students .,,omerimes had to return home 'o attend to family matters.

Activity Initiaticv

Student. are )k...2.:ed to be a: agent 1.1spensible for their own learning.

Item: "Nobody's gor telj -ou what to do." Or: "I do them (i.e., .math

exoreisel no7 I ...lave to. If I don't, I won't iearn,,,

SEA Syi.em of Alternative;

'no purpose of this section is to discuss the similarities and differences

ameniz the elementary alternatives of SEA. To accOmplish this 'end, we will not

only di.aw'from the data presented in the p7eced1n, schoo'.-specific sectionS-,

we w:11 also examine several other "models" for comparing school programs !,nd

li...;cuss the external (SLA-wide, MPS and state) influences on the four alterna-

tives. These other suarces of .
comparison may provide the reader with addi-

:icnal perspectives for monitoring school environmerts. These perspectives

ay :Aso assist'in assessing the constraints on effort's to implement alterna--

cs and thereby be included in the diagnosis st',ge of the suggested rth,lci

ct

Comparisons Using School Observation:

Looking firs*: at results along the six dim-nsions analyzed, one finds

e-ch school refIectinF.,, discernibl: emphases.(sec Table 1). Difference'

among the four schools appear most striking in the categories of space and.

activitit, (The r-ader,is cautaed again that Free Sehooi data Were

obtained only by requiredchanges in :he data -ollek..tion S :-ategY.) The

Contemporary School revealed the highest utill ation of sPace in a uniform

manner (generally students se jc ks), fOlowed by the

8,2
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USE
OF

SPACE

TABLE I

COMPARISONS OF '

A1.TERNA)1VE INSTRUCTIONAL
ENVIRONMENTS

CONTEMPORARY SCH001

Uniform
Varied

CONTINuOuS PROGRESS
SCHOOL

0ni'..n.m 50%

Var:ed 4,1%

OPEN SCHOOL

Uniform 27.
Varied 79%

FREE SCH001.!

Uniforh In
Varied 50:,

SPOuPIN;
DATTERNS

-YPES
CT:7TTIES

-ird'eu

Ynifor,-

arted

."ni -., n.

Varied 29%

jn,iorm
Varied 32',

Acr:/:7y
Nr-TATIoN

Adu,* Studer-,

ANC'S

VILL6=
\Varied 9-

Uniform 21',

Varied -9%

Unitorm

)ni Fore: 30%

:arid

77%

Adult 30%

kdult/Student 37";

.1 \ilult,'-;,lent 23
Student 33;

J.ore thin 3ne

,The

Idultudent

13tudent

--11177-77%

One n3%

Iore than )n.

-A' Data for the Free Schdol e suojy.it to .uiution

due differences in data :,;;Iection.
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Progress School (studenes generally seatJd at,tables). These losults con-

trasted sharply with those for Open and Free Schools,.which revealed almost

opposite tendencies. A similar pattern is evident for activities. The Con-

temporary and Continuous Progress scho94 exhibit highest uses of uniform
activities, with this tendency almost re4ersed for Open and Free schools.
In both categories, some progression from. Cont-emporary to Free is evident

(considering Free School uniforr space was largely devoted to band practice).

(Adult inpUt into !lw space wa used also varied, with greater input noticed

during our study at the Contemporary and Continuous Progress schools, and
less adult input at the Open and Free schools.)

The two categ ries ot- 123oping and adults also revealed some interesting

variations and oveflap. Results for grouping-, in Contemporary and Continuous
Progress schools were almost identical and were identical for Open and Free

schools. Results for adults prescht.indicated,another inceresting parallel.

The Continuous Progress and Open 'Schools were closest to one another, with the

Contemporary ;Gtd Free scbools similarly close to each other. (Again, adult

input tfoepng modes also varied, with gieater adult input noticed in the

Contemporary aud Continuous Progress schools,and more student input observed

in the Open auu Free schools.)

he category activity itiation revealed a decrease- in adult initiation

from the Contemporary School L the Free School. At the same time, there was

a g'enerL increase in the percentage of combined adult/student iaitiation,

with the exception of t.he Free S'ehool. This is due to the fact that the Free

School had the highest level of solely student'initiated. activities; its level

of solely adult initiated activities was low. Student initiation 'was also in

evidence at the Open School, absent in both the Contemporay hnd Continuous

Progress schools.

The jata fyom our observations yieldwd a number of other similarities

and differences. Both the Free and Open schools :rot-0 inte ted in seudent

responsibility for )earning. The 'F'ree School risked a bit more in operation-

alizing such interest. Yet, in a sense, was it really "a risk" to fulfill

"radica'ly". a "radical" philosophy? Both the Open :ind Continuous Progress

Schools were also interested in basic kills, student learning through

"integrated" curriculum, and student a-Jfect. The Open School provided i.i.erest

centers (available daily), tne Continuous Progress School proviled int...rest

groups (h.nged biweekly). Both the Contemporary and Cohtinuous Progress

schools stressed curriculum4deve1opment, packaged .series, and standardized

monitoring. The C. itemporary School started s'tudents off in grades oh grade-

referenced materia.. The Continuous Progress School opted to take tne

"ungraded" path.

.In interpret ng the results of onipirisons along all dimensions,. extremc

aution is a must duo to both s-Tiple, size and the fact that the ionortance

olaced upon such dimensions at -ach school varied considerably. Judgments oF

a better/worse nature ought to lie particularly Avoided.

Indeed,,if judgments arc to be made at all, they ought to be that each

school appeared to be generally functioning ru,t too off the mark of the ways

in whiuh it sought to function. That is, difftrences appeared "healthy" from

the standpoint of creating a system of options in instructional environments.

9 1
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Combarisons I i n Itficr kwhl-

\'atctjcsties of conATtudl models which attempt to categoci:e variou,,
schooling types have appearod in ri..search literature over tl year.- Three

of these are presented helm, to ;,i.ovidii otikir perspectives of SEA's

Lives. Classifications of ! ic F\ schools are intended mainly as heurii;tic.
devices--ixt hard and fast descriptions. Fhey represent general

-he first approach is drawil from Lpstein and McPai.tland (I)75:-), who
distiii.iulsh "open" from "traditional" schools ,alow_i seven major dimensions.
Eden dimens1on is Oreseic .d along with the positioning or each school

a scale of "knind More Often". or "knind hess Often."

Found
More Often

I. In class st ;s next to Contemporary

toe ;ame students. Con't.Progress

C. I :in talk to other students
wo.le I work.

3. '- class, I can move about the
room without asKing the teac,ier

In class, toe teacher stands
front of the room and works

wtn the class as a whole.

5. When I am work or, i lesson,
the otner stjdents Ho 7y :!ass
are working on the same iessnn.

6. "cost diys there are severl'
assigrment the teaCher
me : coulc, -,elect, and I cnoose

toe r.'e I want to work on,

I :ould fall oenind in 7y work
41thout tee teacoer .ut

about !t for 3 ,.:7,13-)e of e,eeks

or more.

Open
Free

Found
Less Often

Open

Free

Contemporary
Cont.Progress

Free
Open Contemporary

Cont . Progress

ContemPorarY
Tont,Progress

2inte000rary,
:t.Procress

Open
CInt.Proaress

F'ree

open
Pree

1Den
7ree

Fr

Contemporary

ContemPorary
Cont.Progress

Open

A second model, emplInsi:ing the variable of aciivity ini,iation, is that

of Paissis and Olittenden ili).J:2;i). This model looks at degrees of input from

rh H.2ach,- ;Ind child. It dellict siih input as forming four maor type,; of

sThooling. High

low -4

A

3.=

Contribution

Open :ducation

of Teacher

Programme:

Y'By the

on

=

iradit onal British

P- High



Were one to look at the SEA options, solely among the dimension of the extent

to which adult and student were each active contributor,i to decisions regard-

ing the process and content of learning, a gross distribution might place the

Free Sehool in the Laissez-faire quadrant, the Open School in the Open quad-

rant, and the Continuous Progress and Contemporary schools in the lower right

qw,Arant.

Smith and Keith (1971:331) developed an initial conceptualization

individualized curriculum and instruction. Though it required subsequent

modification to fit their specific purposes, it provides a useful point of

departure. The model poses five levels distributed along dimensions of cur-

ricular goals, materials, and rates. SEA schools which seemed to generally

dovetail in emphasis are noted alongside certain levels.

Level

5 Pupil choice in goals, Pupils determ . .2 ends, means and Free School

materials and rates rates.

4 Different goals, different Pupils work toward different ends Open School

materials and varying rates (for example, enrichment) which
involves different materials and
vIrying rates as well

3 The same goals but varied Children are directed towards the Contemporary

materials and rates same outcomes but may branch into School

spe.ial material (often remedial)

2 Individualization: variation Possito. variation in starting Continuous

in rite point, ...me children move thrpugh Progress

the material faster School

1 Traditional lock-ster., .
All childrpn in the same books and
materials,'moving at the same rate
towards the same g .

Mc eil (1)69:300-502) has developed the notion of "data source" as a

way of looking at curriculum development. Curricula may be distinguished

according tu relative weight given to either subject matter, or society,

or the learner as a "data.source." All such "data sources" were reflected

jn varying degrees at each SEA school. In general, however, the Free School

stressed needed societal changes as well as learner interests. The Open

School particularly stressed the learner. The Continuous Progress School

'seemed to underscore subject matter and the learner (e.g., interest groups).

The Contemporary School attached considcrable importance to subject Matter.

Our deScription, again, reflects impressions of ,c.Jeucies and not

absolute boundaries.

:ndeed, the angers of all such modelS only highlight the high degree

of internal va iation in each SEA school. JThe dominant emphases noted are

far from total or the only emphases. On thp contrary, one key c) successes

attained by. SEA in developing a system of choice is the ,availability .of

"within-bunding" variation. The ease with which sterebtypes can become

attached to individual alternative schools (as often happenedin SEA) is a

pitfall 'prac.titioners considering alternatives ight wish 'to doggedly combat.

-Not all Contemporary School students "sat at desks all day." Not all Con-

tinbous Progress Scliool students "moved around all day." Not all Open School

students atterd "a big playpen." Not al 1 Tee School students "did nothing

but goof off and smoke." Not all teaclie- a' any SEA school taught only aS

9 3
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thOSU 01r;Cry('d. II fact, each :;chool seemed to house A Spectrum or styles,
overlapp;,; with (He styles of othe!. SI \ schools. frce School had SOW
rather "structured" teachers: :ontemporary School ran a highly success-
ful open classrOom.

What then can he ;aid ahout "points of overlap?" Were all the SLA
schools really the same w,th hut A veneer or difierenc. on the surface of
each? Far from it, but 'hey diA evidence several sim:larities inclnJing
relatively small size, sckfH s,h,, were i,re-sent hy cho cc, families who
patronized them by,cho'ice, antl A vari,ty or innue7:ces emanating
fre:1 both SFA and MPS

Comparisons Using lixtern,11

The .ornatives share, the services of STA-wide ciuniculum eoordina-
tor , int.ern.,1 evaluators, -.,..1cted strport staff (e.g., social workers,
eon :-,elors) , community resource coprdinators, and volunteers. Fach or these
services had its impact, sometimes similar (never identical) on the various
school lb rue and Open skhools language arts programs looked strikingly
similar in certain aspects. The same curriculum coordinator served both
and stressed naturalistic approaches to "languaging." Some schools, such
as Continuous Progress and Contemporary, used computerized monitoring and
curriculum development tools. Computer terminals for math could he found
at l.ree, Contemporary, Open, and Continuous Progress schools. Counselors
and/or resource coordinators tended to handle enrollments and transfers at
all scnools. Community resource programs Were strong across all SEA schools
(Patton, 1975a) particularly at the Onen and Free Schools for which they
were vital.

1:1 school.-:, sometimes reluctantly, fell under the .inescapahle umbrella
of the Minneapolis Public School system. School days began and ended under
MPS guidelines. School ruses tumbled across the district every morning and
afternoon. Certain staff positions, time, and rights to time were set by
MPS guidelires. Buildings were assigned engineers based Oh square footage.
Signs school doors extended an official MPS welcome to visitors. City-
wide di t.gre,.;ation guidelines, testing programs, health services, and so on
touched the life every SEA school.

\s noted, s, , such "Facts of fife" were reluctantly accepted;
sometime they were challenged. The Free School did not appear OH MPS
official some three years; it lo-st its principal in year four to
statY guideline-s,; it opted out of city testing programs; it fon-ht for
greater contract ,eciltity for it:, staff land lost).

Another iti'luence upon the similarity the alternatives was the
nature of public schools as institutions. Hi.Touhtedly readers have eound
simila:ities hetween the alternatives of SEA and the school; with whic,
they are fnmi1:ar. Regardless of the "innovativeness" of special programs,
sc.hools -:eem one of the most resilient of social institutions. The works
of [Thee: 1 (1973), Jackson (19(S) and Smith and Uooffrey (1)68), have
highlighted some persistent characteristic:: of public schools.

9 I



"Crowds" Are one example, as:Dreeben notes:

pne can view scheols in terms of structural "responses"
to the problem of managing the lives uf large numbers
of children gathered in confined spaces for long term
instruction (1973:456).

Jackson identifies a.number of seemingly inescapable features of crowds in
public schools, particularly students' experiences of delay, denial and

interrupt-ion. These features persisted in the alternatives of SEA: As an

example, at the Free School, one student entered the music room while the
volunteer was tutoring another. The entering student was politely told:

"Be with you in.a while, when I'm finished here." We also observed some

,Kamples of denial (e.g., "The gym's full. I wanted to play tennis, but
t's all signed up.") as well as interruption (e.g., "Anyone seen any pri-

mary students here?") . The Free Sch was selected as an example because
its stereotype as SEA's most radic, option.

The teacher's role withYn the various alternatives also shared.cha
teristics common to teaching in general. Jackson (1968) categorized teacher
roles as typically including that of gatekeeper of dialogue, supply sargeant,
granter of privileges, and time keeper. Smith and Geoffrey (1968) provide a
conceptual glossary on "the behavior of teaching," which stems from a study
of a "traditional" school. Et includes such notions as preparations.for con-
tengencies, the proOsional try, ringmastership, and others of equal interest.
The concepts listed above w-re obServed of teachers during our investigation.
While the specific content (e.g., ways of being a "ringmaster") varied by
school and teacher observed and each school's cultural milieu had some influence

upon the operationalization of such concepts, these general ch:.!racteristics of

schools and teaching persisted, too.

Conclusions

.
The need for Thared resources, amc.ng alternatives, local school district

and state level policies, and the characteristics of schools as social insti-
tuions, all placed parameters on the "range of variability" found,among SEA's
alternatives. Within these parameters, however, variability did exist in the
way schools structured their instructional environments. Further, it is our

contention th.it sufficient variability existed to conclude that, at the elemen-

tary leAl, SEA did provi.le alternative's. Further, these alterntives were
consisterkwith the gener:il goals and objectives defining the alternatives.

Monitoring I. .trucHonal Environments

Thus far we have reported the following aspects of implementing altc:-
native schools: (lj progrim conceptualization (diagnosis, initiation and
def'inition). (2) implementation (mobilizing technical and community suppo:-t
systems) arl (3) instructional analysis (monitoring instructional environ-
ments). Our instructional analysis has focused upon six dimensions:
activities, use of time, use of space, grouping, adult interaction, and
activity initiation. In this manner we hive been able to ekamine the organi-
zation of teachers and pupils for instruction, the role behavior of teachers
and learning activities of students. Other dimensics may be identified for
these purposes from the other models we examined or from the reader's own
knowledge and priorities.
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Monitoring or instructional environments has at least three purposes.

One, we have used it to assess the extent to which operational prOgrams were
congruent with intent, Le., orogram conceptuali4ation, Two, It has a..owed

Us to determine the eytcn; !o 1,qich operational programs differed within SNA.
Three4nstructiona1 m also addressed the Issue of accountability,
a theme introduced it n r

Charvers and Junes irgue, as many have, that "schobl experie nces
,constitute a. small part of what.children know" and that schools should be
held accountable for the instructional environments they create rather than
typically measured "outcomes of schooling" of students (e.g., achievemenT
test scores).

In fact, we arc inclined to the view that rhe school's
responsibility for a child's education ends...at the
point where the Student is _found to b, -r,gaging in,

ATP! engaged by, Sequences of ins micti cvents which,
according to the hest contempom knowledge of peda-
gogy available to, rile :;cho71I, a reasonably high
probability of prodOcing the -, :caroing outcomes.
To hold a school system accou .or the mcasure(I

outcomes, themselvcs, :5i t a., unwarranted shi ft

to onc institution of the r_ hilitv that more
properly rests in the peda0oH:mt :ciences and the P:,1)
0Community (p.7).

The reliance upon achievement score' us moans of "monitoring instructional
environments",reflects, we feel, nol- an accountability perspef.-tive that

may or may not he appropriate, but ,." fact that achievement tests are
convenient mea,snrement device. Education's use of per pupil expenditure,
teacher experience and tencher/pupil ratios arc other visible, convenient
criteria to use in assessing the "quality" of instructional programs.
The relationship between these conv&lient indicators and the day-to-day
experiences of students may be so indirect and distant as to he of little
value. The examination of instructional environments in terms of selected
dimensions, such as those discussed and suggested in this chapter, may
provide a better readiag on the "realities of schooling" which students
experience.

--Outcomes of-schr)oi,ng, however, are still important to many pcople.
Alternative schools have heen subjected to a number of "expectations or
conclusions" abota ftow they influence student outcomes and which alterna-
tive is "hest" in terms of these criteria. Another reason why outcomes are
important to consider is that, while the school is not the only or perhaps
even the major influence on hasic ski'is acqu ition, to deny that the
school is an influence ;1-o seems unreasonable. We therefore turn to the
sixth stage of the suggested model of implementing alternatives--monitoring
instructional outcomes.

9 6
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PAPTFR FIVE.

INSTRUCTIONAL ANALYSIS: STUDENT EFFECTS

t
The purpose of this chapter is to examine the effects of the instructional

environments of the four elementary alternatives on sludents. Until now, we

have been concerned witirtadults. We have examined Southeast Alternatives (SEA)
in terms of the commitments of adults, their strategics of implementation and
thoir activities in classrooms. We have describikt learning environments using
adult observations of other adults, following models of schooling created hy
still other adults. From these adult perspectives, we have tried to grasp, in
part, what schooling is like for students. In this chapter, students themselves
have provided the data for our analyses.

Four areas will he discussed. First, student's' perspectives of the
characteristics of schooling in the various alternatives will he examined.
In this manner, we will he able to determine the concepts students use to
describe instrutional environments and whether the alternatives of SEA

diffeT in terms of student generated criteria. Second, the results of a

student affective survey will be provided to determine what differences,

if any, exist among the alterruttives in terms of students' self-concept,
students' attitudes toward the general social climate of the school, and
students' perceptions of their role in the instructional process. Third,

we will cxamine the basic skills performadce of students on objectives-based

tests and standardized achievement tests. The structure ot alternatives
generates different questions for this analysis than for evaluations of

more typical innovations, e.g., we arc not concerned here with determining

, if a new program is better than an existing program. Our basic question is:
Given the differences in the instructional environments of SEA, were each
of the alternatives able to achieve the goal of providing quality instruction

in basic skills? To provide a true system of choico, it is necessary that
the quality, of each program be equivalent in terms of certain "givens" for

schools. From our perspective, the acquisition of basic skills is a given.
Fourth, the effects on students of changing frcm one alternative to another
will be examined. The element of choice in a system of alternatives pur-
ports to facilitate the match between students and programs. A focus upon
students who arc "changers" provides an opportunitY to see if a better match

is achieved. (The logistics of choice arc described in (:hapter Three.)

These four areas of concern--student perceptions of schooling, affect,
achievement, and change of school--are.considered to be of particular
interest given thesdifferences among instructional environments reported in
Chapter Four. They also provide four,strategie:: in monitoring instructional

effects. 'We will conclude the chapter with a listing of several major
cuestions in monitoring instru'etional effects in a system of alternatives.

7,



Student Perceptions of Schooling

This section discusses the concepts used by students to describe school
in terms of what each of three sets of actors in school do--kids, teachers
and principals* The purpose is two-fold: (1) to determine the characteris-
tics of schools as students perceive them, and (2) to identify which charac-
teristics are shared by SEA schools and a "traditional" school selected for
comparison from within the larger Minneapolis Public School system. While

these data provide an additional basis for comparison of the instructional
environments of SEA (see Chapter Four) , they are included in this chapter
because they are: (1) student-centered rather tha adult-centered perceptions,

and (2) a consequence or effect of exposure to a particular set of experiences.

We were also interested in the perceptions of studerts as a means of
examining the "continuum" of SEA schools. The adult perception is that the
Contemporary School is the most structured and most conservatiye (the right
end of the continuum) and the Free School i; the.most unstructured and radical
(the left end of the continuum) with the Open and ContinuouS Progress schools
in between, as .diagrammed:

Free Open -Ai Continuous Progress Contemporary

The continuum has been widely subscribed to by SEA personnel, community resi-
dents, and NIE Experimental Schools staff. Our data in Chapter Four support

the continuum. The question of interest here. is: "Do students see it?"

Student Definitions

A brief overview of the data collection strategy may be of'intercst to
those seeking similarinformation from students.

The data collecticn procedure for this study involved
a Delphi-type survey. First, students in the four
elementary alternatives of SEA plus the comparison
site...were asked to provide written information on
things people do at school. In each_of the SEA'schools,
except Free School, a sample of 60-70 intermediate
students were asked to respond. Because of its small
enrollment and poor attendance the Free School's sample
amounted to fifteen students. At (the comparison school)
all intermediate students were polled. Each student
was given a packet of twenty 3x5 index cards. On each
of ten white cards students were asked to write one thing
which kids do at school. On each of five pink cards,
they were asked to write one thing that teachers do at
school, and on each of five green cards they were asked
to write one thing that the principal does at school.
Activities listed were compiled into lists for each
school and numbered. Using a table of random numbers,
an equal number of activities were drawn from each
school list. This produced a questionnaire with 100
items--50 things which kids do at school, 25 things
which teachers do at school, and 25 things which the

*This discussion is derived from the larger study reported by Nelson (1975b).
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rincipal does at school. The resulting questionnaire...
%las then taken back to the five schools, and administered
to intermediate-level classes. At:the Free School,
students in the appropriate age brackets were located and
a.iked to respond individually (Nelson, 1975h).

,

Student,7. were asked to agree or disagree with 'each item. Items were compared
for each pair of schools to determine a ranking of schools from most similar
to least similar. Items were coded by school at two revels: 50% or more posi-
tive responses and 75% or more positive responses. Those :riteria were used
to identify the dominant characteristics of schooling as defined by students.

Similarities Among Schools

On the basis of student perceptions, the SEA .schools are more similar
than they are different. At the 50% positive response level 79 of the 100
items were shared by all five schools, and 84 by the four SEA schools. Only
the Free School showed a significant number of distinctive traits, (5). At

the 75% positive response level, 47 objectives were.shared among all five
schools, and 56 among the SEA schools: .1t should be noted, however, ,aa,tl t more
traits were shared between Contemporary, Open; Continuous Progress and the
Comparison Scho61 (11) than bet,.uon the Con'temporary, Open,,Gontinuous Progress
and Free Schools (9). Furthermore,, an additional five items wereshared by
the Contemporary, Open and Continuous Progress schools.; thus those three schools
answered alike on 72 of the 100 objectives. Again, only theTree School showed
many distinctive traits.

An overview of the similarities among schools can he gained by looking at.
pairs of schools. The following ranking is from most similar to least similar:

FiGURE 2

SIMILARITIES AMONG SCHOOLS
(STUDENT PERCEPTIONS)

\IOST SNILAR Contemporary -0a-Continuous Progress

Open ...---...Continuous Progress

Contemporary .4---a-Comparison

Contemporary-aa-Open

Continuous Progress .4I.-Comparison

Open...aa Free.

Open ....--aComparison

,:ontemporary Free

Continuous Progress Free

LEAST SIMP.AR 44. Free Comparison

The data derived from student perceptio. Hpport the existance of a
continuum with the Free School at one end and the CoDtemporary School at the
other. Also, the ,Contemporary School is most like_the non-SE.A. Comparison

School. The Free School is less like the other SEA alternatives than they
are like each other and ii is less like the Comparison School than the other
SEA alternatives.

9 9
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While differences exist between the alternatives and they form a dis-
tinctive unit of alternatives, the similarity of perceptions among students
is most striking. The following characteristics were common for all five
schools (47 dtems with 75% of the students responding positively):

Students:
(25 of 5(1)

Teachers:
(11 of 25)

Principals:
(10 of 25)

sass
go to gym
go to band
write
paint
do reading
have fun
sit

have lunch .

play four square
play games
sometimes he quiet
get mad at the teachers

teach science
watch
help kids to learn
talk to the other teachers
read

work

give orders to kids
check up on things
talk
do business
have meetings

have frep: time

play
spell
bitch at other kids
do art
play kickbal.1
goof off
go to the bathroom
run
write stories
have "groups"
talk

go outside
drink coffee
teach
have meetings
break up fights
write

fill out forms
talk to kids in the
make rules
make phone calls
drink coffee

If we drop the Comparison Szhool and the Free School,
tional 25 items shared by the tl-,ree SEA ,alternatives which
SEA's students.

Studnts:
(10 more)

go to the library
do science
do social studies
plant things
teach each other

Teach.ers. take students to the principal
(7 more) play /ames with students

take kids'places.
teach you new math games

KrincipalS: wolrk with kids
(14--More) have aide meetings

keep 'order

'come in the.classroom
to ta/k tthttids

go to woodworking
have tables
hit

build things
watch video tapes

office

we find an addi-
enrolled 95% of

get their jollies
road books to you
help you learn about

,school

'
cheek the rooms
lead thy scilool

keep Mine going
OK (approve) things

In summary, 75% of the students agAed Upon.a total of 35 of 50 items about
what kids do, .19 of 25 items about what teachers.do, and 18 of 25 items about
what principals do.

The items generated by students were quite distant froMadult goal
statements or analyses of,what schools are like. From their perSpectives,
students do not "meet with opportunities for success," or "move through
a sequenced curriculum," or "develop positive feelings about self," or
"receive quality instruction in basic skills." While we would be surprised
if students did describe schooling in this manner, adults do not typically
use student perceptions for insights about the effects of instructional
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programs. In our studies, student perceptions were useful to provide a check
on our own conclusions. about the similarities among the alternatives. Readers

may think student perspectives to be a Naluable supplement to adult perceptions
of other issues of concern.

Our investigation of students' perceptions of the instructional environ-
ment was supplemented by an examination of how students reacted to those
environments. While students,. teachdrs and, principals may "do" similar things
in different schools, the manner in,which activities and people interact may
have different consequences for students' attitudes_

Affective Aspects

. From its inception, Southeast Alternatives has been concerned with
facilitating affective education.. While each school deals with this area in
different ways, all four elementary programs have made 'some attempt to pro-
vide students with school environments in which they can feel comfortable and
successful with the schooling process. These concerns WOTO consistent with
the criticisms of-public education in the late 1960's and early 1970's. As

Crabill and Kane (1976) desCribe, there existed:

...a sense_mf fundamental discontent and concern for
creating a congenial environment in which children can
function under their own dictates without a compulsion
for benchmarks of achievement.,..Regardless of whether
or not benchmarks for achievement are a dysfunctional
measure of schooling, many educators believe that a
positive attitude toward'schopling is desirable and
should be fostered. Proponents of alternatives have
long felt 'that diversity in learning environments can
better accommodate diversity in student learning style.
The better match of . students and programs is seen as
yielding more positive attitudes (p.3).

In an effort to be responsive to the emerging SEA programs, the external
evaluation develaped.an AffectiVe Survey to address the affective interests,
climates and goals of alternative schools"(Kane, 1975). The theoretical frame-
work-, program priorities and instrumentation were developed with the counsel
2nd assistance of SEA staff. The survey was designed to measure students'
attitudes in three broad categories.*

*The survey, a paper and pencil group instrument, was piloted in Fall, 1972
and finalized in .Spring, 1973. Two forms, primary and intermediate, were
developed with different response options for each form. Reliability and
validity studies were carried out in 1974; the instrument was accepted as
a viable tool in measuring student affect in SFA (Crabill, 1975). The
survey was administered each Spring for the throe middle years of the
Project (1973-75) to all elementary students in.SFA.
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Perception of Self as a Student

There are seventeen items of the Affective SurVey-in
this general area of concern, designed to measure the

student's perception of the general school situation
in terms of his/her self-confidence, self-concept\
within the context of his schooling...generated in \
response to the concerns of teachers that a student

feel he/she can learn and feel competent, successful
and comfortable in. those situations which the school
presents (Kane, 1975).

Attitudes toward School

The thirty-two items of this area are directed toward
the student's perceptions of specific aspects of his/
her school experiences such as attitudes toward the
specific school, teachers, peers, and reactions to the
reading and math programs. The focus of concern is -

upon d variety of perceptions at one point in time
(Kane, 1975).

Participation Descriptors

The third general area of affective concerns is distinc-
tively different from the other two areas of the Survey.
In contrast, the eight items of this are'a were designed
to serve as descriptors of the different instructional

programs rather than common goals to be attained by all

alternatives....The items address two aspects of a
child's view of his participation in the process of

learning. The questions ask the child about his per-
ceived role in choice-making within the school....
These items were meant to address myths and practices

ascribed to the various forms and structures of the
alternatives (Kane, 1975).

Because of the similar affective goals of the SEA elementary alternatives

and the propositicn that choice of SChool would facilitate a match between

students and program, all schools were expected to be similar in students'

perceptions of self and attitudes toward school. Differences were expected,

however, in students' responses to the participation descriptors.
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Perception of Self

The hypothesis of no difference among alternativs in students self-

concept in the school setting was generally supported:
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While some differences did extst, there were no trends among those differences.
(The lack of significant differences among school means is shown in Table 2 on
page 98.) As a system of alternatives, SEA appears to be Fostering positive
school attitudes in the student population it serves. When asked td'make either
a positive or negative judgment to their specific school situation, students
responded positively and expressed confidence in their.abilities to be success-

, ful in thcir learning,endeavors. Though unique differences exist between schools,
each school environment promotcd feelings that learning can be an enjoyable and
rewarding experience.

The lack of differences may also be understandable when we consider that a
student's self-concept may, like achievement, be subject to many factors beyond
the control and influence of schools. Further, because of the similarities among
schools in what kids do, students' reported self-concept may be a response to the
school s,etting itself rather than thc manipulations of various aspects of that
setting.
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Attitudes toward School

The hypothesis of no differences among schools in students' attitudes
toward school is not supported. Differences among the schools did exist even
though there has been a trend towards convergence among three schools (see
Figure 4). Whereas there were rather.discrete feelings about the specific
school environments in 1973, there now appears to be some shared reactions

. among studentS of the Free, Contemporary and Continuous Progress schools.
The trends at Free and Open are opposite--a decline in positive attitude at
Free School and an increase in positive feelings at the,Open School.

Beyond the overall positive reactions of all students, students at the
Open School expressed more positive reactions toward their teachers and peers.
(The significance of differences among schools is shown.in Table 2.) They
felt they could communicate more effectively and work more closely with their
teachers than did any other group. These findings are consistent with those
of Other studies of Open schools (Traub et al., 1973,1974; Tuckman et al.,. 1973;
and Epstein and McPartland, 1975).
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School Participa_t:lop

The greatest differences among schools, as hypothesied, were In students'
perceptions of school parvicipation. Over the years, students at the Free
and Open schools have felt more in control of their daily school activities
than have student:, at the Contemporary and Continuous Progress schools Csee
Figure 51. Over the three years studied, the differences between the more
traditional and lea-:t traditional schools were consistent. Were it not for
the gradual decline in School Participation scores at the Free Schoe; The
statistical differences along the theoretical continuum of "structure would
have been absolute (see Table 2) . Namely, Contemporary students reported
more structure titan Continuous Progress students, who indicated more structure
than Free or Open students. (These results are consistent with our observa-
tions reported in Chapter Four.).
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Scale

Self-Perception

TABLE .2

SUMMARY OF MT:AN DIFFERENCES
ON AFFECTIVE SURVEY

Continuous
Contemporary .Progress Free SEA

1973 35.38 .34.99 57.88 35.68 35.58

1974 35.96 35.73 32.92 35.90 35.57

19'5 33.96 35.05 34.60 37.32 35.40

School Attitudes

1973 53.28 50.91 61.66 56.15 53.39

1974 56.56 55.33 54.36 56.53 55.83

1975 50.21 52.89 51.25 61.23 54.52

School Participation

1973 16.51 16.76 27.20 21.27 18.28

1974 19.68 20.37 23.32 23.27 21.22

1975 15.39 18.45 21.20 24.38 19.67

"MT: Unbroken underlines indicate subsets of schools whose means do not differ
significantly as determined by Scheffe-Test for A Posteriori Comparisons.

School Influences

In general, the results of the Affective Survey show increasing
differences between schools as we .examined students' responses to areas

under increasing control by schools. That is, differences. increased from
perceptions of :;,,elf to attitudes towards school to participation in school.
Further, a similarity in school trends over time is observed when attitudes
toward school (Figure 4) and school participation (Figure 5) results are

compared.* Three trends are evidenced: (1) Free School students becoming
less positive and involved, (2) Open School students becoming more positive
'and involved,- and t3) Continuous Progress and Contemporary school students
first becoming more and then less positive 'and involved. As part of th()

external evaluation, an observer was in eachschool overhthe three years
measured by the Affective Survey.=Their qualitative dati has offered
potential insight into factors underlying these trends.

The key to each trend appears to center on specificactions which
significantly impacted the overall school climate. At Free School,
factionalism and disharmony developed regarding directions in which the

school moved. These disruptive influences have continued somewhat unre-

solved. During 1973 the Open School initiated a fabily structure and
over the years modified this grouping arrangement until a system developed
which was considered to maximize interaction among students and staff.

*The correlations hetwcen the Attitude towards School and School Participation
sub-scales ranged from .64.to .68 for the three years of administration.
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In the Fa I or 197:, t Ii cont I i1iiOiI F rO s School merged from Wings

into one; previouly the pri"mary and intermediate student-; had separate
buildings. The merger generated some degree of croiding, as well as increased
age range of groups, whi.ch may have affected the pacing of work and student
interaction. Finally, during the years 1974 and 1975 the Contemporary School
experienced loss,of several key staff which the ethnographers.fclt may have
significantly blunted the thrust of.its program ICrahill and Kane, 197o1.
'These school-wide situations s_uggest influences on the instructional environ-.
ments cf the alternatives and theeby students affective outcome.

Cognitice Asv(cts

The purpose of this section is to examine the extent to which the elemen-
tary alternatives of Y;A were able to provide quality instruction in basiC
skills. four areas of interest have emerged. First, there has been considerable
discussion between'the-external evaluation", .SFA and the National Institute uf
liducation concerning the measurement and analysis of hasic We begii;

this section hy providilig a hackground into the issues surrounding our use of
hoth objectives-hased tests and standardized achievement tests. Second, wo are
interested in the variability among alternatives inlevels of achievement as
indicated hy hoth tests. Third. we are interested in Ihe, relative performance
of SFA over time compared to all Minneapolis Public SchoOls. And fourth, we

are interested in whether a Yselectivitv factor" exists among alternatives,
i.e., du- the alternatives attract students with different levels or performance/
in basic, sk i 1 1 s .

Measurement Strategies

Traditionally,'cognitive growth and performance are measured through the
use of standardized achievement hattories. While SLA has, participated in the
Minneapolis City-W.j.,.de Achievement Testing program, it has done so with some

degree of re1uctancC. Nationwide, the staWardized testing issue has become
offe of heated debates and, polarized opinions--Minneapoli and SEA are no
exception to that emerging trend. The role Of.standardized tests as an effec-
tive evaluation tool became'nn issue of great 'concern to many administrators
and staff within SEA. The importance of this issue to SEA personnel is reflec-
ted by two decisions made at the district and city lcvel. The first decision,
in 1971, permitted Southeast Free School's withdrawal from participation iu
the city-wide testing program because of its unique curriculum. However, in
light of substantial changes in tho number and content of the tests used by
the city, and because of SEA's desire to have consistent longitudinal data
on each school, the Free School started participating in the testing program
in September 1974. Actually, withdrawal of the Free School was not as serious
prohlem as it may appear. Less than ten percent of the elementary students

in SEA attend the Free School (French, 1975a).

The second decision was n-) have SEA's internal evaluation team prepare
and submit to Minneapolis Public Schools a position paper on "The Relationship
of Standardized Testing to Southeast Alternatives" (Byers 'and Rawitsch, 1974).
The report was an expression of the general opinion in SFA of the inadequacy
of standardized instrumentation to assess learning in the different curriculzir
environmentt,:. SEA's.position focuses on the hypothesis that four unique
learning.situations exist in The elemenf'ary component and that within that
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context "each child learns in a unique way. Consequently, the assessment of

his lea.rning should be in a manner compatible with the.uniquenessand in ways

which are a true reflection of the objectives and methods of the Curriculum

which fostelid the learning" (Byers and Rawitsch, 1974). Furthermore, all

schools do Opt accept the premise of mastery of certain skills at a particular
point in a child's schooling. The latter point, they felt, was central to the

development and use of standardized achievement tests.

Criterion-referenced tests were developedjn response to SEA's concern
about total reliance on standardized instruments for cognitive assessment.
While SEA's position on testing did not become "formalized" until 1974, the
external eval,.iation team was acutely aware of the general opinion within the
district and moved rapidly during the first year of SEA's existence towards
some form of criterion.referenced measurement.*_ Four tests were developed:

(1) Primary Reading (10 objectives for students 6 to 8 years old), (2) Inter-
mediate Reading (23 objectives for students 9 to 11 years old), (3) Primary
Math (23 objectives for students 6 to 8. years old), and (4) Intermediate Math
(24 objectives for students 9 to 11 years old).

Performance on the objectives-based tests was judged on the basi's of the
number of objectives accomplished at two levOs of "mastery." To.give an
example, suppose that one of the ten objectives of primary reading was tested
by four questions. If twenty ntudents at one of the schools took the test,
a total of 80 items could have been answered correctly. If 40 correct answers
were scored for the group, the performance of that group, on that objective,

would have been 50%. Two levels of "mastery" were reviewed in studying per-
formance on the MET Tests--the 50% level and the 80% level.

Testing Results

During the three years in which-the objectives-based tests have been given,
performance among the four alternatives has been remarkably stable. This has

been true of all four tests--the primary mathematics and reading tests and the
intermediate mathematics and reading tests. The results for 1975 are presented

in Table 3. Similar results were seen in the previous years. Considering all
possible differences between the performance in 1974 and 1975, only three results
were statistically significant. This is remarkable, because sixty-four different
combinations of school, test, age and level of "mastery" were examined. Only

one significant difference was observed between 1973 and 1974. (There was no

pattern to the four observed changes.)

Viewing the performance of the alternative schools over three years (1973,
1974 and 1975), thpre is only one continuing &ifference. The performance of
the Contemporary School consistently has been the strongest in mathematics.
The strength of the performance has been apparent in both primary and intermediate

*Development of objectives-based tests began in the summer of 1972; tests were
piloted in the fall. Extensive revisions were require& before administering
the tests in spring, 1973. Before the spring administrations of the MET Tests
in 1974, some further revisions were made. The emphasis of the primary reading
test was substantially chanced from reading readiness to areas of general test
importance for reading at the primary level. Revisions of the other 1974 MET
Tests were minor, consisting mostly of changes in format of instructions for
the tests (French and Reynolds, 1974; French and Allison, 1975).
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mathematic1;. Hotwver, wh6n total scores are used in analysis instead cff objec-
tives acHieved,,it should be nofed that only a smagl proportion of the variance
in all MET Test scoresmathematics and reading--is accounted for by school.
(The.iiisorested reader is referred to French and Allison, 1975, fora more
detailed _discussion.), it;Would appear .that the most important finding
of the ME r Te:;ts is the ovcrriding similarity of results for the alternative
szilooi.,, and their stability over time.

TABLF 3

PESULTS 613:TCT1VES-BASE1 TESTS (1)75)

Level of
Mastery

50%

80%,

Achievement of Ten Primary Reading Objectives
by Six and Eight Year Olds

_ School

Continuous
Age Free Open Progress

6 8 8 . 8

8 9 10 10

6 1 5 4

a 7 9 a

, .

Contem-
porary

9

10
6

9
.

.II

Level of
Mastery

50%

80%

Achlevioment of Twenty-Three intermediate Reading
Objectives by Nine and Eleven Year Olds

School
/-Continuous Contem- ........

-Age Free Open j ora, rogressP ppc
9 14 20 22 18

11 22 23 22 20,

9 2 , 5 8 6

11 11 14 8 12

Jr/Sr
-

22

-

16

Level of .

Mastery

50%

80%

Achievement of Twenty-Three Primary Mathematics
Objectives by Six and Eight Year Olds

School

Continuous
Age Free Open Progress

6 20 19 18

8 21 23 23

6 13 8 8 .

8 17 21 16

,

Contem-'
porary

22
23
11

23

Level of
Mastery

50%

80%

Achievement of Twenti-Four Intermediate Mathematics
Objectives by Nine and Eleven Year Olds

. School

Continuous Contem-
Age Free Open Progress ' porary

9 11 13 14 14

11 18 18 , 16 20

9 5 3 3 9

11 7 7 5 12

,

, Jr/Sr
-

15
-

7
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The most obvious limitation of the objectives-based test is their lack

of comparabiiity. It is pot possible to loOk at results of the MET Tests and
have an idea of how elementary stueents in SEA tompare with their peers around'
the country or in Minneapolis. Tbe tests were developed from objectiveS of ,

Southeast Minneapolis schools and only SEA.students have taken the tests. In

light of these limixations, student cognitive performance was also mdnitored
through the Minneapolis City-Wide Testing Program. Although standardized
instruments have their own limitations; they were the only measures of cognitive
abilities administered over the life of the project and for which baseline
(pre-project) data existed.*

The data in Figure 6 for Grade One proVide insight into the performance
of students upon entry into each alternative. By virtue of choice of school
by students and parents; the Open School initiallyattraced students who
scored highest on the Metxopolitan Readiness Test. Both the Contemporary
School and Continuous Progress Schools attracted lower performing students.
The differences among the three schools increased compared to neighborhood
attendance patterns prior to choice under SEA. These differences have de-
creased over time to the point where all four elementary alternatives are
attracting students with similar levels Of performance. The relative standing
of the alternatives, as a group, compared to MPS schools has been essentially
the same in grade one over time.

*Within SEA, students were tested in the fall on a yearly basis. The Metro- 4w

politan Readiness Test was'used in grade 1; the Gates-McGinitie Reading Test
(Comprehension and Vocabulary) in grades 3,4, 5 and 6. (No scores for tests
of Mathematics are reported because of incomplete data for some schools.
SEA sample sizes range from 24 to 54 students per grade in each school.
(Free School samples contain approximately five students per grade level.).
Student selection for grade level-testing in the ungraded programs were based
primarily upon age criteria: Achievement test results are reported as the
median score for each'school and the median score for the city of Minneapolis.
The median was chosen as the most appropriate descriptive statistic because
of its ability to accurately reflect skewed distributions.
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The resultsof the Gates-McGinitie Reading Tests for Grades 3,4., 5 and 6
are presented in Figures 7-14. (Continuous Progress has two schools reported

when appropriate.) Inspection of these'data lead to the following conclusions:.

1. SEA's median perfurmance on standardized tests is consistently'
higher than the overall median performance of Minneapolis'
schools (considering all grades and years).

The performance of students in SEA has been similar to that
of pre-project years.

S. Thedifferences in performance among the schools of SFA have
. decreased over time. That is, there were greater differences

among schools when enrollment was determined by residence than
after the initiation of alternatives and enrollment determined
by choice.

1 1 1
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It is important to note that SEA did not claim that alternative'schools

would improve overall student performance in basic skills. The goal was to

find alternative means of providiag instruction in basic skills that would
maintain'current levels, through.means consistent with the larger philosophy

of the alternative. Further, it was not the intent of SEA to find the one
alternative best for all students. The alternatives structure of choice of
school attended was an attempt to match students with the approach best for

each individual. In the next section we examine the effects on students of
changing from one alternative to another in an attempt to improve the,match
between students and programs.

Choice: Characteristics and Consequences

Student thobilitv is a central component of an alternatives system SEA

developed an elaborate parent information system, busingjschedule and procedures
for transferring to facilitate informed choices among alternatives and student
movement across the cluster of elementary options. (The logistics of providing
a system of choice are discussed in Chapter Three.) The purpose of this section
is to examine the extent to which students and parents utilized the opportunity
,to attend a non-neighborhood school and to change from one alternative to another.
Further, we are interested in the characteristics of "changers" as a group and
the effects on students after changing from one alternative to another.*

Use of Alternative Systems

One of the most frequently.asked questions in SEA by visiting educators
has been the extent to which Parents and students Selected a non-neighborhood
school among the alternatives. Perhaps the underlying question is: Were pro-
gram differences perceived real enough and important enough to send stUdents

to a non-neighborhood School? Within SEA, three sources of,information speak
to this question: (1) the'sources of infOrmation used by parents to Select an
alternative, (2)'the percent of students in SEAwhci attended non-neighborhood
schools; and (3) the frequency.of changing among alternatives and the reasons
for doing so.

In SEA, parents reported that visiting schOols was the most valuable
source of informat,On about schools, compared to more indirect thethods such as

use of school broehure, community meetings and articles in the SEA Newspaper

(Almen, 1974c). In 1974, for example, the 602 parents reSponding to the
internal evrIluation survey reported the following:

1. 46% had visited Open School;
2. 43% had visited ContinuouS ProgresS'.School (gridel4;
3. 39% had visited Contemporary School; )

, 4. 3094 had visited Continuous Progress SchOol (grades K-3);
5. 24% had visited Free School (Almen, 1974.

'Visiting afforded an opportunity for parents.and students to discuss particular
programs and, in some instances, to have a different alternative recommended as
better suited for particular students. It is important to emphasize to those
kho would criticize parents and students' ability to select an appropriate

*This section is derived from the studies of French (1975b) and French and
Crabill (1975). 116
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instructional program, that in SEA, program se1T2ction was not isolated from-,

but'in conjunction with school personnel.

Throughout the project, the internal evaluation has monitored thc attend-
ance area from which stiMents at each alternative are drawn. After some
initial increases, non-neighhorhood school attendanc'e has stabilized at ahout
17% for students living in Southeast. ENamination of these data provide
several interesting insights into the nature of choico in SFA (sec. Figure IS).

FIGURE IS

SEA ELEMENTARY ENROLLMEN]
BY ALTERNATIVES AND RESIDENCE ARLA (1974)
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1St from non,SEA sthool oleo

The Open School had the iost 'equal distrihution of students among the
'attendance areas. (Free School did not have an attendance arca because it
was a newly created program with th,e inception of SEA.) Both Contemporary
School and Continuous Progress School drew'most heavily from their own
attendance area and least from each other's attendance areas. This would
suggest- that parents did not perceive great differences between the _

Contemporary and- Continuous Progress schools. As we discussed earlier in
this chapter', students also perceivedthe programs of these two alternatives
as most similar within SEA. It would appear that the greater the perceived
d)fferences among alternatives, the greater the ,willingness of parents apd
students to'select n non-neighborhood'school.

The frequqncy of transferring from one alternative to another also
provides insight into the utilization of choicC in SEA. Since the initial
reshuffling in the summer of 1971, the number of transfers has remained
fairly constant (soo Figure 16) Considering summer and midyear transfers
separately, the number of changes has ranged between 20 and SO students.
The,transferring has occurred within the contexr of an elementary school
system of raughly'950 to 1,050 students (Almen and Rawitsch, 1974) . Thus,
about to In of the elementary students have transferred each year.
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FIGURE 16

TRANSFERS 1971-75
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Also, it should be added that the transfers do not appear controlled !-,y
the students' residence area. After the initial reordering of students at the
begipning of SEA, transfers did not simply return to neighborhood schools.
In fact, where data is available, less then twenty percent of the transfers
represented a return to neighborhood schools. Roughly the same percent of
students switched away from their neighborhood school and the percent who
switched from one to another non-neighborhood school.

It is important to note that several differences exist betheen midyear
and-summer transfers, i.e., the two groups transfer for different reasons and
they transfer to different types of alternatives. Examining the reasons stated

by parents for summer and midyear transfers, there is greater specificity and

urgency in the reasons listed for midyear transfers. More emphasis is sought

in reading and mathematics as well as greater direction from teachers.

Concerns also center on discipline and peer relationships.*

*For further information, the reader is referred to Almen (1974a) and

Kocher (1975a).
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TABLE 4 '

PARENT REASONS. FOR TRANSFERRING AMONG ALTERNATIVES (1974)

Rank Summer Transfer Reasons

1* Hoped the new school would interest child more
2 Wanted 'gTeater emphasis on child becoming self-directed
3** Wanted school with more personal help in learning
4 Wanted school with greater challenge
5 Child wasn't,doing as well as expected in previous school

Rank Midyear Transfer Reasons

Wanted more direction from teachers about what is to be learned
2 Wanted more emphasis on reading, marh
2 * Hoped.new school would interest child more
4 Wasn't getting:along with students at previous Scnool
; Wanted school with more emphasis on discipline
5** Wanted school with more personal help in learning

(Note: Reasons marked with (*I. and (**) were cited hy
parents of both summer and midyear transfers.1

Summer and midyear transfers also differ in patterns of transferring
among the alternatives'. Giannotta's method of comparing school environments
(sec Chapter Four) facilitates grouping of the alternative schools for analy-
sis. Considering the use of groups and space and the nature of activities,
the Free and Open schools provide a more varied environment for students.
The Contemporary and Continuous Progress schools provide students with a more
uniform environment. By using this classification, transfers can be.treated
as moving to a more uniform or more varied school environment. For example,
a c.hange from the Continuous ProgreSs to the Open school would-be considered
a move to a more varied environment. A move from. the Open to. the Free school
would be considered a move to a similar environment.

The pattern of transferring by,midyear transfers is consistent with thc
reasons expressed by parents of midyear transfers. In a desire for more
direction from teachrs and more emphasis in reading, math and discipline,
midyear transfers arc predominantly to more "uniform" environments:

FIGURE 17

DIRECTION OF MIDYEAR.TRANSFERS
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Summer transfers, in contrast to midyear transfers, have shown a change in

trend over the five years of SEA. At first, there was a great willingness o
transfer to the less traditional programs with more varied school environments.
Ttansfers to more similar environments were low. By the end of the project,
hOwever, summer transfers were mostly to alterratives with similar environments.

FIGURE 18

DIRECTION OF SUMMER TRANSFERS
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In sum, the use of the system of choice in SEA.seems to have stabilized

relatiVely early, in the project'. While parents and students had the opportunity

to select "less traditional" alternatives, they were able to return to the "more"

traditidnal" programs when desired. And finally, parents'.reasons for changing
alternatives were consistent with observed differences among the instructional

programs, i.e-., informed choice was possible.

Effects pf Transferring
\

To aetermine the effects on students of transferring among alternatives,

three variables were selected for study: (1) the attendance rates of students,

(2) the three areas of the Affective Survey, and (3) the objectives-based tests

in reading and mathematics. As an initial step in this analysis, we first
examined whether there were differences in the frequency of transferring between

primary and intermediate students. Some of the transfers involved long bus rides,

and it was hypothesized that the changers as a group would consist mostly of

older children. This expected difference was not supported by the results.

While the numbers of primary and intermediate students were similar, we were

forced to examine the effects of transferring only for primary students.*

*Originally, it had been planned to use intermediate students in the analysis

of possible effects of transferring. Intermediate objectives-baSed tests had

remained virtually unchanged after the first administration during the second

year of the project, while .it had been necessary to make two revisions of the

primary .reading test (French and Reynolds, 1974; Frerich and Allison, 1975).

Also, psychometris: characteristics of the affective survey favored use.of the

intermediat ,! form for further research efforts. Sample size was not adequate

to proceed with the analyses using intermediate students, therefore, and it was

necessary to use results from the primary mathematics test and the primary

forM of the affective survey. , 1 2 0
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Two types of comparisons were made, First, changers and non-changers
(control group) were compared to determine if there were possible differences
between these two groups before, and one year after, the change occurred.
Second, matched t-tests were doneusing the same students--to examine for
the possibility of changes in performance or attitudes during the school year
after transferring. Similar tests compared the performance and attitudes of
the control group members, who remained in the same alternative school in
both years.

There were Protest differences in attitude between the changers and

non-changers. The global score for the affective survey was significantly
lower for the changers (1 Tailed t-teSt, t = df= 70, p4.05). Two of

the three sahscales of the survey showed similar trends. The changer's atti-

tude toward'ehool was significantly lower (t = -1.74, df,,7H. p<.05) Tho

subscale for participation descriptors showe6 differ.nces in the same direction

(t= -2.22, p<:.05). There were no diffcrencer in the self concept scale of
the affective surveyPosited at least under control of schools in an earlier

discussion--or in the objectives-based tests of mathematics and reading.
(A substantially revised reading test was used for posttest comparisons.).

Also, the changers were absent significantly more than the non-changers (17.6

days for changers; 10.2 days for non-changers, t= 2.09, p%(.05).

None of the possible posttest differences between changers and non-

changers were significant. This finding was in agreement with the hypothesis

that the opgortunity for transferring should make for a better match between

student and'school, resulting in better performance and more positi.ve attitudes

toward school. This was tested using 2-tailed tests, assuming there would he

no differonce between changers and non-changers following the transfers.

The performance of the non-changcrs was higher in reading, although it did not

reach significance (t= -1.96, df= 19.55, p.10). There were no significant

posttest differences in affect or attendance.

Comparing changers with themselves, before and, after transferring one

dIfference was significant. The performance in mathematics was higher follow-

ingtransfer (match t-test, t= -2.25, df = 12, p.,05). Non-changers perform-

ance in mathematics was also higher the second year (t= -4.26, 134(.001). The

performance in reading was not compared, due to the change in the test.

In summary, before transferring, changers showed a less positive attitude

toward their school experience and poorer attendance. After transferring, no

significant differences existed between the changers and their peers yho had

remained in.the same school for both years. Both changers and non-changen;

performed at significantly higher levels in mathematics the second year--the

difference in performance heing oven more prNouneed for non-changers. (This
is not surprising considering the specific skills in mathematics and the

longer exposure of non-changers to the same mathematics program.)

It is unfortunate that the analyses of the effects of chanr:ing are

suggestjvc rather than conclusive because of the small sample and inab,ility to

use the more adequate instruments at the intermediate' level. It does appear,

however, that there are-measurable effects of changing alternativesat least

in SEA. The results ;.they stand arc tantalizinga change in both af:ect

and attendance due to changing schools! Should similar systems of choice be

established in the future, it would he important to track students using the

system and to monitor the possible effects of student mobility.
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Monitori,g Instructional Effects

In this chapter, we have tried fo demonstrate a variety of issues that
can be addressed when assessing the consequences of alternative instructional

tprograms. These issues stem in part from the unique monitoring demands of
alternative schools and in part from a desire to adopt different means of
judging the effects of schooling. In sum, however, they demonstrate that
alternative schools will increase the information demands of parents and the
information needs of school personnel. Because most schools are not likely
to have the resources for as intense an evaluation effort as SEA, it is
necessary to reduce the costs of monitoring instructional effects by examining

a limited number of data.sources from a variety of perspectives. In this.

chapter, four major data sources were reportedstudent perceptions, basic
skills performance, affective survey results and student transfer data. From

these data, answers can be provided to the following questions:

1. Are the achievement profiles of the alternative Programs
similar? If not, what are the potential reasons, i.e.,
is selective enrollment operating?

2. Do students differ in attitudes towards the day-to-day
experiences of being in school? Are there school-wide
changes over time and is this potentially a consequence
of program changes and/or staff morale?

3. In what ways do instructional programs differ as perceived
by student and are their perceptions congruent with pro-
gram intent and/or adult perspectives?

4. Are parents and students attending non-neighborhood schools
in sufficient frequency to justify the provision of alter-
natives?

5. What is the frequency of student transfers? Are there
trends in transferring and are they stable or changing?
What are the'reasons for transferring and do they provide
insight into differences among sehool programs as per-
ceived by parent's? Are these perceptions consistent with
observed differences?

6. Are changers different from non-changers and what are
the effects of changing from one alternative to another?

7. What are the agreed upon means of measurini goals common
to all alternatives; e.g., should basic skil..;s be measured
by objectives-based tests or by standardized achievement
tests?

While this listing is not exhaustive, it does provide a sample of quentions
likely to be posed by parents when seeking information about the consequences of
sending individual students to different alternatives. It also suggests the
informdtion likely to.be required by school staff in justifying the provisirn
and maintenance of a system of alternatives.
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CHAPTER.SIX

PROGRAM SURVIVAL

t_

The purpose of this-chapter is to describe the final phases of SEA
under federal funding and the local factors influencing its future direc-
tions as an alternative schools progrant. The discussion will complement
that of Chapter Two--Program Conceptualization. In 1971, several factors
stemming from the Southeast communitY and the Minneapolis Public Schools
(MPS) influenced the initiation and definition of SEA. By 1976, SEA existed
within a different context as federal support was ending. As we will dis-
cuss, thiS context posed considerable challenge and.difficu)ty as SEA sought
to maintain its alternative school program. The discussion also is related
to the section on governance and advisory groups in Chapter Three, indicating
how ,the decision-making role of the combined'professional and parent commu-
nity 'of :SEA further 'increased-during the final year of the project.

This discussion is in response to the concerns of numerous educators
and funding agencies who have, asked, "What happens whenithe money goes away?"
As we discussed, money was only one facet of the problem for SEA.. Indeed,
the entire range of factors supporting the creation of SEA had changed.

Specifically, the chapter will first describe the reorganization of SEA,
i.e., the process by whiCh SEA lost its administrative autonomy and was assi-
milated into the larger administrative structure of the Minneapolis Public
School structure. Second, we examine the goVernance structures of SEA .during
its final year,. focusing on the merger of the. Management Team and Southeast
Council. Third, we examine the activities of ,the new Southeast Council in
response to external factors threatening the survival of SEA.* Our final
discuSsion of this chapter will address the broader demands of "stabilizing
the program" in our model of change and the need to continually.diagnose the
context of change and adapt innovative programs to the context of influence
in which they exist.

*These sections arc derived from a special study during the final year oi7
SEA (Mueller,. 1976) following earlier work (Rider, 1975). The study focused
on the dYnamIcs of SEA from December 1974 through March 1976. Data Were
gathered by interviews with participantl; involved in SEA governance since
the beginnfilg of the project, field notes from observations of SEA governance
meetings and,examination of relevant documents.
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Reorganization

As described in Chapter Two, the Minneapolis Public Schools were

reorganized into three areas (North, East and West) in 1973 to achieve the

ordistrict's goal of.administrative decentralizition. While SEA was initially

left autonomous, the Superintendent mandated that SEA would be merged with

one of the three areas during the third year of the project (1973-74):

At that time, the SEA community felts a merger would seriously jeopardize

SEA's independence during what was considered still a formative stage. The

increased number of meetings, potential conflict, and the energy required

to interact with another level of bureaucracy would be a serious drain on

the time and energy needed to further refine and strengthen SEA goals.

Concerns included whether community groups in Southeast would survive under

a larger administrative umbrella, funding of key staff as federal dollars

ran out, the potential closing of sthool buildings in Southeast and the

responsiveness of the sdministration'to local concerns (Nelson, 1973a).

As a.result of these concerns, the Southeast Council (3EC) presented a

position paper to the Superintendent recommending that SEA remain h separate

administrative area for the duration of the project. This request elicited

the following response:

The decision on an administrative area was to be decided

in June, 1974, by the Superintendent, to be announced

in January of 1975 and implemented in September 1975.

Subsequently, the decision was postponed bk the Superin-

tendent and the issue remained active into fall., 1974"

(Nelson, 1975a:146).

An Area Decision.Committee was established by the SEC aS early as

September 1974. The membership of this committee consisted ortwo represen-

tatives of community groups, the SEC chairperson, two SEA faculty members,

and a parent from one of the SEA Parent Advisory Councils. The charge to

this committee involved the crucial task of gathering information, as stated

in the October 1974 issue of the SEA Newsletter:

The Committee will meet with (the Superintendent) and
other Minneapolis personnel in an attempt to learn more
about educational program's and participatory decision-
making in the three areas. The information gathered will
assist the SEC in determining its final recommendation.

The situation of SEA in the fall of 1974 is clearly depicted in the SEA

Newsletter dated November 1974. The SEC had been asked by the MPS Superintendent

to makea recommendation cencerning choice of area and the process, described

below, was initiated.

The Task

(The Superintendent) has asked the Southeast Council

to prepare by early December a recommendation regarding
the administrative merger of Southeast Alternatives
with one of-the three larger areas--East, North or West.

The Southeast Council invites school community groups
to review this area decision issue between now and

December 8. Council members will be glad to attend
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further meetings devoted to considering this important
matter. The Council further requests that SEA school
community groups dcermine their-own preferences on tho
area decision matter and submit a written statement to
the Council before or at the December 9 meeting....
Th(, Council's position Will be presented that week to
(the Superintendent) for his consideration and, we would
hope, concurrence.

The Work of the Council

In keeping with the Superintendent's request, the South-
east Council has worked throughout the fall months to
gather pertinent information about the three areas as

.

well as-to solicit the .opinions of Southeast AlternatiVes
school community groups. The three area Superintendents
made presefitations and answered many questions on Novem-
ber 11 at an open community Southeast Council meeting.
At its all day Saturday November 16 open community meet-
ing, the Southeast Council made a tentative decision to
request amerger with the Wst Area( in July, 1975 (SEA
Newsletter; November 1974).

The rationale for tho decision by the SEC to merge with the West Area
centered mainly on issues of compatability.

At the Southeast Council's November .11 ineeting,.the
three Area Superintendents responded-openly and frankly
to all questions posed. Their responsiveness has
assisted the Council's effort greatly in reaching an
area preference. The major compelling reasons for
favoring the SEA merger with-the West Area follow:

SEA. Organi-tational Compatabtlity with the West Area
Structure

The West Area is developing a K12 cluster pattern
similar to that used in SEA as a unit of five schools.
This organizational compatability with the West Area
will help further RA's development of an interdepend-
ent K-12 organization% Neither the North or East
Areas has developed this type of K-12 organization and
neither seems about to restructure its present patterns.
To place SEA in another kind of structure would be
incompatible with the SEA project which has been
supported by the School Board since 1971.

2. Governance of SEA schools

The style of community patticipation as exemplified
in the management tea:.1 and advisory councils seems
more likely to continue given the K-12 cluster pat-
terns developing in the West Area. Preserving the
benefits that accrue from the cooperative budgetary
and program decision making by the K-12 management
team is tho koy to the effective organization of SEA.
The Council i'gards this as one of the most crucial
factors in ijs tentative recommendation.
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3. Faciliiation of K-12 Educational Programming

Given the K-12 cluster pattern of organization

developing in the West Area, the Southeast Council

feels,that the likelihood of further SEA K-12
programming will best take place in the West Area.
Experience_has shown that, unless a K-12 organiza-
ional pattern has been initiated_this type of

K-1: curriculum articulation and K-12 learning
environment continuity just doesn't happen.

4. Commitment to Continuing Curriculum Materials which

are Compatible with Different Alternative Programs

All three Area Superin-endents agreed that the use
of curriculum materials and praPtices which have

proved successful will be continued.

S. Willingness of West Area Superintendent to Encourage
SEA Merger

The West Area Superintendent indicated a personal
willingness and readiness to invite SEA to join that

Area. The East and North Area Superintendents neither
encouraged SEA to merge-of discouraged a merger. The

frankness of the_three Area SuPerintendents is appre-

ciated. All three Area Superintendents already carry
heavy responsibilities for some 25-30 schools each.

6. Willingness of West Area Groups and Individuals to

have SEA Merge

Throughout numerous.meetings, discussions and contacts
with East, North, and West Area residents, staffs and.
principals, it is the overwhelming feeling of the
Southeast Council that West Area individuals were
favorable toward SEA joining the West.Area. Several

pexsons took the initiative to encourage.,SEA's par-

ticipation.

7. Commitment to the Five SEA Alternative Schools an

Continuation of Citywide Transfer PoliCies

All three Area Superintendents spoke in favor of the
-five alternative Schools with parent and student
options in SEA and the continuation of all citywide -
student transfer policies that affect SEA's enroll-
ments (urban transfers, SEA open enrollment transfe-s,

and principal's agreement transfers).

8. Continuation of Staff/Parent Screening Committees
for SEA Principal's and Faculty Openings

The West Area supports the continuation of these pre-
sent SEA procedures of vital school community involve-

ment. Simliar procedures have been used at some other
West Area schools, but not in the East or North Areas

to our knowledge. The East and North Area Superintendents
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appeared to have more reservations in this matter,
hut hoth were willing to review specific procedures
at a later date.

in view of these considerations, the Southeast Council
has reached a clear preference for merger with the West
Area (SEA Newsletter, November 1974). .

Efforts of the Area Decision Committee, the SEC and the SFA Director
verified that West Arca was the most receptive to SEA goals. Meetings with
West Area advi-sory groups confirmed that the West Area was movimg in a direc-
.tion compatible with the SEA governance structure and meetings between the SEA
Director and the West Area Superintendent affirmed a commitment to SEA goals.

On December 11, Cie Superintendent of the MPS System approved the Council's_
recommendation. Given that the Superintenaent preferred a merger with another
area, his approval of the recommendation indicated the extent to which SEA, and
community participation in decision-making as evidenced through the SEC, kid
successfully evolved to a position of strength.

New Governance Structures

The 1975-76 schbol year signaled the end of SEA's status as an.autonomous
administrative unit wjthin MPS. Whiie SEA retained its identity as an Experi,
mental Schools ,Project' funded by the National Institute of Education, it was
in the initial ,phase of losinp its privileged status as it was assimilated into
the West Area cluster pattern. As stated by. the superintendent of the MPS
system, "SFA neds to become a part of the decentralized administrative struc-
ture in order 'tl) demonstrate that.an experimental alternative school cluster
can operate with4n the public school system," and "SEA's impact on the public
school system wo40 be greater as an integral part of one of the three areas"
(SEA Newsletter; November 1974). Both factors were to play ari iMpo'rtant role
in the dynamics of the decentralization process through the merger with the
West Area.

. SEA merged with an area comprised of four clusters, i.e., four high schools
with feeder junior high and elementary schools. In keeping with the Minneapolis
Board of Education- decision to bring administrative decision-making closer to
students, staff and community, the West Area had organized into a horizontal
strpcture of advisory groups. Advising and consulting with the Superintendent
of the West Area were advisory councils representing principals, teachers,
aides, parents, clerical workers and school engineers. Thesp groups met regu-
larly with the superintendent. .They did not, however, meet with each other
officially and there was little communication between the groups.

The SEA governance structure during the first year of the merger was in

a state of evolution. Significant changes were taking place at,tw6 levels
which would he crucial to the outcome of the-interaction process within the
West Area. Specifically, the director of four years had resigned, leaving SEA
with a new director for the last year of the project. Concurrently, the
formerly parallel governing bodies, theSoutheast Council and the Management
Team, were undertaking the first year of an experimental, precedent-setting
merger. '
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Selection of New SEA Director

Thf process by,which the nvw SEA Director was chosen set a precedent .

for Community involve:bent in decisions of this magnitude. The process began
in the spring,of 1975, when the then current direttor had announced his
resignation. The process of selecting the new director was designed by SEA
and approved by the West Area Superintendentcommunication-with the West
Area Superintendent began when the merger decision was made.

,A screening committee comprised'of teachers, parents, and SEA adminis-
trators was selected by the SEC. This committee discussed and set criteria

for their deliberations. Criteria 'of concein to the coMmittee included:
(1).experience with alternatives; (2) experience beyond the elementary.level;
(3) skills in building staff cohesion; (4) ability to move into unknown
situations and identify concepts and needs; and (5) ability to write reports
and. proPosals. An additional parameter set by the West Area Superintenclent
was that the new SEA Director have K-12 certification. He had also stated
it would be desirable for the.new director to have superintendent certification.

The committee developed and diAtributed a flyer which outlined the above.
The MPS District Personnel Office was officially responsible for handling all
applications for the position. Files on the applicants were kept in the
personnel office for review-by the screening committee. Five applications

were received for the position, tn:ee of which.were accepted by the personnel

Office after the deadline. After lengthy deliberation, the conubittee made
its recommendation to the superintendent of the West Area. It was subsequently

accepted..
/

Aftermath of the decision affected the internal dynamics of the SEA
decision-making process. Dissension within SEA developed as a.result of deny-
ing the position to one of SEA's own principals. This dissension, combined
with the newness of SEA's information sharing system to-the incoming irector,
had an eroding effect on the cOMmunication structdre crucial,to.SEA decision,
making. However, these problems gradually diminished with tithe.

Merger of the Southeast Council ahd Management Team

The goals and runctioning of the Southeast Council and Management' Team,
two parallel SEA governing bodies, has been discussed in Chapter 'Three. As

a brief review, the Southeast .Councili which"was comprised of staff, community
members, students and parents,' had traditionally provided "leadership to the
development, maintenance and evaluation of a comprehensive educational program
for the Southeast public schools" (Southeast Educational Council Bylaws, 1974).
It served as an advisory body to the Airectorrecruiting and interviewing
candidaies for administrative positions; annually assessing the director;
review:. evaluation reports; making recommendations for allocation of resources;,
and, monitoring progress toward objectives of SEA. The Management Team, com-
prksed of twelve administrators and support service directors,,Were organized,to:

.consider, take action on, and Pil-ivide direction.for,
the solution of K-12 issues; to review K-12 service
center functions, positions, staff replacements and act
on screening committees; to solicit and consider the
advice.of the Southeast Council; to review the current
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pian, contract and scope of work; decide on modifications;
and, review, monitor, and give direction ec SEA governance
operations. In matters ef finance,"the team wtll review'
existing budgets and determine modifications if they seem
appropriate (SEA Newsletter, August, 1974).

The decision to merge the Southeast, Council and Management Team reflected
t.hemes and values underlying the SEA governance structure. One rationale-for
the merger was conservation of time and energy. It was felt that because A
sigivificant -overlap of responsibilities existed between the two groups, a
merger would provide more ::-.fficient use of time by both. A second ration;,le
was the belief that a merger would facilitate a solid linking of parental,
staff and administrative perspectives, provide diverse information and facili-
tate adequate decision-making. In addition, cross-group governance would
decrease the likelihood of misijiformation or misunderstanding of the process
of decision-making, the decision itself and the implementation of the,decision.
.A third rationale reflected concern about the future of SEA governance after
withdrawal of: federal funding. 'It was suggested that the merged groups would'
pc able.to assume the director's functions When that position Was elminiated.
jt was also suggested that-merging the groups at this point in.time would help

insure SEA.unity in the future,when it Would be tempting to return to a
building-level orientatiOn.

The timing of the merger seemed appropriate.. Communication between. the
Southeost Council and Management'Team had existed for-two years. Two South-.
east Coun-cil members had attended Management Team meetings as observers for
these two years. As of 1974-75, a representative from the-Management Team
served as an ex-officio member on the Southeast Council. Observers to tho
Management Team-from the.Southeast Council felt comfortable in their relation-
ship with that group. The level of sephistication; understanding of governance,
and knowledge of the Southeast _Council constitution was high among Southeast
Council members, It was also anticipated that a merger might alleviate prob--
lems in cohesion e0erienced by the Management Team.

The process used in facilitating the Southeast Council/Management Team
merger decision included: (1) impetus from the _SEA Director and other key
governance members, (2) the formation of Ad Hoc Committees from-both
Southeast Council and Management Team, (3) reviews of issues and potential
model,s te the larger groups, (4) communicoticn with the public, (5) surveys
of the community's commitment to the governance structure, (6) lengthy
deliberations by the committees en questions of membership, and (7) agreement
on one model by consensus\of both groups!

The'merger has been viewed as an.experiment by. SEA and has$tiot been
it out its problems. A variety of issues have centributed to the ineffec-

ti eness of the merged organization during the first portion of the 1975-76
school year. One, the principals began meeting with the director separately
early in the-year. These.meetings occurred partly because the principals
felt that necessary tasks had not been accomplished at larger meetings and
desired to accomplish them as they had done traditionally. Also, the new
director felt a need for assistance as he moved into a new role.. Ai times
the yeasons were known to the larger group and at other times theyrwere not,
causing mistrust and.discomfort on the part of the Southeast Council, espe-
cially among newer members and the K712 support staff.
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Another issue was that of new membership. A significant number of

.Southeast Council members were new and consequently had little sense of the

tradition of the council. They did not fully understand the goals and ration-

ale for the merger'. As a result, they were often confused about their roles

and questioned their effectiveness as participants. Seasoned council members

did not'have adequate time for maintenance activities which could-have alle-

viated these problems. Hidden agendas and personality conflicts were also

tontributing factors (as perceived by various members).

It is our opinion that the problems of the Council bad more to do with

its circumstances than its goals, structures or personnel. Timing was not

good. While the experiment of a combined professional and community governance

group was noble, it seemed to be created as a "now or never" proposition.

If the project itself had been stable, then the early interaction between the

two SEA-wide governanee groups and,their collective skills in group decision

making would have been maximized. The project, however, was experiencing a

psychological wind-down that pararleled fiscal reductions. As the future

became more uncertain, individuals became more self-centered, more concerned

about.their own survival in terms of employment or changes in roles and status.

.As indiViduals focused on their own needs, the resources of the group in terms.

of creativity, communication skills and personal leadership declined. The

project and its participants were An exit (Tesmer and Reynolds, 1976).

While the needs of the new Council were to focus on internal issues,

particularly building relationships, trust and a new group identity, the demands

on the Council were to attend to numerous external issues.

Survival in a Changing Environment

Perhaps the entire mission of .Cae SEC during the 1975-76 school year was

to assure the survival of SEA, i.e to secure adequate funds for 1976-77,

when federal funds would no longer be available.

The Council has taken a realistic.appraisal of what SEA

will look like at the end of federal funding. Although

the models and processes of alternatives are firmly

established, the Council notes that at the end of federal

funding the following resources will not be available:

SEA schools will have no director or representative on the

Superintendent!s Cabinet. There will be no K-12 resource
consultants in the areas.of math, science, industrial arts,
drama, evaluation, deliberate psychological education,
language arts, etc. In addition, the Teacher Centtr funds
for staff development would no longer be available except
through an Area. At the end of this school year, June,
1975, some 40 federally funded positions will be phased

out. The federal budget will drop from one million
dollars this school year to $500,000 for 1975-76. There

will be no federal dollars the following year, 1976777.

We will then be dependent on the regular Minneapolis

budget `SEA Newsletter, November 1974).
°

A sequence of events occurred within MPS which made SEA even more vul-

nerable in its dependence on the MPS budget than initially anticipated. First
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was a critical loss of top administrative advocacy at the system-wid( level.

The superintendent of the Minneapolis Public Schools resigned durj.ng che
1974-75 school year, effective August 1975, During eight years in Minneapolis,
he had been the guiding force behind administrative decentralization, actively
interested in and'supportive or alternative schools and instrumental in secur-
ing,the federal fundii4; for SEA. Also, one of his senior assistants resigned
to assume the superintendency in another city.

As a reNult, the central administration a state of flux and uncer-
tainty in the fall of 1975. The new_superintendent would not he chosen until
December., For SEA, influence was further eroded because the SEA director no
longer held a'position of the Superintendent's Cabinet. The loss of this
position was compatible w.ith the govls 'of decentralization, -i.e., SEA was now
a cluster .and not all cluster directors could reasonably be expected to have
cabinet pOSitions. Consequently, SEA lost its direct link to the central
administration of MPS and was officially cut off from another source of influence.

The SEC initiated the budget process in November Of 1975. Buildinss
prioritized needs and submitted budget.proposals, each using a different pro-
cess aryl involving community.participation In varying degrees. These proposals
were organized by the director into the SEA Budget Proposal, 1976-77, which
was presented at a meeting of the SEC in December. It is interesting to note
that all of the SEA buildings listed classroom aides as their priority budget
item. This budget proposal did not speak to the issue of SEA-wide support
services, such as Community Education and Community Resource Coordinat s.

These were presented in a later proposal to avoid distractions from a- :Idingel
"necessities" orientation. The SEC reviewed-the proposal and agreed by con-
sensus that 4:he director should present it to the West Area Superintendent.

As in previous years, the SEA budget proposal was presented in December,
long before other schools had compiled their budgets.. The West Area Superin-
tendent stated that he would accept the budget proposal as it stood and would
present it to the Cabinet withOut,making reisions. He fully supported the
SEA budget, process.

The resignation of the superintendent of MPS was to have yet further
consequences. It indirectly-influenced the unanticipated resignation of tho
superintendent of the West Area in February of 1976. He had applied' for the
position of superintendent of,MPS-without success and subsequentlyresigned.
His support of .SEA had been considerable, indeed he may have been the primary
reason. for SEA desiring location within the West Area. He was replaced by
an interim superintendent who had been his assistant. H:iwever, she was
generally-considered-to be more conservative and 'less sympathetic to the goals
of alternatives than the superintendent she replaced. Appointment of a per-
manent'superintendent to the West Area would be made by the new MPS super-
intendent and would not occur in tiMeto provide SEA with an- advocate in
budget negotiations. The new MPS -saperintendent would be available only as a
consultant until he assumed full-time duties in May of 1976. In short, SEA
was now on its own.

The situation further eroded when five-million dollar budget deficit
wa5 announced in early March. A summary of the proposed'hudget cuts released
by the West Arca Siiperintendent's office showed that $160,628 would be cut
from SEA's budget. These cuts would include claSsroom aides, resourc^ tea-
chers, and inservice funds. It appeared from this first round of the MPS
budget process that SEA was in danger of losing its highest program Triorities.
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The proposed budget cuts were in direct contradiction to statements .

pade by the MPS Board. A lengthy article in a Minneapolis.newspaper on
March 8, 1976 outlined the Board's desire to make budget cuts as far away
from the classroom as possible. The statements indicated that classroom
programs would not suffer. Suggested alternatives to the initial proposal
mentioned in the article included cutting administrators and reducing the
work year of principals and assistant principals. However, another newspaper
article, published several days later, announced that approximately 360
teacher positions would be cut and approximately 15 princiPals and another
30 administrators would be demoted from positions for which they, were. not

tenured. SEA stood to lose 4 of its 5 principals. While the situation was
potentially disastrous to.SEA, there' were some whoJ)elieved that the adminis-
tration's approach was essentially alarmist. Whatever the reality of the
proposed cuts, the SEC Mobilized to influence the outcome of the MPS budget

process.

The strategy taken by the SEC was to attempt to-hold the Board and
Administration' to their statements that cuts would be made,"away from class-

rooms." The firSt step taken involved linking the SEC more firmly with the
Citywide Task Force on Alternatives, a committee which had been appointed
by the former superintendent to take primary responsibility in exploring
and making recommendations concerning alternatives throughout the city. A

significant number of SEA people had been involved with the Task Force.
Although the group had wielded some power with the former superintendent,
at this point in time the Task Force was in a state of limbo. The group had
met with the new superintendent but received no feedback from him concerning
their official status. There was some feeling that the new superintendent
was not knowledgeable of;or sympathetic to,alternatives. However, the group
continued to meet and make itselivisible to the superintendent, hoping to
influence when and where it could.

Both the Citywide Task Force on Alternatives and the SEC expressed con-
cern about the nature of the proposed budget cuts. Representatives from both

groups met together to discuss the proposed cuts. They chose a strategy of
making recommendations to the MPS Board which emphasized making cuts away
from classrooms; requested that the Board reaffirm its commitment to school
district goals, alternatives, and affirmative action; and suggested that true
decentralization might be a solution to budget cuts.

Another step taken involyed the West Area Parents Advisory Council.
This group was becoming actively involved in budget considerations for the
first time. Their involvement included an attempt to ask all buildings to
prioritize their needs; and somewhat vigorous and vocal statements by members
concerning the nature of the budget cuts. The members.of this group also
felt that cuts should be made "away from classrooms."

Another step taken by the SEA director to advocate SEA priorities was a
presentation of the SEA Budget Proposal to the new superintendent of the MPS.
He also indicated that the community had been actively involved in the process
of formulating the proposal. While no commitment of any kind was made by the

'0 Superintendent, the meeting served to increase his awareness of SEA and alter-

natives.

It is impossible to predict the outcome of the budget negotiations at
this time. As is true ofievery school in the MPS system, SEA faces possible
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loss of staff and facilities of a magnitude which could seriously affect the
quality and type of educational programs offered.

As of this writing in June of 1976, the future of Southeast Alturnatives
is unknown, A meeting, jointly sponsored by SEA and the c)11theast Minneapolis
Planning and Coordinating Committee (SFMPACC),,is scheduled For mid-June.
The flyer announcing the meeting asks in hold type: "Southeast Schools--What
will happen? 'low much will he spent?" It announces that a -report will he
submittod to the school hoard.in late June by the citywide facilities committee.
The age of SFA's buildiflgs (among the oldest in the districtl was not an issue
in 1971; as a separate issue, it may mean the end of SFA.

The announcement reads:

The future of our school buildings will he determined
by their report and the school hoard's .implementation
of their suggestions....This is our opportunity to voice
our concerns hefore the report goes to the'school hoard.

Community involvement was a significant force in the eveation of SCA;
it will he significant in its adaptation to future problems and opportunities.

Stabilizing the Program

The major concern of many participants and observers of SEA has been the
effect of the program once federal support was withdrawn. This concern was
justified because innovative programs arc typically of the "add-on" variety.
That is, while dominant instructional organizations and programs remain unchanged,
they are supplemented by.additional staff, programs, equipment, supplies 'and
training. When external support ends, local districts have the option to pick-
up these addit-ional costs.. Frequently, local .districts perceive these programs
as luxuries they cannot afford and the "add-on" is "taken-away."

While this action may reflect the true worth of an innovative program--
education has a history of special programs which fail to achieve-that which
they initially claim--even.a valued progr:Im may have to be discontinued.
For example, SEA existed in a sw-stem which had over SLO million worth of
federally-supported projects in 1976. Certainly Minneapolis Public Schools
would not have been able, even under the better financial conditions of 1971,
to have continued all of these programs at local expense.

;t is to the credit of SEA, MPS the NIE that thjs concern emerged
early in the program. Budget reductions in federal mottles wore planned during
the last- hajf of the project to facilitate a phase-out; e.g., federal support
during 'Ale fifth and final year was about half of that during the fourth year.
By tb- fifth year, however, SEA existed within a different envdronment:
(1) administrative leadership at several levels had changed, (2) the age of
buildings had increased c.oncerns about their safety and adequacy, and
(3) declining enrollments and related .fiscal reductions, called for district-

--wide 'responses. The loss of federal Monies was compounded hy a loss of local
monies; decision making would he carried out hy persons with perhaps different
priorities but certainly with different district-wide problems requiring

, resolution.
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(+SEA, however, did have a strategy to facilitate survival. Aswe have
argued in Chapter Two, SEA was a success because it avoided specific innova-
tions, focusing instead on the general goals and structure of alternative
schools. Its initial changes were significant and permanent; e.g changes
in the selection of school by parent and student choice and changes in the
organization's and community's expectations of schools to alternative
instructional programs. These decisions increased the flexibility of the
organization to identify and change program specifics. This flexibility has
'also reduced SEA's dependence on program specifics and enhanced the ability
to adapt to changing fiscal support. The value of the planned budget reduc-
tions have been to force SEA to continually change program specifics while
maintaining the central components of alternative schools. In.other words,
SEA was forced to b.ecome educated in the process of change.

The challenge of the future for SEA is to find ways to continually adapt.
The danger for SEA is that they will become attached to program specifics
(e.g., a particular building or staff position) and fail to utilizetheir
flexibility.

En sum, stabilizing instructional programs at the end of a proect may
require early structural and procedural changes that are not directly dependent
upon additional monies. The task for staff of state and federal agencies is
to support the development of structural and procedural changes and allow
-flexibility in program specifics. The task for local program participants
is to diagnose the context of change and to adapt the specifics of innovative
programs as required.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

CONCLUSIONS

lh our final chapter, we would like to comment first on the two major
purposes and the intended audiences of the report. We will then discuss the

following: (11 a summary of a process for implementing alternative schools,

(2) the role of external funding in facilitating educational change; and
(3) the implications of alternative schools For the structure and functioning

of public education.

. One of our purposes has been to report on the implementatioir oF v locally-

dcfined approach to educaeional change and the extent to which expecvations
of the federal program were attained. The Experimental Schools Program was
intended to facilitate "comprehem-:ive change" in educational programs of public

schools. Alternative schools as defined by SEA have accomplished this end.
An examination of Chapters Two through Six reveal that SEA was not typical 4
urban, public schools. While the,results of a significant increase in funding
were highly visihle; SEA went beyond providing more of the same and'altered

the basic structure and functioning of public schools. We believe these
changes were consistent with the federal intent of "comprehensive change"
because they changed basic characteri.stics of public educ.ation--variability
was legitimized and replaced expectations for standardization. SEA thereby

was able to achieve an organizational flexibility to vary program specifics

through. decentralized decisions to best provide instructional programs consis-
tent with divergent philosophies, values and priorities. Success in this
endeavor was not unilateral throughout SEA, hut it was extensive enough to
draw nationwide attention and promote serious discussions about changes in
the,structure and functioning of public schools--a realistic accomplishment
for an experiMental school,s program.

The second major purpose has been to identify issues, strategies and
concepts of relevance and utility to educators implementing educational
change in general and alternative schools in particular. To this end we have

emphasized the twin goals of description and theory. A fairly extensive
descriptive account was considered to have advantages for the audiences we
'sought to address; educators tend to think in situationally specific term's..
The description of SEA was intended to provide concrete examples of "how
alternative schools work" and allow the readers co (1) contrast those specifics
with their own educational knowledge 'and eAperiences and (2) judge their appli-
cability to their own sotting

A theoretical perspective Was employed to guard against an overly narrow
focus on the unique issues, personalities,and programs of SEA. That is, we

searched the literature on alternative schools and educational change for
concepts and questions helpful in Other educational settings and -judged their

utility in our analysis of SEA. We also sought input from other educlitors
visiting SEA and drew upon our Cooin experience in other educational settings
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and programs and our own studies of educational change.* The generation of a

model for implementing alternative schools also was considered as facilitating
the generalizability of our studies.

The potential audiences of this report included the staff of state and
federal education agencies, school hoard members, central office and building
administrators, professional support staff, teachers and parents. We believe
that the typical situation in education is for participants at different levels
to be rather insular and have little familiarity withor sympathy for the focal
concerns of other participants. While diffeTent sections of this report may
be.of greater immediate concern to different audiences, we feel that a general
awareness of the entire range.of issues surrounding alternative schools is
important at all levels of participation in public schools. SEA has demon-
strated that a blurring of traditional roles and responsibilities in public
schools occurs with alternative schools, community involvement ard decentralized
decision making. The quality of decisions in the public school arena depends
.upon an overall knowledge of school programs and an understanding of-the factors
that influence their operation, stability and change.

In our following sections, we will not attempt a complete summary or seek
grand and global conclusions. Rather, we will focus upon selected issues that
have been reserved as most appropriate in a closing chapter.

Implementing Alternative Schools

Throughout the report, we have referred to a seven-stage model of imple-
menting alternative schools. Its purpose has been to organize factors con-
sidered critical in the consideration of alternative schools and their adoption.
Underlying this model is the belief that successful change in education is
possible and strategies to maximize the probability of change can he Aesigned.
Further, we helieve that alternative sctiools may not be an appropriate,basis
for organizing public schools in all settings. The decision to adopt alterna-
tives, strategies to implement them, and specific program components are highly
dependent upon local circumstances and priorities. The following model is
intended to facilitate the identification of those local factors and to assist
decisions about alternative schools.

1. Diagnosis a. Assessing organizational momentum and existing
priorities and problems of community and schools.

b. Identifying perceived needs for variability in
instructional programs.

c. Specifying the financial, technical, professional
and interpersonal resources available for change
efforts.

*For example, the author was a member of the external evaluation team in
another ESP site for two years prior to directing the external evaluation
team in Minneapolis, completed a case study of a differential staffing/arts
centered program in an elementary school, and served as an evaluator of a
Title III program in the St. Louis Public Schools.
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2. [nit iat

.3. Definition

4. Implementation

5. Monitoring
Instructional
Environments

6. Monitoring
Instructional
Effects

7, Stabilizing
the Program

Involving key school and community personnel
who function as planners and implementors.

e. Setting overall goals of alternative instruc-
tional programs.

f. Avoiding specific innovations as strategies.

'g. Creating structural modifications to simport
alternative instructional programs.

h. Creating mechanisms for technical support.

i. Creating mechanisms for community support.

Granting power to make decisions compatible
with perceived need fqr change:

k. Providing rpsources to oporationalize change.
*

1. Reducing,risks of participation.

m. Enhancing rewards of participation.

n. Examining.instructional environments in terms
.,of selected dimensions.

o. Assessing the extent to which operational
programs are congruent with intent..

p. Assessing the extent to which opational
programs differ from eachvpther.

q. Identiiying common and unique goals among
alternatives.

r. Selecting measurement strategies to determini7,
student effects.

s.,1Komparing,measUred effects and program goals.

t. Comparing measured effects among alternatives:

u. Comparing measured effects with in'structional
environments.

v. Identifying desired changes in program specifics,
if any, due to moni,toring instructional environments.

w. Identifying desired changes in program'specifics,
if any, due to monitoring instructional effects,

x. Identifying desired changes in program specifics,
if any, due to changes in larger syStem of
influence, e.g., school district.or community.

y. Planning strategy to implement new program
specifics by diagnosis (begin process again).

The suggested model is not considered to he all inclusive or absolute.
It is intended to he helpful. The model is not unicue,,sharing steps and
factors suggested by others in the educational literature, hut it does provide
a summary of the experience of SEA.
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Role of External Funding

The magnitude of federal funding of SEA over five years has obscured
several important considerations of the role of external funding in the imple-
mentation of alternative schools and educational change in general. We will

comment on four--proposals for external funding, monitoring requirements of
funded programs, types of expenditures in implementing alternative schools,
and the ending of funded programs.

Proposals for External Funding

Proposals to state and federal education agencies are frequently student
centered. That is; certain deficiencies are defined in an existing program
as evidenced by the problems of students, e.g., high dropout rates, low achieve-
ment scores or lack of job skills.. Further, school districts emphasize their
need for external support, e.g., teachers require new skills; special curricu-
lum materials need to be dcieloped or the district has in general a low pupil
expenditure level. Proposals typically fail to address the prAability of
succesSful implementation; i.e., they fail to focus upon adults. The context

of 6hange and the 'strategy of change are not subject to analysis prior to
funding. While student needs.and district needs my be valid, critical and
.deserving attention, funding agencies do not have a realistic purchase on the
probability of the local district actually implementing the proposed program.
The problem of funding agencies then becomes one of. trying to insure program
success rather than studying its benefits. Our suggestion is that both funding
agencies and local districts use the opportunity of fOrmal proposals for change
by attending to-issueS such as those in the proposed model of change.

'Monitoring Requirements

Participation in the Experimental Schools Program required SEA to devote
considerable time and energy to reporting to the funding agency. Many local

districts, we feel, resist external funding because of these requirements.
It is important to note, however, that the costs of an increase in administra-
tive o-,!erhead were born by the fUnding agency. Further, the requirements of
quarterly-status reports, site visits, re-funding proposals and notices of
budget and program changes forced SEA personnel to continually examine their
programs.and rationales.* This activity was further reinforced by federal
encouragement to host visitors and disseminate project information nationall
We feel the need of SEA to explain to others what they were doing ane why
enhanced the overall quality ,of the alternative schools program.

. "Types of Expenditures

An examination of the types of expenditures in SEA, rather than their
absolute amount, provide a basis for distinguishing between what alternatives
cost SEA and what alternatives may cest in other settings.* The following
categories indicate, cost's greater than those typically required of public
scHools (e,g., salaries'of teachers and administrators, replacement costs of

*This discussion is derived from an earlier 'article written by the author
for.theSA Journal 1971-1976 (Reynolds, 1975).
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instructional materials, and funds required for buildings and grounds main-
tenance). From the perspective of SEA, the critical distinction is that
funds wero available for significant expenditures in all areas. From the
perspective of others iMplement.ing alternatives, the emPhasis given each
category may vary from setting to setting and from time to time.

Initial Costs,

These costs are associated with changes in buildings and,furniturc
hecessary to support different instructional arrangements of students and
teachers. In changingto an open school program, for example, it may be
necessary to remove desks, install rugs, increase light, and construct areas
for specialized activities as well as purchase new furniture and supporting
materials....Changes of this type facilitate new instructional arrangements
and activities: These costs are essentially one-time costs and may be as
conservative or etensive. as the budget allows.

Development Costs

The largest development expense is considered to be staff training.
SEA:has emphasized staff training in its development of alternative schools,
particularly during the first half of the'project. Staff training could be,
a dne-t.ime ct, hut turnover may extend this need over time in other settings.
Staff stability, then, is a key to the costs involved as is the amount of
training and the size of .staff. As a rule, the greater the departure of tly.!.
newgrograms from the knowledge and skills associated with previous programs,
the greatbr the cost of training.

Supportive Costs

These costs are associated with an increase in profeSsional staff and
required services to meet new organizational and instructional needsFin an
alternatives system. SEA information dissemination activities have been
targeted toward both the local community and visiting professional educators..
An evaluation program.has been implemented and the related additional staff
employed. The community education program has added building coordinators
and the number of aides involved in the-instructional program has been in-
A-eased. Each of these additional roles creates-an increase 'Lri staffing and
salary expense. It is believed these expbnditures have been most important
in producing significant changes in SEA. This categoryof expenditures, how-
ever, may lmve the largest impact on budgets of others considering similar
programS..

Supplemental Costs'

This category included increase in expenditures for equipment and materials
similar to those of past programs, i.e.., they represent "more-of the same."
While it may be argued that suhstantial additions of materials, particularly
where the quantity had been inadequate, may constitute significant change, it
As believed that major changes in instructional programs typically do not emerge
from disbursements of this nature.
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Nonmonetary Costs o

It is strategic to consider nonmonetary costs at the same time as monetary

costs to provide a realistic perspective concerning-iE;Trole of money in the

development of alternative schools. Much of the SEA program is not dependent

upon additional funding.. 'For instande, new governance structures per se cost

little. Community involvement is an attitude and pattern of interaction,
neither of which necessarily cost additional money. A sensitivity to the
affective aspects of instruction does not require new instructional materials

,or new buildings. While money provides visible change in a program, the non-
cost factors of philosophy, attitude and commitment give new programs their

substantive changes.

It is essential to recognize that SEA was building on an earlier commit-
ment to alternative schools which, without federal funds, would have resulted
in a limited trial program. The additional monies supported the full imple7
mentation of alternative schools; they did not create the,supportive context

of the change attempt. Further, the noncost factors highlight the importance
of the legitimacy of the change effort and the autonomy of SEA within the
Minneapolis Public Schools. Other educators, were they to secure equal monies,
could not be assured of achieving equally successful change.

Funding agencies cannot assume that significant program changes will occur
as a result of-increased expenditures. Further, external funds are frequently

used for supplemental costs or "add-on," special programs. If this is the pur-

pose of external funding, it should be specified. The disadvantage of "add-on"

programs is that after external funding ends they are frequently "taken-away."
More permanent effects of funding can be achieved, we feel, by ex_teA-nal support
for initial, developmental and supportive costs of innovative prog*rams that

also invblve fundamental changes in institutional and instructional organization.

Ending Funded Programs

A frequently observed characteristic of externally funded programs is

that they are introduced with great fanfare and end almost unnoticed. One

of the major reasons, We feel, is that special, programs psychologically.end
before they fiscally end (Tesmer and Reynolds, 1976). The closer to the end

of the program, the more program participants become concerned about their
future jobs and activities. They become more self-centered, commitment to,
the program decreases and program staff become more isolated from each other
Program staff may seek other special programs or types of future cmpinyment
prior to a program's ':ormal end. If opportunities are found, acceptance of

a new position provides security. In contrast, the future is unknown and
out-of-control for the individual by remaining with the current project during
its final stages.

Key program personnel . especially recruited to staff a .pecial project,
may be most susceptible to the prbblems of exit. Externally-funded programs
frequently provide career mobility, i.e., individuals may jump from special
project to special project as a means of career enhancement. Preferring the

administrative autonomy and lowered financial constraints of special projects,

these persons may be less interested in program survival than other, more

permanent, participants. If these key people go into exit behavior, cdther
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psychologically or physically, lower participants or new and temporary staff
.are faced with the,problem of. stahilizing the program. The survival of the
program, therefore, hccomes subject to influences hoyond_fiscal support.

We perceive a need for funding agencies and local districts to address
the issues of exit during the planning stages of a new program. By dealing
with-the issue Openly, the concerns of district perSonnel, program partici-

,

.pants and funding agencies can he addressed. Planning for exit and dealing
with it in an open manner may hlp lt.sson the impact of an end of external
support and facilitate the adaptation of...special programs to local funding.

Implications of Alternative Schools

As we discussed in Chapter. One, the Minor theme of Southeast Alternatives
has heen'variability. -Alternative schools,are built upon and promot varia-
hility in instructional -priorities, community participation, technical support,
instructional environments and their effects on students. In contrast, public
schools typically have emphasized standardization. We saw that it was possihle
to change the baSie.structure and functioning of public schools at the adminis-
trative level while preserving quality and equality at the instrUctiOnal level,
A mpjor advantage of this strategy, we -feel, is to jhcroase the flexibility of
the public school as an'organization and to maximize its responsiveness to its
clients.

Variability
Z

flexibility and responsiveness are considered-to be the
major implications of alternative schools fo- the structure arid functioning
of public education. The consec(iiences for public schools of thee changes
are (1) to increaso the responsibility of the community for the quality of
.education and pill- meaning into the phrase -local control," (2) to increase

\I

the-demands upon public school personnel to interact with the public in con-.
tinuPd dialogue about the ends and means of educidtional prograMs, (3) to
require iew skills' of teachers and administrators in communication,..Coordin
lion and decision making as the public school increases in Organizational
complexity.

It is tempting at this point to actively advocate alternative schoolS.
Southeast Alternatives has been an exciting program; the implementation of
alternatives in other settings could he equally excitinglt is appropi.iate,
however, to advise others to exercise caution and to examine carefully the
local setting when considering 'the adepthtin-of alternative schools. -This
report, hopefulty, will aid in that process.
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APPENDIX A

THE EXPFRIMENTAL SCHOOLS PROC,RAM

Tho Creation of the Experimental Schools Program (ESP) by t'lle U. S.
Office of Education (HSOE) in 1970 was prompted by a concern with outcomes
af prior educational change efforts,in general and federally sponsored
interventionskin particular. American.educational research and practice had.
cumulaLively underscored Several interrelated pitfalls in the planning and
sponsorship of educational innovation, -which ESP intents and programmatic
design consciously sought to avoid.

After n decade marked by exceedingly high e;<.pectations, educational
planners and consumers were confronted by-the apparent failure of many
promi:iing curricular and program innovations to achieve significant Pcsults.
Educators increasingly questioned the wisdom,Of "piecemeal" change strategies
consisting of innovations which attempted to alter relatively discrete.
elements within an educational system, is'ithout concurrent and supportive
s)%stem-wide change. These concerns arc ummari zed by Worthen et al. (1972).
Moreover, change strategies repeatedly encountered difficulties related to
insufficit,nt time for adequate,planning, implementation'and evaluatian.
Such trends, in turn, reflected a seemingly perennial prOblem of education.--
the lag or gap between basic educational research and actual school practices,
between what is known and what is applied, between planners and implementors.

Numerous programmatic models of prior federal sponsorship efforts Wbrc
available to ESP planners. 'These too were able.to serve as input. For
example, one frequently used model was the traditional "demonstration site"
approach. Another was that of "planned variation" employed in such programs
as Head Start and Follow Through. This enabled use of several demonstration
sites, each sufficiently varied to'enable the umbrella program's application
to be systematically monitored for its differing payoffs. .6 different types
of settings. Still a third model was the then popular voucher plans which
entailed the distribution of federal monies directly to the ultimate clients
of educational delivery systems-,family units--,to utilize in whatever manner
they saw fit. None of the above models was a "pure type" in that each often
involved elements of another (e.g., Voucher Demonstration Projects). Nor
were they th.p only Models planners drew upon for insights., The Office of
Economic Op2ortunity had been engaged over the decade of the 1950's in
5everril others.;'some involving-thc use of private educational options.

.0ne of the principal problems encountered, in all of these models was'
their "top down" nature in terms .of needs assessment, -Planning, and frequently
implementation as well, Though this problem wls perhaps most frequently echoed
in complaints of ethnic minority !t-atips, it was by rib means limited to suqh
clientele- or settings. Having one's "needs" diagnosed, defined, and. assessed,'

_being assigned a "demonstration site" display stattis; or participating in a
program's application (as either implementor or'client) and noCits itiitial
planning'simply did not facilitate what quite often were undoubtedly the best
of federal intents.
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The overall intents and design of ESP.ultima:ely mirrored a.discernible
pattern of thrusts which attempted to partially address (not "solve") the
kinds of peoblems disCussed above. As a change strategy, ESP decided to
provide an opportnity for local districts to diagnose their own problems
and design a locally generhted change strategy to. deal with them. In pre-

paring their prbposals for potential ESP funding, however, local districts
would be required to meet certain criteTia. First, proposalS would need to

reflect a strategy of "comprehensive" as opposed to piecempal change. That

is; local program components were tc impact the entire range of students in
schools (K-12) and have a larger system,wide rationale. Second, funded

A. districts were required to accommodate an ESP design encompassing three major
types of,evaluation: (1) formative (or Level I) conducted by local project
staff to provide timely feedback to proiect participants; (2) summative (oP
Level II) conductpd by agencies external to the project to provide,feedback
to the federal funding agency; and (c) Level III evaluation, which was tenta-
tively scoped to explore potential themes of interest across the various ESP
nationwide sites. Third, districts were expected to,assume responsibility
for maintaining particularly promising innovations and practices after the
phase-out o? federal funding (i.e., a type of "cOntinuity of success" under-
standing). FoUrth, ESP sites were to.serve between 2,000 and 5,000 K-12
students, which wOuld include but not necessarily be limited to-a low income
population (Nation's Schools, 1971).

Certain additional features of ESP operational design deserve mention.
/ The time allotted for local program development was generous--five years.
This would hopefully allow an adequate period for more rational (as opposed
to bandwagon) program planning, monitoring, adjustments, and eventual insti-

tutionalization. The funding allotted to districts submitting successful
proposals was equally generous, exceeding scveral million federal dollars
per site. The amount of federal support was based upon a formula applied
to current per pupil expenditure.levels of the local district. Finally, ESP

sites were not formally scoped, designed, or selected as national demonstra-
tion projects, pieces in a puzzle of planned variation, or large-scale fiscal
vouchers. Rather, the emphasis was upon providing school districts min oppor-
tunity and- fiscal capacity to generate and operationalize a plan for dealing
with locally diagnosed needs in a comprehensive manner.

The Experimental Schools Program was activated in December of 1970.
In the'spring of 1971, school systems throughout he nation were invited
by USOE to submit proposals for comprehensive change projects ih their
respectiVe local districts. The initial round of competition., involving the
submission of nearly 500 responses, led to the awarding of ten planning grants.
Planning grants ran for Sixty days during which operational proposals were
prepared. Of these ten districts, three were funded for operation in the
fall of 1971. These consisted of three urban districts: the Berkeley Unified
School District, Berkeley, California; the Franklin Pierce School District,
Piercy County, Washington;.and the Minneapolis Public,Schools, Minneapolis,

Minnesota.

In March of 1.547f, a second round of comOetition was conducted which
"re'su1ted. ih the funding of the Edgewood Independent School District, San.
Allitonio, Texas, and the Greenville County School-District, GreenVille',

.South Carolina. These sites were operating by the fail of 1972. By Sep-

tember of 1973, ten rural sites and. three street academy projects were also
participating in the Experimental Schools Program. ESP thus.involved ten
rural and eight urban sites Serving a combined total ..c)f over 25,000 students.
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ESP began as a semiautonomous operation within the U.S. Office Of
Education. In the fall of 1972, responsibility for E.SP administration

, shifted to the National Institute of Education (NIE) . Funding was awarded
tto ESP sites in two major cycles consisting of initial and final thirty-
month periOds. . Each site, as well as the agency whose services the NIF
contracted for summative evaluation studies, was thus required to submit
second cycle refunding proposals.

By the fifth year of ESP, formative evaluation components had been
established across the various sites. SummatiAe evaluation .data was being
gathered by seven independent research organizations concerning boel site- .

specific interpretations 'of comprehensive change and the various projects'
impact upon students, educators, and communities which they involved
(Coward, 1975).
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APPENDIX B

RESEARCH AND EVALUATION STUDIES OF ALTERNATIVE SCHOOLS

As early as the mid-I960's, researchers and practitioners in tho
alternatives movement were quick to foresee that new strategies of assess,
ment would be required for alternative schools. Many traditional evalua-
tion models, strategies, and measurement techniques were considered
inappropriate to sufficiently address the range and quality of alternative
schoolingintents. Goats were often either.too "meSsy" (Rosen, 1973) or
too unconventional (Perrone, 1972) for available instrumentation. Further,
available instrumentation largely addressed goals sometimes.considered
secondary in importance by alternative programs (Byers. and Rawitsch, 1974).
The development of strategies to address new concerns, however, are still
in a relatively early stage of development. Morra (1974), in reviewing
literature related to "evaluation of alternative schools," observed:

...There are but a few articles available. It is not
at all,unreasonable for the Literature to be so sketchy.
Philosophical,economic and manpower factors have acted
to minimize work'done in the evaluation of alternative
schools.

Although literature on the spedjfic topic of alternative assessment
has been relatively slow to appear, there have been isolated studies of
alternatives conducted primarily in the form of qualitative analyses of an
entire schoo1 or program. These studies reflect a variety of disciplinary
orientations. One example of such work is Anatomy of Educational Innovation
by Smith and Keith (1971). This,work provides a detailed analysis of the
origins,.growth, and decline of an innovative elementary school program,
encompassing even the initial;phases of building construction and staffing.
Drawing upon organizationaland sociological theory, and iatilizing data
gathered through extensive field work conducted in the sclibol, the ,study
offers several tentaiveconceptual models concerning the'institutional
life-cycle of an innovatbry program.

similar'nature is available in a series of monographs
reporting on the Alternative Learning Environments Project being-Conducted ,

at the Ontario InstitUte for Studies in Education (OISE). Two of these
are of particular interest: (1) The Creation of Educational Settings: A
Developmental Perspective (Levin and Simon, 1973a) and (b) The Irrationality
of Rationalized Program Development (Levin and Simon, 1973b). The first of
these offers a particularly stimulating "phase" analysis of developing
educational settings, emphasizing research relating to the development of
new and alternatjva settings. It too draws upon organizatiOnal.theory,
particularly the work of Seymour Sarason (1971). Neither Smith and Keith's
por the Canadian studies claim to be fully elaborated "theories," but rather

- analyses directed towards theory development.
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Additional --cro-level research focused on alternative programs has
continued to appear Among these, for example, lre works by Moore et al. (1971)_
on the Metro School in Chicago; Riordan (1972) on the Cambridge Pilot School
in Massachusetts; Cohn and Finch (1973) on two alternative high school,s in
St. Louis; Eriksen and Messina (1973) and Eriksen and Gantz (1974) oni.,an,,alter-
native free school in Philadelphia, and studies by zhe Rand Corporat'ioh,(1974)
on the Educational Voucher Program in the Alum Rock School District, San Jose,
California (1973).

The concerns and-disciplinary perspectives of these studies have varied.
For example, Cohn and Finch (1973) aimed their work at_isolated societal factors
which stimulate program development, as well as selected.dimensions of the tech-
niques and made use of cultural and organizational concepts in their analysis.
Eriksen and Messina employed an analytical framework of "boundary maintenance"
drawn from the field of anthropology--particularrY the work of Barth (1969) and
Eidheim (1961) . ,The focus of their study was competing interests between
community and professional education power structures in implementing an alter-
native school. Three additiohal major works have been those of (1) Graubard
(1973) analyzing.successes and failures of the free school movement across the
nation, (2) Morra (1974) which consisted of an application of Provus' discrepancy
evaluation model ed a free school in Massachusetts, and (3) Fantinf (1974) dis-
cussing aspects of the alternatives movement nationwide.

AO

Works such as the three outlined above have indicated two directions for
future evaluation efforts. First, substantively they have underscored a need
'to focus on the "quality of life" in alternative sch9ols by arriving at adequate
understandings of "where people are coming from"...students, teachers, and parents.
Such understandings would minimally entail effOrts to isolate underlying beliefs,
attitudes, and values of participants in the educative process, particularly as
they impinge upon wh;.t the.participants define as "appropriate" behavior.

Second, methodological approaches are in need of development of "get at"
perceptual orientations by a widevvariety of approaches. These have variously
included calls for infoTmal and extended observations in alternative/open class-
rooms and schools, opA-ended interviews, and an "immersion" in the life-cycle
of the particular institution under the study (e.g., Carini et al., 1969;
Burden, 19724 Bussis, Chittenden and Amarel', 1973; Shapiro, 1973; Morra, 1974)..

Our approach has tried to build upon the concerns and approaches found
in the literature,reviewed above. We have emphasized those aspects of SEA
which were subject to the control of the educational organization--community
participation, governance and administration of a system of alternatives and
the instructional environment of teachers and students. We have balanced
traditional approathes and newer strategies of evaluation--standardized
achievement scores and student perceptions--in assessing program effects on
students. We have focused upon adult activities-in the implementation of
change as well.as teacher and student behavior in different settings. Abd,
we have included a focus upon changes oVer time.

Our overall strategy has been to de-emphasize those aspects of SEA which
were a direct course of its status as a bighly visible federal program with
a considerable wealth of financial resources. By focusing upon a model for
implementing alternative schools, we tried to maximize the value of our studies
for practicing educators and to contribute to the literature on alternative
schools.
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